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CHAPTeR I 
INTRODUCTION 
A. Introductory Remarks and Statement of tbe Problem 
The aIm of orthodontic therapy is not only to establish static 
"normal Occlusion" and acceptable dentofacia! esthetics, but also it is 
concerned with the establishment, maintenance and restoratim of the 
dynamics of the stomatognathic system. To achieve this end and to have 
a stable and lasting result, the teeth then, must be placed in a position 
that will be in harmony» not only with the supporting structures and 
temporomandibular articulation. bUt with the muscles that move the 
mandible as well and form the surrounding medium about the teeth. 
It 1s a widely accepted fact that the musculature of the 
stomatognathic systenl plays an important role in the shape of the 
dental arches and in the stability of the occlusion. Since the site of 
some of the sensory receptors that influence the neuromuscular 
mechanism controlling mandibular movements is the periodontium, and 
since it is conceivable that orthodontic forces can change stimuli to 
the periodontal proprioceptors, it may be expected that this change can 
in some way influence the muscular behavior of the stomatognatmc 
2 
system. 
The literature dealing with electromyographic studies of the function 
of these muscles is becoming more abundant every day, however. It 
cannot be di sputed that more research in thi s fleld is needed to cootd Dute 
to a more complete understanding of the function of the muscles of the 
stornatognathic system. Although some investigators have shown that 
changes in muscular behavior does occur as a result of orthodontic 
treatment Moyers (.! 949), Jarabak (1954-1956), 7wemmer (1955). Karau 
(j C)56), Ahlgren (1960), and others, few have attempted to investigate 
the change in neuromuscular function during the full spectrum of 
orthodontic treatment. 
The purpose of this study Is to investigate electromyographically 
the Lehavior of the temporal and masseter muscles before. during and 
i:lfter orthodontic treatment; that is, what effect, if any, doos the change 
in sensory input due to the change in position of the teeth as a result 
of orthodontic movement have on the motor output to thes,.~ muscles. 
The orthodontic procedures used in this treatment differ from other 
orthodontic methods in that light forces generated from highly resilient 
light wires and latex elastics were used, thus the forces were much 
." ..... r 
lighter than those customarily obtained from an edgewise mechanism. 
This part of the study will compare the behavior of the temporal and 
masseter muscles during the final stages of orthodontic treatment with 
the behavior of these muscles prior to treatment. It is hoped that any 
neuromuscular changes in the behavior pattern of these muscles during 
this final stage of treatment may be detected. 
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This is a continuation of a longitudinal study begun by Widen, 
Asahino and Shanahan (1960) and followed by Zylinski and Fleming (1961). 
B. Review of the Related Literature 
1. Anatomy 
It is generally conceded that a knowledge of structure must precede 
a study of function. A better understanding of the functions of the 
muscles involved in this study can only come after a basic knowledge 
of their anatomy and of the anatomy of the temporomandibular articulation 
Most of the following material has been taken from Sicher (1960) and 
Grayts Anatomy (1960). 
According to Sicher (1960): "All muscles that are attached to the 
mandible have an influence on its movements and positions." The 
mandibular musculature can be divided into two groups, the muscles of 
mastication and the suprahyoid musculature. The mandibular musculature 
thus upon the mandible either from the cranium or from the hyoid bone. 
Sicber states: 
Knowledge of the action of the individual masticatory 
muscle is a necessary premise to an understanding of their 
function during the movements of the mandible. These 
muscles, in conjunction with the suprahyoid musculature, 
work in groups as do other muscles in the body and not 
as individual units. 
The four muscles of mastication are the masseter. the internal 
pterygoid and the temporal which exert their power in a vertical direction 
and are powerful elevators of the mandible, the fourth muscle. the 
e:<ternal pterygoid exerts Its povver in a horizontal direction and protracts 
the mandible. All of these muscles receive thdr nerve supply from the 
motor portion of the trigeminal nerve through the mandibular division. 
Since the masseter and temporal muscles are the ones that are 
lx;ing dealt with in this study f they will lJe described in detail. 
The masseter muscle is thick and quadrilateral in shape, and 
consists of two portions, a superficial and deep. which are incompletely 
dJ vided. The larger superficial portion arises by a thick tendinous 
sheath from the zygomatic process of the maxilla and from the anterior 
two-thirds of the inferior surface of the zy~omatic arch. The fibers 
5 
run backward and downward, to De inserted into the angle and tbe lower 
half of the lateral surface of the mandibular ramus. The smaller, deep 
portion arises from the posterior third of the inferior border of the 
zygomatic arch and from its whole medial surface. Its fibers pass 
downward and forward to inset into the upper half of the ramus and 
the lateral surface of the coronoid process of the mandible. The fibers 
of the two portions are continuous at thelr insertion. 
The fan shaped temporal muscle is broad and radiating and is 
situated at the side of the head. It arises from the entire temporal 
fossa and from tbe deep surface of the temporal fascia. The fibers 
converge as they descend, and end in a tendon, which passes medially 
to the zygomatic arch and is inserted into the medial surface, apex 
and anterior border of the coronoid process of the mandible. This 
tendon also continues downward Inserting on the anterior border of the 
mandibular ramus almost as far forward as tbe last molar tooth. Its 
most posterior fibers, because of their oblique direction downward and 
forward, have a retracting component. 
The basiC functioning component of muscle is a motor unit. A 
motor unit was first described by Sherrington and Liddell (1925) and 
",.~ .. r 
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later by Clark (19:U) and Ly Best and Taylor (1958). It consists of an 
anterior horn cell and its axon or nerve fiber which divides into a 
varying number of branches and supplies a corresponding number of 
muscle fibers. Each axon br:''1ch of the motor nerve fiber loses its 
myelin sheath as it approaches the muscle fiber for whtch it is destined 
and terminates as a flat expansion on a specially organized structure 
known as the motor end-plate. This contact (there appears to be no 
actual union) is called the neuromuscular or myoneural junction. It 
ex.hibits many of the properties of the synapse existing between neurons. 
The ratio of muscle fibers to neuron in the temporal and masseter 
muscles may range from 1: 110 to 1: 165. In addition to the motor nerve 
supply, the motor unit has a sensory nerve supply. 
As described by Best and Taylor (1953) and by Jarabak (1954) and 
(1~5 7) the arrangement of the muscle fibers and the motor units in the 
muscle is in accordance with the function that the muscle performs. 
Thus, the fusiform and long strap Uke muscles have their fibers and 
therefore, their motor units. arranged in a chain or series so as to 
provide contraction over a great distance with speed. The quadrilateral 
or rhcmboid muscle has its fibers and motor units arranged side by 
~,-.... r 
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tude in a parallel manner, thus providing v,reat power over a shoner 
distance. The triangular sbaped muscles have their fiLlers and mttor 
units arranged so that the fibers pass frool either side to a central 
tendon in an oblique direction. This arrangement is called bipennato 
(like a feather). In some muscles, only half of the "feather" is 
represented and is so termed unipennate. This arrangement provides 
bOth power and speed. Thus muscles of mastication are made up of 
combinations of these arrangements. Usually more tban one arrang:ernent 
being present in each muscle and sometimes as many as three. 
The temporomandibular articulation is a ginglymoarthrodial, or 
sliding hinge joint. The parts entering into its formation are (1) the 
anterior part of the glenoid fossa of tb~ temporal bone, (2) the articular 
tubercle above and (3) the mandibular condyle below and. (4) the articular 
disc interposed between the latter two. The joint consists of two 
separate cavities, each with its aNn synovial lining. the two cavities 
being separated by tru:~ articular disc. The ligaments that make up the 
joint. according to Gray's Anatomy (196l). are five in number. (1) the 
articular capsule, (2) the temporomandibular ligament. (3) the spheno-
mandibular ligament, (4) the stylomandibular ligament. and (5) the articular 
= 
disc. When the jaws are opened and closed, movement takes place 
in both parts of the joint; the disc glides on the articular tubercle. and 
the condyle moves like a hinge on the disc, causing the mandtble to 
rotate about a center of suspension near the angle of the mandible. 
A.ccording to Grayts Anatomy (1961): "This somewhat moveable cenL~r 
is l>rovided by the attachment of the sphenomandibular ligament to the 
lingula, and the sUng formed by the massetex and tit- pterygoideus 
internus. It 
2. Histology and Histologic Background 
Basically this study will deal with muscle and nerve tjssu~ as 
rdated to the neuromuscular mechanism of the stomatognathic system 
and also, the periodontium, tile site of certain sensory receptors that 
Ilelp control movements of the mandihle durin~~ mastication. Therefore, 
sorn~ description of the histologiC strucutre of these tissues and of 
thi:..' sensory receptors of the pe.riodontal membrane, sk'~lctal muscle 
and tendon is warranted in this discuBsioo. 
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Skeletal or voluntary muscle as described by 1\ adnlOO' and Bloom 
(19:32) has as its basic unit the muscle edl or musck~ fiber. Thes~ 
muscle fU:ers are long and cylindr!.~~ in shelp..;; and taper at tIlt: ends to 
a point. The cell is multinucleated and is covereo by the cell membrane 
or sarcolemma, it is thought to be the product of the cytoplasm. The 
muscle fiber is striated in the longitudinal and transverse directions. 
These striations depend upon the fact that the fiher consists of two parts: 
(1) the protoplasmic mass, or sarcoplasm and (2) thin cross striated 
fivrils. the myofibrils. The chief solid mass of the muscle fibers 
consists of sev~ral proteins, the most important of which are myogen, 
and actin combined with myosin. These are the contractile elements of 
the rnuscle. The nuclei are usually flattened in the direction of the long 
axis of the fiber t vary in number, and are usually found just beneath 
the sarcolemma. fvfyofihrils t under the electron microscope, have been 
found to consist of myofilaments. These myofilaments are thought to .~)C 
the actin and the myosin. 
Several combined muscle fioors form a primary bundle, and 
sev('!ral primary bundles combined are called a secondary bundle and 
several secondary bundles combined are called a tertiary bundle and so 
011. A skeletal muscle then. is composed of muscle bundles varying in 
size and l1umiJer. Between the fibers, inside the muscle bundle is a 
connective tissue covering called the endomyslunl, between the muscle 
J ..... ,.. 
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~}Undles, the connective tissue coverIng is called the perimysium and the 
conoi2ctivc tissue covering of the anatomical muscle is the epimysium. 
Wh;;;re a muscle is attached to a tendon, there is a close union of the 
muscle fibers with the collagenous bundles of the tendon. 
The cells within the nervous system which carry out its special 
function are called neurons. The neurons, acc)rding to ~~aximow and 
Bloom (1952), have a body made up of a nucleus and surrounding 
cytoplasm, called the perikaryon. The cytoplasm of this cell expands 
into a numher of processes usually comprising several short dendrites 
and only one axis cylinder or axon, which may have a great length.· The 
relatively large nucleus has a thIn, clear nuclear membrane, and in 
most cases a large prominant nucleolus. The cytoplasm of the cell 
body is called the neuroplasm in which is found, neurofribls, chromophile 
substance, mitochondria, golgi apparatus and various inclusions. 
The nerve filler, according to Best and Ta ylor (1952) is the 
elongated extention of a nerve cell, whose body is situated in the central 
nervous system or In an outlyIng ganglion. The peripheral nerves ar;;! 
nerve trunks and are made up of nerve fibers, often in great num:.:er, 
bound together in bundles. These bundles are made up very similar to 
lh~ muscle bundles and the various connective ussu,;;;: coverings arc 
nan,cd cndoneunm, perincuriwn, and -.:.:pincurium, i;dl1f;, analogous to 
th..; " .. ndon,ysium, pt.:rimysium and t.::pirnysium, resp~ctively. of muscle • 
1 t 
. ~ach nerve fh;er entering into tire comPOSitlOll ot the peripheral n,.;rV'~s 
consists of the a:ds cylinder and a fatty sh(;8th called the myelin sheath. 
Til.;; layer of m:y'cUn enveloping the a,i8 cylinder is enclosed in turn 
Liya thin transparent, nuch::ated m'..;~mbranet th!"~ n;;urilcnmla or sheath 
of ';.chwann. 11118 myelin sheath is interrupt;,;;o at r~gular int~rvals. and 
aimOfJt comes into contact with the axis cylinder. ·These constrictions 
an: called the Nodes of Ranvier. 
The pn)prioceptors associat;:d with sk.el~tal muscle are the muscL 
splndh;s, th~ golgi t.::ndon Oft:,an. and the Pacinian corpuscles. !\';uch of 
the following fllatcrial has ~en taken froo"\ Fulton (19~3), Granit (1 QS5), 
Fulton and Rich (1 ~60), and &:st and Taylor (.1958). 
The muscle spindle. named by Kuhne (1863), and shown to ue 
sensory tly Sherringtol1 (18'1 J.). was first d-:scrH:l\.!d histolo::.;rically by 
Ruffini (18)2-1SgS). It is a complc'{ of sensory end organs and muscle 
fiik!rs which lie in th..:.: ilesh suLstance of the muscle and emL'race 
me or more modHi~d muscl.e nt~r8 can~d intrafusal muscl.~ fH.crs. 
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The principal nerve ending spirals irregularly around thl;;: mid-portion of 
the Intrafusal fibers and forms an annular band which Is invested in a 
connt!ctive tissu~ capsule containing tissue fluid. The intrafusal fibers 
have motor innervation and possess a motor end-plate and a s.;;~coodary 
"Hower spray" sensory ending. These muscle spindles are found in all 
anti-gravity muscles, and in some flexors and are called the "stretch 
alterents". ~"echanically they are in . 'parallel " with the muscle fibers 
and are affected if the muscle is stretched passively, if, however, the 
muscle cootracts, the tension belng maintaIned by the other muscle 
fibers; the spindle is not affected. 
The golgi tendon organs or tension recorders, unlike the muscle 
spindle are affected whether the muscle is stretched passively or is 
actively contracting, as in either instance, the tension on the tendon is 
present. They are usually found at the musculotendinous junction at 
the ends of a muscle, well away from the tendons of origin and l.nsertion. 
Each tendon organ is supplied by a 8ingle large myelinated nerve fiber 
which divides many times as it reaches the ending, .;.!ach branch 
terminating as a fine spray of nerve endings that lie between the strands 
of tendon. The whole orpln usually bas a thin capsule. 
13 
The Pacinian corpuscles or:nd organs are found most commonly in 
t..;;ndon sheaths. and are endings of deBP pressure sensibility. In structure 
they resemble an onion with concentric layers of fibrous tissue capsule 
and a knotted central fiber. 
The periodontal ligament, according to Schour (1960) is the connective 
tissue which (1) fills the space between the surface of the root of the 
tooth and the wall of its alveolus. (2) surrounds tbe root occlusally from 
the: l~order of the alveolus, and (3) supports the gingiva. Three layers of 
fibers may be distinguished. the alveolar fibers. the cemental fibers and 
the pleKus tntermedius between them. The fibers of the periodontal 
ligament assume a direction which corresponds to the different stresses 
placed on the tooth at various levels of its rott. Black (j 887) has 
classified them into: (1) free gingival group_ (2) transeptal group, 
(3) alV(~olar crest group, (4) horizontal group, (5) oblique group and 
(6) apical group_ The undifferentiated or mesenchymal cella of the 
periodontal ligament are multlpotential in tha.t they a14 C capable of 
forming either hono, cementum or connective tissue. Most of the 
studies on the innervation of the pericx:lontal m::mbrane agree that the 
neural source is derived from the apical region and alveolar bone 
,,I ..... ,.. 
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iJToper oppos.ite the root surface. Descriptions of tht' mode of terminatioo 
of the nerves of th~ l~riodontal ligament still diff~r from investigator to 
investigator. 
The nerve supply, described by Schour (.1960) is very rich in 
nl}'elinated fibers. They enter the periodontal membrane with the blood 
'It!:!ssels and follow the same course. As the nerves ascend g'ingivaUy, 
they give off terminal branches which innervate the stroma of the 
p~rlodontal ligament. 
Bernick (1951) usinr; monkeys as well as human material, studied 
sections in which collagenous and precollagenous tissue had ~en removed 
by proteolytic ,;,;nzymes prior to staining, thus, getting a much clearer 
picture of the nerves in the area which had been difficult to do previously 
because ot the affinity of the staining material for collagenous material. 
He stated that the nerves supplying the periodontal membrane 
arise from two sources: (1) branches from the dental nerve itself 
which innervates the perIodontal membrane buccaUy ~ lingually, mesially 
and distally as they proceed gingivally. (2) from the Interalveolar 
norves which perforate the crlbliorm plate at various levels to unite 
With the ascending dental nerves. TIle combined n~rve Lundle proceeds 
gingivally and offshoots arise which end in the connective tissue of the 
II.··· .. ,.. 
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p"::riooontal membrane. Up to this point Bernick's findings are in 
t!cn.:ral agreeme.nt with those of most investigators who have studied this 
area. The nerve fiber may pass in close pro'llimity to tht:l alveolar 
tKme or cementum, according to Bernick. He also found: 0' At their 
9\;Jripheral endings they unite to form a fine arborization. From this 
delicate network, very fine filaments arise which finally terminate among 
the stroma cells. cemf;!ntoblasts and cementum." These endings were 
not myelinated. He also observed medullated nerves in the membrane 
which upon lOSing their myelin sh<.?ath, terminated in an elongated 
spindle-Uk~ strucutre found mainly in the lOY/ar one-third of the root. 
l\I:any of the lnvestigations carried out on the innervation of the 
periodontal nlem~)rane have dealt with the presence or absence of nerves 
and neural endings in the supporting structures of the teeth. 
Dependorf (1913) reported definite endings of neurofibrils in the 
periodontal membrane. He described networks of neurofibrils ending in 
fine pointed processes in the cementoblastlc n:gion. D~pendorf also 
described Borne of the neuroflbrils of the periodontal membrane as 
entering the cementum and terminating in the cementoblastic layer. 
Kadanoff (1936) o'lserved neurofibrils ending m terminal pled in 
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',vhiCh sorne of the fibrils had knoblike swellings. Kacianoff did not 
o.serve endlngs in the cemento111astlc layer that [\!pendorf had report .. ~d. 
K;l.danoff said that nt:urofU)rlls, which entered the cementoblast layer, 
looped (jack into the connective tissue of the periodontal membrane. 
Van del' Sprenkel (1936) reported the:: following in the periodontal 
memu:ane: (1)" End-rings", provIded with a periterminal network. lying 
flatly on collagen bundles, individually inervated and situated ncar the 
alveolar wall, (2) terminal networks around conm .. "Ctive tissue nuclei and 
(3) a nervous network from which nerve fibers go into the dentin to end 
in a very delicate ring inside the dentinal tUhules. He postulated that 
tOO8~ neural endings ~ both in the dentin and in the periodontal membrane 
were adequately stimulated by change in form corresponding with tension 
and pressure placed on tile dentin and periodontal membrane respectively, 
durin~r function. H~ stated: "Thus, the intraoontinal endings collaborate 
with the periodontal endings in supplying the necessary stimuli for reflex 
regulation of the chewing mechanism ... 
Bradlaw (1936) supporting Kadanoff's findings also reported seeing 
terminal neural col Is in the periodontal membrane appearing near the 
cementum and turning uack on themselves after approachint! the cementum. 
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'-Ie did not observe the neural rings reported by Van der Sprenkel. 
Lewinsky and '5tewart (1 q37) oDserved terminal networks in the 
periodontal mcmtJrane formed (rool the neural fibrils oreaking up into 
fine arborizations. 1\ 1any of these small terminal fibrils ended in small 
rounded bodies. These they concluded, on the basis of Stewart's work 
(j 927) on pressure localization of the teeth, were probably receptors to 
pressure stimuli. 
RaPPt Kerstine and Avery (l957) reported large neural trunks 
located centrally in the periodontal memt)rane passing gingivally. fin0 
neural fibrils entering the periodootal rn.cmbram'! from the alveolar ; :ooe 
proper t running both apically and gingivally t organized, encapsulated 
neural terminations throughout the membrane, these were ovoid and 
consisted of interwavlng fine neural fibrils, neural coils were observed 
along the surface of the cementum. other fibers passed to\Vard the 
surface of the cementum but before contacting the surface. curved !.tack 
into the periodontal memtrane. 
The investigations of Lewinsky and Stewart. Bradlaw and B..=rnick 
agree in that many neural bundles pass gingivally in the periodontal 
membrane in a location either near alveolar bone or along: the ccmt:ntum . 
.".-... ,.. 
i\l:lPP'S findings disagre~ with thl~se 10 that he states that the neural 
iJundl(:s ar.;:: locatf~ centrally in the peri.ooontal mum;;ranc. ThL~ fact 
that neural fibrils enter the periodootal memt'rane from the alveolar 
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•. ;on~ ~roper was shown L y almost all investigators. Lewinsky and 
St~want Hradlaw, Kddanoff and Happ all agree that upon approaching th:.: 
cementum, the neural fibrils turn ;;8ck on themselves and end in the 
periooontal membrane. Only Bernick and [)e-pendorf and Van der Sprenkel 
reported seeing these neural fibrils entering the cementum. ihtpp was 
the only inv~~sti~ator that reported seeing ~.;!ncapsulated neural terminations 
throughout the periodontal memLrane. 
Brashear (l'·K)6) in demonstrating nerve fibers of all sizes in tht~ 
periodontal membrane concluded that there is good reason to t)c1iev~ 
that through its supply of nerve fit;ers of all sizes, the periodontal tissue 
l:~conles the organ of touch of the tooth, as well as respondint:: to oth(.;!'r 
stimuli. 
:1. Physiolol:~Y of the l'J0uroolUscular !\'~echanism 
An understandini', of the refle;{ nature ot the neur(')JPuscular 
mechanism control li n;::, r,isndL ular rr~ovem';;nts during ITlilstication is 
essential in any investit~atlon atten,pting to '~~valuate the ddaptability of 
-certain masticatory mUScl\!8 to a chan~e in tooth position. or. as it were, 
a change in sensory input. 
Y.,i uch of our understanding of the function of the central nervous 
system and muscular co-ordination has its basis in the early work done 
DY Sir Charles Sherrington. 
Sherringtoo (1,;)06) described the reflex arc as consisting of a 
receptor, conductor and effector, and as being "the unit mechanism of 
the nervous system when that system is regardt."'d in its int:egrativ~ 
function. " 
Creede (1932) descrUx,'"Cl a simple r~flex arc as consistin~" of: 
The inward parth. which is composed of a receptor 
on!an coom;,cted to an afferent nerve-fiher. /\ ff~rcnt nerv,,;-
,.' 
fihers enter the spInal cord by the dorsal roots. 
The nervous (or refle!\.) center in the central nervous 
system. 
The outward path. composed of an eHcr0ut nerve-
fiber and an effector organ. e. g •• muscle or 1l1and. 
Efferent nerve firers leave the spinal cord ~.'y the v~ntral 
roots. 
"Co-ordination, then:fon:! •. , said Sh~rring:ton, "is in part the 
compounding of reflexes. If 
Hering and Sherrington (1897) oDtained by eit.>etrical excitation of 
the appropriate centers of the cerebral cort;JX of monkeys and cats. 
some remarkabl~ instanc;:.::s ot', wh!.lt ,sh~rrini"ton termed. "n.::cIprocal 
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ino;;;orvation". They found that upon 8;{cUation of the appropriate focus in 
ttr~ cortex an immediate relaxation of the extensor muscles occured with 
a corresponding contraction of the flexor muscles. This pointed up th.,; 
fact that the central nervous system is organized. not in t('rms of 
.. .'-
anat01TIical segments, t,ut in movement patterns. It is this phenomenon 
that makes possible the smooth. co·ordinat~d movement of Um:l8 and 
Lotiy and also governs the speed and smoothness of movem~nts of the 
mandi hIe during mastication. 
<lherrington (1906) in a }>8per on th~ proprioceptive system classHi0d 
the sensory receptors into three groups! (1) the ~,'{troceptors, which 
reC!:'~l ve stimuH from th0 external enVironment of the animal (the special 
senSf;?S such as sight. smell and hearing are classified as teleceptors as 
they perceive stimuli at a distance), for instance beat or cold, (2) the 
interoceptors, which receive stimuli from the internal environment of 
the animal, or alimentary environment such as the gastrointestinal tract, 
and 0) the proprioceptors t or rtlceptors which He in the deep tissues 
and are adapted for excitation by changes in the or~ani8m itself and 
give a sense of position and bodily movement in space. These receptors 
are found in th~ skeletal musch?s and their tendons. in joints and in thu 
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lauvrinthlne sense or,Yans. Sherrinsrton descrit,ed the cerebellum as "til,', 
... ~ .,--' ...... 
h~ad ganglion of the proprioceptive system", throu}:~h which all proprio-
ceptive impulses are apparently integrated. It is this proprioceptive 
system that governs posture or bodil/ attitude and imparts smooth 
function to r~nex: movements. Certain proprioceptocs such as those in 
the pClriodontal membrane: seem to have an early protective purpose. 
Sherrington (1898) described "decerebrate rigidity" and pointed out 
that this indicated that tonus was not distrtbut~d indiscriminat.ely in 
limb muskes of all vertebrates but that it occurred most markedly in 
the muscles that counteract the action of gravity. He d{~8crlbed the 
decerebrate preparation as "an euggerated caricature of reflex: standing, 
the limbs are vigorously ~xtended, the jaw tightly closed by the masseters 
and the taU extended''. The exaggerated 0>C.tensor response which 
Sherrinf,rton described is now known to he due to the stretch reflex or 
myotatic refleA, which is mediated through the receptors (proprioceptors) 
lying in the muscle itself, the muscle spindles. 
Sherringtoo (1917) in working on jaw refle;{cs of the cat. was abl~ 
to evoke regularly, with blunt pressure, the opening of the jaws upon 
stimulation of the g'ums and the tE..'Cth of both jaws and the front part 
oJ.· ... ,.. 
of the hard palat,::. This r~fle,< was also evoked by stimulation of the 
prodmal s~gment of th~ cut afferent supIJrior alveolar nerve. Thus. it 
is Been here that the removal of central inhibition by removal of the 
Cerer'ral cort;~K caus~.!s refh.!x closure of th~ jaws due to myotatic 
refh'!'xes and renc)" op;-.ming dUt" to the application of a noxious stimulus 
much like the ipsilateral flexion refle.1{ obtaint~d In a Umbo Iler;;,;, then, 
1:i an e·i.ampl~ of the coolpounding of reflex:..::s Into the co-ordinated 
p:;asticatory movt'ment. 
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::;tlCrrin~ton said: "the jaw reflc'{ under a series of repr~titive 
stimulations results 1n a mastlcatory movement. the op~nin~::s of the jaw 
occurring with the stimulations, the closinf,S by strong ret'OUnds between 
tnt.: stimulations". 
Dt~nny-Bro'.Yn (1929) using the string galvanometer observ:.!d that as 
th·e stretch stimulus on a muscle was increased more and more n"'otor 
units came into play. The seconday and tertiary actIon currents arising 
from additional anterior horn cells. 
Adrian and Bronk (1929) corrOtJOratcd Dcnny-Bro,vn's findings. 
They oi)tained action currt!nts from single units in muscles, Lut inste;~ad 
of using th(' stn:~tcb reflex as did I)t ..mny-i3rown. they used microdiss~ction 
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of the motor nerve to th~ muscle, thus, they w~re able to isolate two 
or three fibers, the remaining fibers h.!ing sectioned. Their observations 
indicated that the strong~r the stimulus, the more rapid the rate of 
discharge of the motor units, therefore, it can be soon that here is 
I.lnotner mechanism for gradation of the speed and smcxxhn(~ss of the 
contraction of skeletal muscle. 
A Uen (1919) showed that the mesencephalic trigeminal root cootain;;;>d 
both ascending and descending fibers. The ascendin~ fibers have their 
origin from sensory cells in tire semi -lunar ganglion, and the desc.::nding 
fihers from gloi.)ular t unipolar cells in the alar (sensory) plate of the 
mesencephalon, and from the caudal continuation of these cells which 
extend downward into the m<Xor area of the pons. These two groups of 
mesencephalic root Hbers join upon~ntering the pons to form th~ 
mesencc:::phalic root or tract. He telt that the ascending mesencephalic 
root fLk.:'rs were Dlainly sensory but contained some muscle B~nsc fib.,;;:.rs 
and that the descending mesencephalic root fibers were concerned maInly 
with muscle sense. It was stated that many fit~rs and collaterals from 
Loth the ascending and descending mesencephalic root fLIers went to 
th~ trigeminal motor nucleus and to a group of small cells situated 
medial and dorsal to the trigeminal sensory nucleus. ''1''00 former", 
Allen said, "evidently form reflex. arcs with the motor cells and the 
latt~r may be a muscle sense relay station to the cerebral cortex.. " 
It is in this manner that t~ impulses from proprioceptors in the 
masticatory muscles and their tendons, temporomandIbular joints, and 
periodontal membrane can be mediated through reflex arcs or pass on 
to high~r c~nters in the brain. Thus, the masticatory mechanism can 
be ret1exly or volWltarily controlled. 
?faffman (1939) confirmed the fact that the periodontal membrane 
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is richly supplied by nerve endings, which are sensitive to mere pressure 
or touch. He also found that pressure thresholds of the teeth before and 
after removal of the pulp is little changed as measured from action 
potentials o.btain~d from tbe cut end of the superior alveolar nerves. 
He also noticed sudden movements of the mandihle on sectioning of these 
nerves. He demonstrated unidirectional sensitivity of the periodootal 
endings, which is the basis for accurate localization of the stimulus 
applied to the tooth, as shONn by Stewart (1927). The fact that a rich 
tactile response may be mJtained after destruction of the apical nerves 
agrees with the histologic findmgs that the majority of the nerves to the 
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membrane come from the alveolar plate itself (Lewinsky and Stewart, 
1937, Van der Sprenkel, 1936, Bernick, 1957 and Rapp, 1957). Pfaffinan 
further related the extreme development of the pressure sensitivity, which 
he demonstrated, to the reflex control of mastication. As Sherrington 
(1917) demonstrated reflex opening of the jaws to pressure stimuli, so 
did Pfaffn1an using faradization of the central end of the sectioned 
al veolar nerve. 
Corbin and Harrison (1940) and Corbin (1940) working on the 
peripheral distribution of those fibers arising from the mesencephalic 
nucleus of the trigeminal nerve considered the larger cells of the 
mesencephalic nucleus to be the cells of origin of the afferent fibers of 
alveolar and palatine nerves concerned in the reflex control of mastica-
tion. They demonstrated electrical activity from the mesencephalic tract 
when the masticatory muscles were stretched passively by depression 
of the mandible. They concluded that the pressure sensations elicited 
from the periodontal membrane, and muscle and tendon proprioceptors 
of the jaw would then serve to control the force of the bite, preventing 
damage to the teeth, gums and palate. They said that impulses arising 
from the teeth, gums and palate would then, not only inhibit activity of the 
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mandibular elevators through th"! inhH:ition of the motor nucleus of the 
trigeminal, llUt also actively eHcit jaw opening throu~!h refl.t!x stimulation 
of the motor nerves supplying: the mandibular dapressors. 'They state 
that the physiological evidence of Sherrington (1'Jl7) and Pfaffman (193'~) 
in conjunction with their anatomical findings, suggest that the rncsen-
c~pha1ic root n.1ers to the p;eriodontal membrane and palate and thos::: 
to the muscles of mastication serve to control the force of tf)=: bite as 
;J protective measure and also reflc:dy control mastication. 
Szentagothai (1948) using the "bouton degeneration method" traced 
the processes of the mesencephalic tract neurons to their termination 
in neuromuscular spindles of the masticatory muscles (especia By in the 
temporal and masseter muscles) as annulo-spiral and flower spray endillr:'S 
8dore joining the motor root of the trigeminal, he found these processes 
to give reflex collaterals to the motor gan~Uon cells of the trip;eminal 
motor nucleus. thus tormini:, a two neuron reflex arc of the masticatory 
'- ., 
muscles. He was also able to trace somt! reflex collaterals frorn thcs~ 
processes to the motor nuclei supplying the mtrahyoid muslces. which ar~ 
th;.: J.ntsgonists of the masticatory elevators. On compaing his results 
with those of Corbin and Harrison (19,,*0) he was able to conclude! 
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(1) that thIS was th'.:! first anatomical evidence of the monosynaptic short 
rene.;: -.i.rc of stn~tch refle-:.es postulated by neurophysiologists. (2) it was 
proof of the stretch afferent function of the neurorr.:uscular spindles, 
f~;) that monosynaptic reflex. arcs are r(;:s-=rved strictly for mediation of 
thl~ stretch rene", and (4) it is morpholO'erical evidence of the ~~dst\?nce or 
direct inhibitory collaterals frorr stretch afferents to motoneurone of the 
respective antagonists. 
Pearson (1949) in a study of the development of the mesencephalic 
root of the trigeminal in human embryos supported the findIngs of earlier 
investigators .I\Uen (1919). Corbin (IQ40), Cor1:in and Harrison (19'lO) and 
Pfaffman (1939), in that, the connections of the fi1)f~rs of the mesencephalic 
root of the trigeminal with the motor nucleus of the trigeminal and other 
motor nuclei of cranial nerves form a direct reflex pathway for co-ordinated 
movements of the jaw muscles. However t he felt that the unipolarity of the 
cells of the mesencephalic root had been over-emphasized by many authors, 
ieadim:: to .1 limited conceot of the connections and functions of this system ~ ~ . 
of fElera. Pearson found many bipolar and milUpolar cells of the rrK~sen-
c . .::,phalic nucleus aft!.:r !:)irth and outlined the connection of their flbl.!rs into 
the; optic tectum and the nuclei of the third, fourth, and (motor) fifth nerves f 
I,' 
I 
I 
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c.;;!reljral hemispheres, vermis and centers in the medulla oblongata. 
Matthews (1958) showed electromyographically that rath~r than being 
du;,,; to a constant motor discharge the stretch reflex was a true refle:<. 
The concept of inhi1.>ition had its origin in the discovery of <"'eber 
and \"'eber (1845) when they demoostrated that stimulation of the peripheral 
end of th~ vagus nt..:rve caused temporary cessation of the heart Leat. ,\ 
search for inhibitory nerves to skeletal muscle was precipitated hy many 
investigators, however, no inhibitory nerves were ever found to the 
skeletal muscles in venebrate8. It was widely concluded that inhibition 
must be a central process, and so the term "central inhibition". 
Fultoo (1943) said ". • • as far as skeletal muscle is concerned 
inhibition means mere cessation of activity. If a motor nerve could 
instantaneously severed wIthout stimulation, its status would be precisely 
similar to that of having its ventral horn cells inhibited centrally. " 
v·/eiss (1950) in doing recombination experiments by transplantation 
of muscles and reversal of limbs in frogs and salamanders concluded 
that: 
The very fact, tbat the transplanted muscles cootracted 
in accordance with their names rather than the'ir pOSitions, 
proves that co-ordination patterns are deterrriined centrally, 
and that the central patterns, though normally reinforced 
by proprioceptive reflexes. tak,;,! precedence over the 
latter under conflicting circumstances. 
Jarabak (l95:i) concisely summarized the function of the neuro-
muscular mechanism in controlling jaw movements: 
In addition to th,,: 1l1otor nerve supply I the motor 
unit also has a sensory nerve supply. The sensory 
nerves carry messages frorrl the muscles back to the 
central nervous system; thus, in a sense they serve as 
a "feed-back." mechanism advising the central nt!rvous 
system (most generally on a subconscious level) of what 
is taking place in the individual motor units of the 
contracting muscles. 'Ibis feed-back mechanism is 
known as the proprioceptive system. Structurally, the 
sensory feed .. back system leading to the central neFVOUS 
system has four types of nerve endings or receptors; 
two of them are situated in the substance of the muscle 
fibers of the Inm vidual motor units, and two are in the 
fascia and tendons. Generally speaking, some of the 
receptors found in the muscles send sensory impulses to 
the senson -motor cortex (Gay and Gellhorn, 19·19) woon 
the muscles are passively stretched while others are 
activated both by muscle stretch and by muscle contrac-
tion. Functionally this feed-back system acts in a 'braking' 
or inhibitory capacity, guiding th~ degree of contraction 
within the motor unit. 
In addition to the proprioceptive mechanism found 
within the substance of the motor units, the muscles of 
mastication are under the control of still anexher feed-
back system whose receptors are locatcld in the periO-
dontal membranes and gingivae surrounding the teeth and 
in the mucosa in th-.: floor of the mouth. Through these 
receptors sensory stimuli of touch and pressure arising 
from the articulation of the teeth are conducted first to 
,1.~!'. ,.. 
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woon he noticed trut the degree of contractIon of muscle mcr;:;!ased in 
steps as th;,~ intensjry Ot stimulatIon 'ncren:qed, but that tilt;; num\ ~r of 
sti":'PS 1S n(wer ~~r';i.!ater than the nun:tx~r of nerv~ fibers supplying th(' 
musch:~. "-'I'll 0 ( 21) described action potentlal JS a minut:: fraction of 
th0 total (;.>nen]v L,,~rated when a muscle contracts. Tht8 enen!v tha.t 
........ "'.,,. 
appears as dectrical=ncrgy ; S picked up and [-ecorded by the electro-
myograph. 
The actull dzctnc,ll potential productJd by muscle is thou~bt to 
result from changes in polarization of the c011 mem )ran:;:!s. Thus. wht!n a 
CJtirnulu3 IS applil:ld to a somatic nerve. a pr~lrcsslve waw: of d;)polar-
Lldtion continlK.~8 .::11ong the nerve to the rru~cl<:. At tht:! n"YOl1t:,mral lunction 
th~ nerve action potential sets up an end-plate action pot(::ntjal or spike 
pot(:nUal by de()Olarizing, to a crItical level. the muscle IDt:,mbrane .lround 
the junction (Fulton, 1955). 
obtained tracings in lY.;ripheral n~rve paralysis. Others foHON;;!d. and 
'lpplied electromyography to clinical usag;: in patholog,tc condItions; 
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\~r,,~den, Feinstein and PattIe pUblished 4l complete report on cUnical 
e lectrom yograph y. 
:t..'oyers (19+\.) was the first to introduce electromyography into 
duntistry. His work puL1lished in 19 t") was actually done after the work 
f}u ;lisht.."<i in 1 ~50. l>.'~ ayers (1950) using unipolar surface electrodes 
and needle electrodes. with the ear lobe as the reference, showed the 
normal splkt! potentials for the various muscles of mastication and for 
the suprahyoid muscles. He showed that mandIbular depression was 
hrought about by contraction of the external pterygoids and the anterior 
~llies of the di~astrics. Elevation of the mandlAe was brougbt about 
[y co-ordinated action of the medial pterygoida, masseters and temporals. 
t{e also shONcd protraction was a result of simultaneous contraction of 
the lateral pterygoids and retraction by the middle and posterior fibers 
of the temporals. He pointed out that the suprahyoids act as stabilizers 
In many of these movements. He was also able to demonstrate changes 
• G 
in muscle pattern from th~ time of the deciduous dentition to adult hood. 
Moyers (lQH) considered the role of temporomandibular musculature 
in the genesis of Class H (Angle) dento-faclal deformities. He took 
recordinc-s before and aft{.~r treatment and tried to determine if the 
-' 
muscular pattern was the etiology or the result of the dental factal 
deformity. H~ concluded that: 
No Class II, DIvision I showed normal spike potentials 
from temporomandibular musculature. 
Orthodontic therapy can altar spike potentials. 
Aoorrations in muscle patterns can result from mal-
occlusions. 
Inherent deviations from normal can indicate muscle 
function as an etiologic factor. 
Moyers' findings have important implications in orthodontic 
treatment. for in many Class II cases there may be a distal positioning 
of the mandible and in treatment, the mandible, therefore, should he 
brought forward into its normal position to establish the correct molar 
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relationship rather than an enmaS8e distal movement of aU the maxHlary 
teeth. 
Carlsoo (1952) using autopsy material and antbroponetrics deduced 
the mechanical function possible by the muscles of mastication and the 
e~{tent of possible movements of the temporomandibular Joint. Then 
using electromyographic techniques on live subjects he mapped the 
muscular patterns associated with the different mandibular mov~ments. 
As rv10yers did, Carlsoo determined the roles played by the different 
masticatory muscles. He 
important role in habitual rest position and in habitual closure of the 
mandible. Carlsoo further stated: 
The elcctromyographlc investigation demoostrates that 
certain differentiated inn<:!rvation patterns show a close 
agreement between the activation of the muscle portions and 
their mechanical qualifications. The distribution of muscular 
activity, however, is not in direct relation to their relative 
mechanical potentialities. Therefore, the distribution of the 
muscular activity cannot te deduced frorn a knowledge of 
mechanical qualifications only t nor according to the principle 
of reciprocal innervation alone. 
Sicber (1954) in a discussion on positions and movements of the 
mandible stressed the following point: 
The electromyograph registers the action potential of a 
muscle; that is f it ShONS when and hON strongly a muscle 
acts, but it does not and cannot show in which capacity the 
muscle activity occurs. Muscles can contract isotonically or 
isometrically. Jf they contract isotonIcally, they shorten and 
retain tension; if they contract isometrically, they tense but 
do not shorten and thus retain their length. By isotonic 
contraction muscles act as movers, by isometric contraction 
they act as holders, stabilizers, positioners. 
Pruzansky (1952) reported on findings concerned with the mapping 
of electromyographic patterns of certain facial muscles including the 
muscles of mastication. He demonstrated synergistic behavior of the 
muscles of mastication during functional movements of the mandible 
and showed how the patterns differed with respect to certain disturbances 
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in occlusioo, and felt that these differences may be correlated with 
the efficiency, or lack of efficiency, of th.~ rnasticatory mechanism. 
He found synchronous discharge of the t;,:mporal and masseter on the 
ipsilateral or working side in normal occlusions with diminished amplitude 
and frequency of action potentials from the masseter of the contralateral 
side. He stated that the contralateral muscles (unction to stabilize the 
mandible. while the ipsilateral musculature is in a position to exert 
ma:dmal tensi.on. Pruzansky found that wh(!re he obtained no change in 
the muscular pattern in chewing from one side to the other, the occiusioo 
was characterized by a deep cuspid overt)ite rendering the patient 
incapable of performing lateral movements. In these subjects, the chc...'Wlng 
pattern was characterized by "chopping" movements which posed the 
question. does he possess a less efficient mechanism':l In the masticatory 
stroke, maximal activity of too temporal and masseter muscles. be 
pointed out. is not achieved until the jaws approach centric occlusion. 
The peak of this force has added dimension in the form of duration 
while a "chopping" stroke is short and ballistic and therefore, not as 
efficient in trituration. 
Geltzer (1953) showed that by maintaIning variahles constant, data 
collected from one time to the next could be reproduced, thus proving 
the value of longitudinal electromyograpbic studies. He also stressed 
the importance of posture maintenance In longitudinal studies as did 
Greenfield and Wyke (1956). 
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MacDougall and Andrew (1953) in studying the action of the various 
components of the temporal muscle found: (1) in tbe occlusion of the 
incisor teeth, there was little activity in the temporal, most of tbe 
activity being from the masseter. (2) protraction sho.ved most activity 
from the masseter and retraction from the posterior temporal tlbers, 
(3) Uttle activity beyond that shown at rest on opening movement, 
however t maximal opening resulted in considerable activity over all 
these muscles. This last point is most important in that the activity 
of the temporal and masseter muscles during opening. which is thought 
to be a restraining action against dislocation of the temporomandibular 
joint. must be taken into consideration when interpreting integrated 
myograms using amplitude as a measure of muscle activity. For 
example. in the studies done at Northwestern by Perry and Harris (1954) 
and Perry (1955) an integrated graph of the my<¥,ram was used to 
determin.a which muscles initiated the chewing stroke in di fferent t~s 
of malocclusions. It is possible that some of the activity noted in 
certain muscles that tbey thought were initiating the chewing stroke 
were actually amplitudes recorded during the opening movement of 
the mandible. This w.ay also be supported by the fact that some of 
their findings are in disagreement with those found by a majority of 
the investigators working in this area. 
Perry and Harris (1954) in comparing normal occlusioos with 
LLX __ 
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Class II Division 1 malocclusime used a transformed myogram. The 
transformed myogram was accomplished by ruling off five millimeter 
intervals on the tracings which at their paper speed made these intervals 
equal in time to fifty milliseconds. The amplitude of each spike potential 
within the fifty millisecond interval was measured, totaled, and plotted 
on a graph which used time in milliseconds and amplitude in microvolts 
as tbe co-ordinates. The activity of hoth temporal muscles and both 
masseter muscles were plcxted on the sam~ graph_ using a different 
color for each muscle. In this manner, they attempted to show the 
presence or absence of synchronism. in activity l..'E!tween muscle groups. 
They found in normal occlUsions as maximum activity was reached, 
there was sychrony of temporals and masseters of both sides, the 
temporals showing: activity before the masscters. Tbt"re was more 
harmony of action potential discharge when chew1ng 00 the preferred 
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side. They found in the malocclusion group that the temporal and 
masseter muscles on both sides reached maximal activity Clsynchronously. 
They also stated that the masseter muscles frequently were the first to 
manifest electrical activity and that there was k~S8 harmony and 
smoothness of action potential discharge on hoth sides but that there 
was less disharmony on the preferred side. It must borne in mind. 
however, that thl~8e interpretations were made not froln. the myogram 
itself but from a graph using only amplitude as a basis for interpretation. 
Perry (J 955) reporting on a study of the temporal and masseter 
muscles in Class II Division 1 malocclusions and excellent occlusions 
using the transformed myogram concluded that the temporal muscle of 
the functional side manifested actf vlty hefore the opposite temporal or 
masseter in normal occlusions. This is in disagreemen t with the work 
of Pruzansky (1952) and Jarabale (1954). Both Pruzansky and ,arabak found 
synchronous discharge in the two temporals and the two masseters in 
normal occlusions. Perry also noted that there was synergy of all the 
muscles during function 8hONin~ an apparent harmony and correlation of 
muscle activity when there are normal inclined plane and cusp relatim8. 
In the malocclusion group, he fOWld no stngle muscle unit which appeared 
to initiate the chewing cycle consistently, and very little synergy of 
contracting units. Perry said: "In all patients (malocclusion) tbere was 
an inconsistent multiplicity of amplitude peaks and a "searching pattern" 
in the contraction units." He also states that the preferred side showed 
greater synchrony and harmony in both normal and malocclusion groups. 
Iarabak (1954) in a study of the adaptability of temporal and 
masseter muscles of a cleft palate and hareUp subject (that was surgical-
ly repaired at an early age, resulting in an excessive interocclusal space 
of seventeen millimeters), showed by using a chewing medium that offered 
variable resistance and an orthodontic splint that increased the size of 
the occlusal table and reduced the inter occlusal space to three mUll-
meters, that in this patient synchronous firing of the temporal and 
masseter muscles was lost both ipsilaterally and contralaterally. 
Reduction of the excessive interocclusal space restored synchrony to the 
masseter and temporal muscles of both sides and brought back into 
action the masseter of the cmtralateral side that had previously been 
electromyographically silent. He described the neuroanatomlcal structures 
to 
and neuromuscular mechanism governing mandibular movements in detail 
and pointed out how there is a distinct relationship electromyographically 
between occlusion of the teeth and functional muscular patterns taken 
from the temporal and masseter muscles during mastication. He found 
that muscular patterns are altered by hardness, size, resistance of the 
chewing medium, occlusioo of the teeth and interocclusal space. By 
comparing subjects having a malocclusion and a normal occlusion he 
concluded that the function of the temporal muscles in normal occlusion 
is to elevate the mandible and that of the massaters is to give power to 
the masticatory stroke; in the subject with the malocclusion the temporal 
provided both functions, therefore. although there may be a division of 
lahor tJetween the two muscles in normal occlusion, the temporal muscle 
is capable of doing all the work. Jarabat stated: "It may be logically 
assumed that one cannot ascribe a true function to any given muscle 
for any given time. The function of the muscles Is generally predeter· 
mined by the status-quo of the body in space." Jarabat's findings were 
based on a thorough interpretation of the myograms taking into consider-
atlon amplitude, duration. form, bursts of activity and areas ot inhibition. 
It is interesting to note that although his findings do not agree with some 
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of those of Harris and Perry (1954) and Perry (1955). his findings 
corrohrate those of most of the other investigators, Moyers (1949), 
Pruzansky (1952) and MacDougall and Andrew (1953). 
Zwemer (1955) in working with cleft palate patients with insufficient 
maJdllary development compared the response of the temporal and 
masseter muscles in carrying the mandible from rest to occlusal 
contact in these patients, with normal occlusion patients. He showed 
that the temporals are primarily responsible for tbe closing movement 
of the mandible in patients with normal occlusion and normal inter" 
occlusal space, but in cases with excessive interocclusal space, there 
was an increase in action potentials from the masseters and temporals 
of both sides which returned to normal when restoration was made to 
normal interocclusal space with a prosthesis. It is important to note 
tbat the gravimetric techni.que used by this investigator In interpreting 
his data is a possible source for the incorporatlOll of great error. 
Jarabak (1956) showed electromyographically tbat subjects baVing 
temporomandibular joint dysfWlctiOll symptoms showed a spasticity of 
the posterior temporal fibers during rest position immediately after 
talldng or chewing, and that this spasticity could be eliminated after 
function when occlusal interferences were eliminated. He also showed, in 
subjects where occlusal interferences were eliminated by tbe use of a 
splint. that spasticity returned when the splint was removed. Jarabat 
concluded on tbe basis of these findings that the behavior of skeletal 
muscle is an index to the state of the m<xor center (lO\Ner motor neuron) 
and that temporal muscle spasms occur simultaneously with functional 
disturbances of the temporomandibular joint and may have their etiology 
in occlusal interferences of the teeth. He attrlhuted deeply seated 
muscle pain to physiochemical changes in the spastic muscle. 
Karau (1956) in working with orthodontically treated occlusions and 
untreated malocclusions of the teeth, obtaining readings bilaterally. of 
the rnasseters and middle temporals, found tbat during deglutition and 
mastication untreated subjects shO'Ned more temporal than masseter 
activity with the situation being the reverse in treated subjects. He 
also found that in both groups one temporal consistently showed greater 
activity than the other regardless of which side was the functional side. 
His findings indicated tbat the temporal was best suited for movement 
and positioning of the mandible, while the masseter was best fitted 
for function as a power muscle (Jarabak, 1954). Karau concluded that 
harmony in occlusal relations of the teeth is tbe primary determinate of 
excellent muscle function rather than the sagittal relation of mandible 
to maxilla. 
Greenfield and Viyke (1956) tried to determine if a pattern of 
muscular co-ordination for various movements 01 the mandible in the 
normal individual could be identified and compared with such patterns 
found in cases of malocclusion. They found that: althougb an underlyIng 
electromyograpbic pattern of reflex muscular co-ordination could be 
demonstrated. they could not make absolute compar1sOI1$ between cases 
due to variations within groups. This is in direct contrast to most 
findings of earller investigators. They stressed tbe importance of 
head position and electrode placement in longitudinal studies. They 
also concluded that bilateral recordings and recordings of homologous 
muscles working together were of more significance than unilateral 
recordings and that minor variations in muscular patterns edst between 
indi Viduals with normal occlusioo8. They stated: It Any one movenlent 
involves a fundamental pattern of activity which Is consistent from time 
to time 1n anyone individual, and Is similar from individual to individual.' 
Latif (1957) using bipolar surface electrodes, studied the temporal 
muscle ;:,lectromy~raphically in nonnal occlusions. t'k~ concluded that 
his surface electrodes corr/pared favorahly with the n:2cdl;;; electrode. 
Some of his findings w~rc: in dis3freement with those of f\.'ioyers (1950). 
hCM'ever, he was able to o;)(aio i\1oycrs .n~!,;ults usio;:; the same method 
as Moyers. q.~ attrH .. uted th,:~ dHf.:::r-.;nc..; in findin~'.s to the differenc~ 
in electrodes and the fact that placing. the reference electr<Xie on th<! 
;;'8.r )ou.~ as ~,';oyers had done introduced e:{traneous C'L~ctrical activity 
into the recordings t;t~cause the r~kr0nc;; ;;:L:ctrode was "too far away". 
:Us findinfs that thi,': temporal nlaintains pORture, the posterior fibers 
tng the mori..:' active, thus differed frorr: t\fi OY0rs' conclusion that in 
normal occlusion equal activity ·,;:;dsts in both anterior and posterior 
temporal fii"ers. His further findings were that durin;: ma:dmal openin)2, 
of the mouth, the t;;;o'!poral acts as an antap:oOlst and prev0nts the 
temporomandibular joint fron: tieing dlslocat~df the temporal is a very 
active ekwator of the mandiblc~ and do.~s not play any part in protraction, 
and also n~tracts the protruded jaw. thus supporting the findio!\:s of 
"lraL,ak (1:.15 t) and MacDou;:~all and /\ndr2\V (1 '~5.?,). 
Bhmk(;~r (F):;7) in an el;;:ctrorny~Traphical con~pari8on of Class HI 
rnaLocclusions with norrr;ai occlusions ShONf,;d. hy studyin,~ th~ suprahyoids 
and the masseters. that there was co-ordination of muscular activity and 
also a definite lack of synchrony found in both groups. This indicates 
that improper relation of maxilla to mandible does not necessarily 
afft:!ct muscular activity adversely wh~n harmonious functional occlusion is 
present. Blenker said: "Disharmony of intermaxillary tooth contact 
during function, rather tnan the adverse relationship of skeletal parts of 
th,~ facial cornplex per se, may be the cause of poor muscle pattern 
found in sorne Class III subjects ... 
Greenfield and Timms (1957) in doing eh.~ctromyographic studies on 
orthodontic patients before and after treatment. stressed the importance 
of taking bilatl.!ral recordings. Their studies indicated that lateral 
devIations could .Je shown by comparing the time of onset of activity of 
the two sets of posterior temporal fibers. and that the antero-posterior 
positions of the mandible by the time of onset of activity of the masseter 
(superficial and deep fi~.,ers). They drew no conclusions, however t as to 
th..: adaptability of the temporal and masseter tnuscles after orthodontic 
treatment. 
Jarabak (1957) in studying the effect of excessive and insufficient 
inter-occlusal space on temporomandibular musculature, found tension 
in th,;;: mandibular elevators in cases with insufficient inter-occlusal 
space, and spontaneous hyperactivity in those with excessive inter-
occlusal space. He concluded that electromyography could be used 
clinically to a great e:<tent 1n establishing a correct vertical dimension. 
Hickey, Woelfel and Hinear (1957) studied the influence of over-
lapping electrical fields on the interpretation of electromyograms. They 
found that: (1) electrical activity thought to be originating from certain 
muscles or areas may actually be overlapping electrical fields from 
other muscles, (2) electrical activity from the mid-portion of the 
masseter during uncontrolled opening or lateral excursions, Is tbought 
to arise from the external pterygoid, (3) refli.~rence points, such as ear 
lobes, are not necessarily inactive, (4) overlapping ek-ctrical fields may 
cause Incorrect interpretation of the myogranls leading to erroneous 
conclusioruJ, (5) overlapping fields of electrical activity should be 
recognized and considered in the interpretation of the electromyograms. 
f..Jickey. Stacy and Rinear (1957) using monopolar surface electrodes 
and Woyers' method of electrode placement. studied electromyographlcally 
the mandibular muse lee during basiC jaw movements. They used a 
transformed myogram in interpreting their findings. Their conclusions 
were in general agreement with those of other investigators concerning 
muscle action during various jaw movements. Thev also state tbat 
electromyography does not indtcate movement but only shows an increase 
or decrease of electrical act! vlty of a part and makes no distinction 
between isorn::tric or isotonic contractioo. 
Poritt (1957) studied the effect of occlusal interferences, which were 
placed by means of inlays, k~~ctromyographically on the temporal and 
masseter muscles. He concluded that: (1) a single restoration with 
occlusal interference Is enough to alter the contraction pattern from 
bilateral symmetry and balance to an 8ssynlmetrical pattern, removal 
of interferences restores the original pattern, (2) occlusal interferences 
can inhibit muscle activity during mandibular movements. muscles adopt 
an occlusal positioo for efficient movement shortly after interferences 
are placed. (~1) the location of the area of interference on the tooth is 
more important than the location of the tooth in the mouth as regards 
to the effect on the muscular contraction pattern. He also found the 
temporal to be more sensitive than the masseter in response to occlusal 
interference. Thie seems to be in general agreement with what has been 
found by most earlier investigators. 
Sutton (1960) compared electrodes for electrOtnyographic procedures 
to determine the effects different electrodes would haVf,'~ on electro-
myographic records. t:-fe found that needle electrodes and surface 
electrodes did show comparallle voltages and that similar electrodes 
recorded differently depending on their position in or 00 the muscle. 
Ahlgren (1960) in an electromyographic investigation of the response 
of mandibular musculature to activator therapy found that reflex. activity 
can be changed to a new and more faborahle contraction pattern, the 
new pattern being reinforced and maintained by afferent .signals from the 
periodontal membrane of the teeth, whose Intercuspation has been 
improved by the treatment. 
Bjorg (1960) also did work on the effect of activator the.rapy electro-
myographically on the temporal and masseter muscles. He found that in 
distocclus.ion cases after insertion of the appliances, tbat increased 
activity was noted in the posterior temporal fibers. No activity being 
noted in the masseters in cases of retruded mandible. Bite pressure 
on the activators changed the ;Jalance of activity to the anterior temporal 
fL}..:rs and the masseter fibers, which substantiates Ahlgren's findings. 
In the use of the fhed appliance. the balance of muscular act! vity was 
not chanli;ed. 
Liebman and Cosenza (1960) studying the ~tiolq""y of malocclusions 
el~ctromYOf,raphically, att,;;mpted to detdrrnine the total patterns of 
muscle activity and how they vary from, individual to individual wah 
different typ.=s of malocclusion. They felt that since th~ rationale for 
electromyographic studies has been that malocclusions alter th~ proprio-
ceptive inflO\v to the c(;:ntral nervous system from the p'.;!riodontal 
proprioceptors and that this in turn altered the motor output to the 
mandH;ular musculature, there should be a typical t;lectrolnyographic 
pattern for normal occlusioos and for the different types of malocclusions. 
They wer~ unable to distinguish, dectroniyo~raphical1y, individuals 
havil~1 norn1al occlusions from those having ma locc) USH)llS. 'They found 
no specific patterns of muscle function in indiViduals with normal 
occlusions or malocclusions, and no corrclatl.01l betwf~en type of occlusion 
and degree of electrical activity during th~ resting state of the muscles. 
Thoy did find that dli."Ctrode plac~ment influences the amplitude of the 
myogram. 
It .is interesting to nexe that althou~h th~ir methods were similar 
to those ~mploy~d l:ly other invc;stigators, their findin!~s were in direct 
contr,lst to almost all of th~,\<'ork door.; In this lido. 
V'id~n (1960) Li;!rinninr: an cL:ctromyof;raphic study of thc' mass~ter and 
t.:mporal musc}..;s lA:fore, during, and aftt::r orthodontic treatmont found that 
one half of thf': ;;.::{pr~riml::'ntal subj(.~cts showed evid'.:nce of adaptation, that is, 
no markl2d influence m th;;; 0::!havior of temporal and masseter muscles 
twenty-four hours after the placement of s(~parating wires hetwe~n the teeth. 
'ie also found an incn::as.,; in the duration of the chewing stroke. and a greater 
varia.bility m the ons:;;:t of activity of the masBet~r and temporal muscles. 
Th~Si~ chang~s were attribut;;.~d to a chan:f:(> In fk!riodootal sensory reception. 
''".sahino (1':>60) roUoA'jng \A,'iden's work, cornpar(~d pretrIJatmcnt electrofi1Yo-
~rams of the sam';; patients with those taktm 9~VI.;\'n days aftt:r th(; placement 
o! separating wireS Letween the teeth. H;:! found that any changes that did 
occur ~arlier in the behavior of the temporal and mass .... ter muscl(.~s as a 
n!sult of the separating wires, had disapprear;;d Ly the st!venth day in 
twdvc out of sh:teen SULJ>..!ctS. rIB attributed th~ di9app~arancc of the 
chang.es, in part, to the adaptation of the neurolnuscular mechanism. 
Shanahan (1960) in comparing th..;;: pr~tr.;;atn·;,;..'nt myograms of the sam~ 
ilatient with those ol1tained one wl~ek after tlK~ placement of the i1rst arch 
win~s showed that some of the subject who seemed to adapt to the 
placement of separating wires again showed an altered pattern of 
muscular behavior. Those subjects showing a change in muscular 
.)ehavlor presented an increase in the duration or the chewing stroke 
and an increased num'..>er of bursts of act! rity in the chewing stroke. 
The temporal muscle, especially the posterior fibers, showed a more 
active and the masseter a less active role in initiating the activity of 
the chewing stroke. Changes in the muscular b:..?havior were again 
attributed to altered periodontal proprioception. 
7yUnski (1961) in the fourth part of the same longitudinal study 
compared the myograms of the original malocclusion with those taken 
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six to eight wc<;;ks after the placement of the first archwires. He showed 
,:>ain to be more instrumental than proprioceptioo in o,wious changes 1n 
the motor behavior of the tem.poral and ma.sseter muscles. The 
division of labor between thesc muscles was least when the mandibular 
teeth were uprighted. the temporal muscle initiaing the forceful 
chewing stroke more often than the masseter muscle during anchorage 
preparation as compared with before treatmC'11t recordings. As 
treatm(~nt proceeded the frequency of initial activity onset !.)y the 
temporal muscle Increast'!d and that of tile masseter decreased. 
Fleming (1 % 1) in the fifth part of the same study compared 
myograrns taken twelve to sixteen weeks after the placement of the 
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first arch win;:s at tht: ~nd of anchorage preparation with those taken 
llefore treatment. In re-evaluating the data in previous e.'(pt:::riments, 
Fleming found the p.rcattJst amount of inhidtion to i-,e in !-~;(perim:!nt Ill, 
one we~k. altcl' pla~ment ot sc.:!parating wires. This apparent contra-
diction to Asahino's findinbs were brought forth by counting too nur.Eu,;r 
of bursts of activIty in the cb.:;w1ng cycle which had not been done 
pr<;.'vtously. This shOilVed the numL"H:r of tinles inhibition had taken plac0 
;;md proved to i)e greater than at any other time in thiS study. Fleming 
found a chang:e in the division of labor >etween the masseter and temporal 
muscles. the masaeter contriiYuting less and less from before treatment: 
through to too completion of anchorage preparatioo. the duration of the 
chewing strok~ also lncreased. Toose results were attributed to 
pamful ~:l{.iJeriemces durmg mastication. Fleming concluded that: 
'. . . the numLer of burst.s in a chewing stroke is a reasonably good 
mdicator of how many tirnes inhibition has taken place in the muscle 
:)eing studied." 
Grossman, Greenfk:ld and Timms (1961) state that electromyographic 
examination of th~ masticatory muscles offer an cx:sct and reliable 
scientific tool for assessing maxl110mandibular relationship. Furthermore. 
th~y said that there is a basic electrotnyographical pattern of refleK 
co-ordination for the individual bUe usually seen in normal occlusions 
and sometin1es in abnormal occlusions. They classified these basic 
patterns into three main groups and two minor groups. The groups 
are as {OllONS: 
1. The individual bite shows considerable activity of all 
muscles under consideration with the deep masseter 
shONing less activity than the superficial. 
2. In incisor and protrusive bite the posterior temporal 
activity drops. Varying activity is seen in the posterior 
temporal depending on the force of the bite. 
3. Biting into a forced retrusive shows high activity of 
posterior temporal and lowered activity of the anterior 
temporal. But the greatest change is seen in a drop of 
activity in the superficial masseter. The deep masseter 
usually shows greater than, or at least equal activity to. 
the superficial masseter",1 #' 
!. In protrusive without biting, the deep masseter shows 
the greatest activity. 
5. In retrusive without biting, the posterior temporal shows 
the greatest activity. 
They are of the opinion that eccentric bites show myograms that 
differ on both sides. They also state that clinical e:!{amination usually 
reveals the reason for slight electrornyographical variations in "so~ 
called normal occlusions". In those cases, in which the myogram was 
not normal after treatment. this was attributed to the muscles not 
adapting or the mandible being held distally by a changed position of 
the teeth. It is of interest that Greenfield, who with 1,Vyke (1956) found 
that he could not identify patterns of muscular behavior in normal 
occlusions and compare these patterns with those found in cases of 
malocclusion, is now able to identify and compare muscular behavior 
patterns in normal occlusioos and malocclusion. These are the only 
investigators who have .been able to show that they could separate 
malocclusions on the basis of the muscular electrornyographic pattern 
so easily. 
Ralston (1961) in discussing the possibility of quantitating the data 
from electromyographlc investigations in dentistry felt that because of 
the technical difficulties involved. he did not hold very high hopes that 
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a valid method of quantitating the data would he found in the near future. 
It is hoped that certain things have been brought to the foreground 
in this review of the literature tbat sbould be taken into consideration in 
any future investigations in this field. 
1. There edsts at present no method of standardization in 
the type of electrodes used, their plac~ment and the 
placement of the reference electrodes. 
2. There is no standardization in tbe muscles and/or muscle 
fractions being studied. 
3. No two investigators interpreted the data in the same 
manner - again a need for standardization in this area. 
I. In all of the studies performed, there was no uniformity 
in the selection of subjects, number of suhjects used, in 
the Jaw nlovements performed and in the chewing medium 
u8·ed. 
Apparent contradictions in the literature could possibly be 
attrh!uted to the above factors. Also agreemt!nt, or what may seem 
on the surface to be agreement in findings. may not necessarily be the 
case. It has been the purpose of this review to try to point up these 
facts. 
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It is also felt that most of the investigators, since they mly used 
one method of interpretatim and did not apply statistical discipline to 
their findings, did not get the most out of their data. 
CHAPTER H 
~'ETHODS ,i\NP MATEHIALS 
!\. :':~eloction of SUbjects 
S i '(tcen patients between ten and fourteen Y0ars of age were 
sel0.cted for this longitudinal study. by the first investigators. from the 
orthodontic clinic of the Loyola University (·~chool of f'entistry. 'TIlese 
patients presented with Class I and Class II (Angle) malocclusions and 
wen:- tr,-'8ted with light, resilient wires .and li~~ht dastic forces. /\t 
the time records were taken for this part of tht., 8tudy, tht~se patkmts 
were between tw.:!lve and si.'r(teen years of ag.::. 
B. ~: uslces Studit;~d 
The muscles sr.;;:lected for study wert;.! th·~ posterior and middle 
iliA~r8 of the right and It!ft temporal muscles and the right and left 
masseter muscles. These muscles wer~ chosen because of their 
importance in masticatory function and accessabHity for the placement 
ot surface eloctrodes. The nliddle temporal fi,ers act as elevators 
of the mandible. The f)Ostcflor ten1poral tL:ers are concerned with 
lateral and posterior movemt::ots of the n1 andl')kJ. The masset~r muscles 
provide poNer in ~levating the mandible. The muscles of both sides 
were n!cord<.."(j simultaneously durlng chewing on both right and left sides. 
c. r;Jcctromyograpruc Equipment 
'f11e e1ectromyographic equipm~nt (Figure 1) consisted of a G. M. E. 
(Gilson l\ied1cal Electronic) eight channel polygraph modified to record 
i2:1ectroniyographic voltages, with one channel altered for recording 
dectrical impulses from a bone cooduction microphone, a built-in 
microvolt cali;)rator, and a Faraday cage, within which an electrode 
terminal board was mounted. Patients were seated in the Faraday eag;;! 
while records were taken. The Faraday cage reduced extraneous 
d~'ctl"ical activity to an isoelectric point. The amplifiers and filters 
'Nee,;:: set to give the greatest fidel1ty of transmission. The pen deflectioo 
wa~ caJi orated l'lefore and after each eKperiment to make sure that the 
system was operating uniformly throughout the full range of deflections 
that might be expected. The pen deflection (sensitivity) was 23 mm .• or 
i 1 1/2 mm. on either side of the base line, for 500 microvolts peak. The 
pa~r speed was I) cm. pzr second which would make the distance 
uctwe::;n th~ vertical lin...:s on the tracing: paper equal [0 O. 1 second in time. 
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e. <;ound ::::quipment and H(;~cordings 
The cornpon<mts of the sound s},st:>m (rig-un:: 2 and Figurt.:~ 2A) were 
a bone conduction microphone (7cnith Hi-Lo, ;teg;ent Type), a matching 
transformer (Shure Model A86A). a preamplifier (Heathkit WA-P2) and 
n,.=cessary power supply, a tape recorder (Wollensak Stereo Model T-(515). 
and one channel of the polygraph. 
The bone conduction microphone (Figure 3) was placed on the 
subjf.:ct's head and held in position by a spring-type headband. The 
microphone was coonected through the matching transfo~mer to the 
preamplifier. Tbe output from the preamplifier was sent into the tape 
r~corder and the polygraph. Tape recordings were made at seven and 
one-half inches per second with a volume level of five, tone control at 
"tr\JUe tf and the monitor switch at "on" position. The chewing and 
tapping exercises were audibly monitored through the tape recorder as 
they were recorded to insure proper performance of the exercises. 
The output from the preamplHcr entered a channel of th . .: polygraph 
and was conv{~rted into "sound tracings" l'y the polYl,l,raph. These 
"::;ound tracings" calkd "sOtlQil.ramS"t were simultaneously recorded with 
th~ myograms. The term, "sonograms". used ht~rc has been described by 
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FIGURE 3 
SUBJECT 'IT".f NE CO DUel) N ~ ICROPHONE IN PL. C.:. 
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B. qidcn (.i. 9(0) in the Urst part of this study. The sonoprams consisted 
of a base lin-: and ddll.!ctions ffon the base line (spikes) of varying 
amplitudes, fn:~qu;;>.ncies and durations. which corresponded with tIre 
tapping and chewing sounds emitted during th~ tl:st eK~rcis~s. ree 
'" Chewing ~/ I.!cUurn 
The chewing medium used was Vick's COUt~h drops. Vick's drops 
were selected !.x!cause of thzir uniform size and hardness. Chcwinf', this 
mol~3dal yk:lded sounds easily detect~~d Dy a bone conduction microphone 
placed on the forehead. 
~" ';:lectrodes and Electrode Placem~nt 
'fhn::;,;! typ~s of electrodes were used (Figure i), two tYr);.~s of 
surface f;h:ctrooes and 001'.:' type of reference electrodes. The rC')fer',mc;;;~ 
i..;k'ctrock!s consist~d of l;;."a1' cUps which wer,~ fastened to the 8UDj.;!Ct'S 
.::ar loLw.:s. One type of surface dectrode us;::d was a monopolar disk. 
silver Burfacc ci~ctr~ 5;16 inch in diameter f and tbe otnt.'r a ,~elt:h 
",-~H-Hi;;:taining Electrocardio.:',caphic Flectrode. Th~ latt;';f type of 
',I 
I 
II 
-surface ~lcctrode ConSiSt0d of a ilt;.!n1ispnerical. nickel silver cup, 1-1 mfr:. 
I' 
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in c.Ham~tc>r. attached to a binding post and to a ruob':;l" buL in such a 
n;anner that wi1(!O th;.; but .. , was comprcstted, th;;; cup appH~d to the 
pr;.;;parcd skin, alld th~ i~uL} released the cup would adhere comfortably. 
The ' dAh surface ;;lectrocle was uSi,;;;d Oil thf,; masseter muscle becaUd(~ 
of its eaf:L: of applicatioo,lut not 00 the temporal muscle Lecause of 
difficulties in Iw.,;ping this ty~ of ekctnxlc in plaCe over the temporal 
rugion wh;.;;l"t.:! tru:: hair had oe~n clip~d. 
Surfacl;; -.:lectrodes were used because the t~mporal and masseter 
musch;s 11~ close to the skin on the side ot th;.; head. The absence of 
underlying supc:rHcial or adjacent muscle tissue makes the use of this 
typ~ of electrode more practical for studying these muscles. The 
surface d0ctrodes were phlCi=d nilaterally on the: [e l1i~s of the posterior 
and middle ternporal fiLers and on the mJ.ss(~t;~r muscles oiidway 
i>-:!tween thdr origins and ins~rtions. To facilitate corr(!ct ..:!;;;ctroo\;: 
.:.:nabling thl:." op,::-rator to paipat>;;.' and s,::,h~ct rl,;:pr,;;sentatlve ar:.::as Ot th,.; 
n;u8ctes studied. '~hen n(;~cc;ssary, tht:; hair was trimmed, e . ..;.posln:. 
N,~;r(' ch.::ansed with soap and water. rubLcd with aceton,~? and then with 
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electrode leUy. Skin resistance was thus reduced to 5, (XX) ohms or less 
which facilitated g-reater pick up of low amplitude electrical potentials 
from. the muscles. The skin resistance was checked with an ohmmeter 
after the placement of all the electrodes. The reference electrodes 
were clipped to the ear lobes after similarly preparing the skin surface. 
The surface electrodes on the temporal muscle were held in place by 
collo1din. after the colloidin had set. securing the surface electrode to 
the skin. a blunted 18 gauge needle and Loor-Lok syringe were used to 
inject electrode jelly t through a hole in the disk electrodes, so that the 
space between the electrode and tbe skin was filled with a conducting 
medium. 
G. Experimental Procedure 
The subject was seated in a Faraday ca~e. the electrodes connect'~d 
to the terminal hoard, and the hone conduction microphone placed on 
his forehead (see Figure 3). A printed list of instructions was given to 
him and the procedure~,{plain~d. Th~ subject was told to recite each 
itt!m on the ust, which was recorded on tape, and th:!n to perform the 
required c;{ercises. The e:<ercises were: (l) "rest", (2) tap teeth 
together in centric occlusion. ('3) chew a cough drop on the right side. 
I: 
':'1 
(4) chew a cough drop 011. the left side. Resting was enhanced by 
instructing the subject to relax, close his eyes, allow his arms to lie 
passively in his lapt his feet flat on the floor. and the head positioned 
with Frankfort Horizontal parallel to the floor. When the polygraph 
showed minimum movement. this indicated muscular rest, which was 
recorded. Tapping was performed ten times, "slowly and hard". At 
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the beginning of the chewing exercises the sub:ect placed the cough drop 
hetween the teeth on the designated side and was told to "chew slowly 
and hard ten times". Duplicate exercises were performed to m.inimize 
the experimental error. Tape recordings of all recitations and exercises 
were Il'lade along with the myograms and sonograms. 
Recordings were taken in Experiment VIl t in the same manner as 
in Experiment I. the same instructions being given and complete records 
taken as before, with tbe ex.ception, that since a different machine was 
being used it was possible to record from all muscles of both sides 
simultaneously. 
1·1. Orthodontic Procedure 
Each subject's full complement of teeth were tJQnded using anpulatt;,~d 
,rackc .. ts on each band. Th<J posterior (;.rackcts (those of the '-;icuspids 
and molars) were angulated from the hori~ontal to give the teeth a 
distal-tip-back when a straight wire was placed in the bracket slots. 
The brackets of the mandibular posterior teeth were angulated eight 
degrees while those of the maxillary posterior teeth were angulated 
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five degrees. The maxillary and mandibular incisor hrackets were 
angulated two degrees from the horizontal to gi va the incisor teeth a 
slight mesial convergance towa.rd the mid-line for artistic positioning. 
Those of the maxillary canines were DO( angulated. whereas the mandi-
~)ular canines bad an angulation from the horizontal of seven degrees to 
tip the mandibular canine mesially. In addition all brackets were torque 
slotted so that when a rectangular straight arcbwire was placed in the 
bracket slots the teeth would assume their correct axial inclinations 
in a bucco or Iaoto-Ungual direction. At the time of this e){periment 
ttl:! distal tipping and uprlghting of the posterior teeth. had already 
be,~n accomplished. This experiment dealt with the finai stages of 
treatment. 
The final stages of orthodontic treatment consisted of consolidation 
of spaces, correction of molar relation, leveling of th~ occlusal plane. 
th~ lingual tipping of the roots of the ma.\{Hlary Incisor teeth if 
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n~c;,;ssary. fina! artistic ~)()sitioning of the teeth <l.Ud the "seatin,~~" of th(~ 
occlusion. 
The'; archwires used in the t.reatment of all the sULjects were 
made of round. 016 inch diamet~r or square. 016 x .016 inch or 
rectangular. 016.'{ .022 inch Elgiloy-Semi-Spring wire which is Ught and 
resilient in nature. The main working arches were of .016 inch round 
wire while the square and rectangular wires were used mainly for 
torquing arcf1wires (archwires desgined to tip to roots of the ma'dllaey 
lOcisor tt..~,:th Hngually) and ideal archwir,~s for acquirIng final arch form 
and artistic positioning of the teeth. Prior to their insertion all archwircs 
'Nc~ru fashioo;.:d individually tor each subject, and then temp:;~n.:d to sprinr; 
hardness. r-'uring the final stages of trcatm;:nt several configurations of 
archwi res w:~~r~ used. 
l\. The Consolidation Archwire 
This archwire was used tn the upper and lower dental arch...:s. It 
was fashion~:d to the shelp·.; of an Id£;:'.al arch, ,jod indivhJualiz';,;d for arch 
width and t~rm for i,;:&ch su.J.:.:ct. It '~~mploys (;":nt-in hooks locat2d l.'il::i 
close to th~ distal surfac..::s of th:..; i)rack~;[s 01 the lateral incisors a8 
possible (Figuro;: =:». 
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flo Th;.; Vertical Contraction Loop Archwire 
This al"chwir~ was used in ttK! upp;.:r and lower d,;:mtal arch:;;s. It 
is shaped to idea 1 arch form and inill vidualized for the sut".jI,::ct and 
employs two closed, vertical, hellcal loop springs, one on each side of 
the arch. and is activated by pulling tl1e distal sectioo of the wire through 
the molar tux~s and stopping them there by placing a oeod in thii:: wir~~:. 
Tn the closed vertical loop spring the legs are crossed so that thJ loop 
1S activated ~)y closing the heU" (Figure 6). 
C. Th(; Jiorizontal Loop Archwire 
This archwire was used in th.; upper and lower dental arch,,;s. It 
.:mploys horizontal helical loop springs to Lring aoout the desir,,:d mov:,~­
r.1 .. 'nt of teeth in the vertical plane. It is fashioned to the shapt' or an 
,deal arch as nearly as possibl(! and individuaHz;.:d for arch Width and 
iOl'm for each SUbject (FIgure 7). 
D. The Torquing ,l\rchwire 
The torquing archwir<2 was used in the up~y~r dental arch only. It 
was fashioned fronl r~ctangular resilit.,mt win; and employed a helix on 
either side of the maxillary latlJral mcisor to store the torqu,~ forc(; 
(a force created by the untwisting of a wire which tends to tip t!"t,;.> roots 
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of the Up!>';:l· anter-ior te;..;'th in il lingual direction). The distal :.:'nds of 
thi:::; "Nlr~ an.: curv;3d :)uccoHni.~uaHy to conform with arch form and ar,.;:; 
also curv<~d ginf'ivally to Ct"-;:at·;, a ~r(;ater ranf::':: of deflection arld .:l 
:.-'-(~ntle force (Figure 8). 
F. The Straight (horizontal) Archwire (.016 round) 
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1bls archwire was used in upper and lower arches. It was 
individualL/;0d for arch width and form for each subject. These archwireS 
carrk~d no attachments, helical loops, or fl€!nt-in hooks (Fi~ure 9). 
IZ. The Straight (horizontal) Archwire (.016) with Attachments 
This archwire was used mainly in the lower dental arch. Then: 
v"'.~'re only slight bends incorporated in the posterior segments to conforril 
to gem~ra.l arch form. The attachments consisted of two sections or • CH n 
closed coil sprin)/, placed on the wire to advance two r,iidin? hooks. Til;.; 
distal c'nd of the coils contact'2d the Lrackcts 0;' the first premolar tc·::th 
or the fi rat molar te'~th and tf1.~ hooks wet"s: advanced thr2 coils to .l 
position niesial to the cantn,;;; teeth. The .auos on the canirK~ te~th 
wer,; removed in order to :;;tllow the springs ,J.nd hooks tOje advanced. 
without interferenc~. to,j. point me!lial to the canine teeth (Fig:un~ 10). 
G. The I deal R !:;ctang ular A rchwi re 
This archwire was used in how:h 'llpP',;::r and lower arches and was 
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fashioned individually for each suLject. Tht; wire coniorr.oed to ideal 
arch forn!; and in addition contained first order or Off::;:2t :)c:~nds for the 
canilh.:s and molars and, in th<; ma:<.iHary archwire, for th~ lateral 
incisors. Th;;se wires carried no attacru:n<..mts (Fi2ur2 11). 
7:.) 
In some cases while the consolidation and torquing archwires w(;:.re 
tx;in~; used, hi~~h-pull headgear was used to create an oblique force in a 
distal and ul;Jward direction against the maxillary anterior teeth. l-Ugh-
pull headg,ear consists of two headgear hooks, two (or more) elastics and 
cloth belting. The two headgear hooks are attached to the ma~dllary 
archwirc between the maxillary lateral and central incisors and aT;::~ 
~)laccd under tension by means of "X" type Ortho-Spec elastics. Th2se 
:.:lastics are stretched from the headgear hooks to hooks rivet~d to 
the [)eltint'" which fits over the head. Thus, an :3~traoral force for the: 
movement of teeth is appli:3d. The headgear forc(;! applied in this 
wchnique is Octw(;(;;n nin~;; and twelve ounc;;:"'s. 
The elastics used in conjunction with the archwlrcs just describ<cd 
wer.;;:;: 112;ht .I./f inch late'{ elastics which c:,ertcd an average pull to two 
ounCI;:;:S wh~n stretch,;;d a distance of on;~ and one-fourth !nch~s. This 
is the average distance used in the treatme'nt of the n'alocciusions. 
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\ 1 so !1..:t} vy 1. / ~ j nch latex. dasHes w(' rc uSed which exerted an avera;_:'2 
pull of lour ounces whcln strctch.~-d d distance of one and ooe-fourth 
indles. 
Th,.,: lat;,;~'( bands were worn bilaterally in the followin~ ways: 
A Ht',ht intcrmadUary :..:lastlc worn fron; a hook located on tb.:. 
lingual surfuct,;! of th..; band on the mandibular first molar to th;.: L;.Jnt-
in hook or sliding hook or helL..: of a torquing arch located mesial to 
th<:.: canin-.: tooth. 
A Ught intermaxillary elastic worn trom thc end of th~ archwir~' 
on the i.Juccal Burface of th~ mand.ibular first 11'101ar to the b~nt-in hook 
located m~sial to the upiX~r canine brack;;;:ts. 
A light intrama:dllary elastic worn from the end of the archwi re 
distal to the molar tui>;:; on the uoccal surfac:.: of the mandE)ular drst 
rr.olar to the- :.'i~nt-in hook loc~1.t0d mesial to the mandH:uiar canin(~ 
ill.-ackct or to a contraction loop in the mandiiJuiar arch. 
A heavy triangular clastic worn Luccally from th(~ lower to the 
u:)~l..;:r arch. the triangL:- had its uasc on til>;' upp;;:r arch and its ap.~{ on 
th-:: low:r a.feh. The elastic worn in thJS fashion was attached 'rom th.; 
:tld of tlli~ uppr~r ardl'\;vir~ em til;:.: first molar' distal to t11::: :...ucC'a1 W" t:; 
to a hook mad\~ rrOffi th,,~ liE-sture tie on the upper second premolar 
tooth. then down to a Rimilar ligature th: on th..:. lower s'.:cond premolar 
tooth. 
Sorne of the patients already wr.;!rc on rct~ntion at the time this 
part of tlK~ e:,~perlment was done and were using rubber finishjn~ 
appHances (see Figure 12) which were made of vulcanized rubl.>f:r that 
was rt!silient in nature and constructed to gently move the teeth, throu?h 
runctional ,;,;:xercising. into their final, ideal positions. After th..:: occlusion 
was "seated" these appliances were kept and used as retainers. 
1. Utilization of Sound Data to Interpret Electromyograms 
Tht! data consisted of myograrns, sonograms. and tape recordings 
C~ the t(!mporal and masseter muscles taken during tappin~~, chl.:'win~:, 
,lnd at rest. The myograms and sonograms tak,:n at rest permitted an 
;;!valuation of rheas,;: lin;:; or minirr,urn activity in th..:! muscle and sound 
channels. !':'yog;rams compared with the sOO(),llramS tak!::fl durin.:.!. th~ 
tapping exercises, shov{~;d a corr0iatiol1 (~etw\;:en tappinty sounds and 
muscl>.;! activity. The sono)iixams of tapping were simple, consisting 
of single spikes, whih;;o thos.;;': of chewinp, wcr~ more con,pic:\' (Fi~urc~ 1:) 
and F i~,:ure It). 
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occurn;,!l1ce 01 ,"mv tri::ods in their rJhavlor durin},:. orthodontic tn::;atmeilt, 
., . 
t\lC n:yogr;.1ms irom ex.~~rimcnt vn wcn~ analyzed and compared Wit'1 
LoHOW'lOg manner: 
Listing und evaluating th>:: charactedstics of tht,;~ 
mY()'.,4Cd.fflS for (;~ach individual subject. 
~/ethod II Analysis ox initiation of chewing activity. 
)\,1ethod III Measuring the duration of the chewing strok~ (Uting 
stroke). 
rvicthod IV Analysis ot the number of )ursts in a chewing stroke 
(nitin~ stroke). 
The analysis or each method m' study app'..:1ars in th':~ "fINDINGS". 
l\.1~thod I Listin~ and '~vaJuating Characteristics of the l\4yograms for 
\·'ach Individual 'Subject 
111(~ follOWing characteristics Wf:re group"-,d and ~~rossly evaluat0d: 
Lursts. amplitude, duration. noding. sustain(~d low amplitude, rate of 
onset. rate of endint~, mtcrim activIty, d.ud imtiation ot chew\Ug ;lctivitv. 
The rating scallC uS0d for evaluating ~dl of the charact~ri8tics oth\.~:r 
than iursts and initiation of chewin!; activity, which w~re liswd as counts, 
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is as foHows: 
'{xx ma'(imum 
xx mode rat,: 
'{ minimum 
o dLs!:!nt 
~!i,;thod n Analysis of Initiation of Chewing ·\ctivity 
The onset of dectromyogrclphic activ,lty for each of thl:: muscles in 
each of the first thre;,;: chewing cycles of <'deh eX2rcise was mark(;~d on 
the IT!}'ogram. Tht.!O a straight edge was b~ld at right an;:des to th·,,: 
('order of the paper so that it passed through th~ ink rt.!cordin~s of all 
three musct:~s. The straight edge was then moved along the recordings 
unti 1 it contactt:..>d the mark of the first muscle (or muscles) to ? ;crin 
d~~ctrical activity. The first muscle (or muscles) to be!!in electrical 
activity was then listed in cnart form, the data from this cICperiment 
~)emg added to that already at hand from the previous e:\.perim.;.ents m 
this study. This was done for all patients in this experirr.ent. yieldinr'. 
J. total of twelve tabulations ror e,ich patient. The results for all 
patients in each c"q)eriment werl;~ then totaled in chart form. The chart 
showed the numi:lf.;!r of times each muscle or muscle group in,tiated thi; 
chewing cycle in each e,{penment. The data frorn the ta,:"lle were then 
plotted as a t~eries of ~traphs which appear in Part If of the "FINDINGS", 
J\1ethod III Measurin~'( the Duration of the Chewing Stroke (Biting Stroke) 
The duratiOils of the chewing strokes or tilting strokes were 
.:;.;.pressed as pi;!fc-..;ntages ot the chewin~~ cycles rather than t)y direct 
tim,,: mi;:;ssurement because the suojects did not chew at a uniform sp'..:~d. 
The suhjects were hlstructed to chew slaNly Lecause some individuals 
chewed so rapidly that chewing cycles wen: indistmg;ulshat)le. The 
p~rc4.:ntagc values for each experiment wen~ divided into drt}itrary class 
intervals and the frequency of occurrence of the various percentages 
'Nithin each class interval were e:<pressed as separate histograms for 
.::ach experiment for Experiments t through VII. These appear in Part III 
of the "FINDINGS". The Chi Square Test was also applkd to these data 
to see if a statist1cally significant difference e:{isted :x;;~twccn the s!=vcn 
experiments and between pairs of experiments. 
~I'~thod IV AnalYSis of the r-.;umber of Bursts in a Chewing Stroke 
(Biting Stroke) 
The num,:;er of ;JUrsts in each of the first three ch~wing strokes Of 
i}iting strokes for each sub,~ct wer·2; counted . .t,nd a random sample of 
these counts w.::re taken from each subject. A statistical anal ysis 'was 
done to see if there was a statistically significant dHferencc in the 
nun'ter of bursts per chewing stroke or ,-liting stroke Detw<,;t.:n those 
patients still wearing 81>phances and those with tlK: appli",nc;;:s rt;!mov~d. 
r>/. Amplitude 
The absolute arrtpHtudc was not tn.;8sured because of tht.! man}' 
iactors affecting lts variuDi1ity. 
N. Statistical Discipline 
This was basically a qualitative study and tht: an<:llysls of ta'.! data 
was done on a relative basis. In the first (:,'{pcrim~nt.·Hid(!n (1960) 
considered each subject as a separate eA.p..!rimental unit i.l~CaUSe the 
populatior. was heterog-encous, due to the various malocclusions present;;:;d. 
and there were no prior data for comparison. ..\ S SUCCt.:lSS1VC ~x.p;::rim~nts 
were completed enough data were accumulated to permit the developing 
of meaningful statistical analyses. These analys;,;;s were apt>!icd to 
Meth<Xls III and IV. 
Method HI Duration of the Chewing Strok(;~ or Biting Stroke ;:~>"pre8scd as 
a Percentage of the Chewinl:"' Cycle 
The length of each of the first three chewing cycles of ull muscl;;:s 
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£01' all t)UiJj~cts was measured. Then the l~ngth of tht~ chl2wing stroke or 
.)lting stroke was calculatl;.!d as a ~rcentagt,; of the coowing cycle. These 
percentages were then ~mt,:rcd into a table in which the fr~qucncy of 
occurrence of percentages within ..::ach class interval was tSJulated for 
.;;ach subj;;.~ct m this experiment. Then the total frequency of occu.rrenc{~s 
ior t.!Qch class interval for this experiment was calculated and added to 
the tahle of simIlar data already at hand from the previous si" expcri· 
m;:;nts. The data from each experiment were made into d. separate 
hlstOt!,ram representing each indl vidual experiment and app.:~ar in Part III 
of the "FINDINGS". 
These data were then subjected to the Chi Square T~st (see Part III 
of "FINDINGS" for Table of Chi Square Figures). The Null hypothesis 
would lJc: that the data are all drawn from on~ parent distriJ.Jutlon and 
that they are statistically alike. This would ntean that the pattern of 
chewi.ng did not chang,t;' significantly during the stages of orthooontic 
tr..;atmcnt that distlnguish;,;!d these 8~ven t!4pcrill1;;mts. Tha data were 
analysed in this m8nnC!i.' and a statistically significant difference was 
found to \'!~lst ~yond the .001 !Ii;v·el 01 signIficance. The individual 
comparisons were then ma&.; Detwt:en E; ... ~riments VI and VII and ~)etwe~n 
, ... 
f-: <p~riments J and VII. 
M"~thod IV Analysis of tn:.:i\umbr.!r 01 Bursts in a Chewing Stroke (Biting 
Stroke) 
The L'ursts of electrical activity in ;.;:ach of the first thre(;! chewin;: 
. ~ 
strokes or tliting strok~s of all n-'uscles for all suljects w~re counted. 
,\ random sample 01 one-third of the data was taken frarn c;:ach suLleet 
usin~l a randorn nUmi)(;fS taLk to detennine th~ sel\;,~ctions. 
These data were then subjeete to an Analysis of Variance to 
det;~rmine if there was a statistically significant difference in th'e number 
of bursts of el~~tricaj activity in the ehewin?l strokes or bltin~ strokes 
of those subjects still wearing: appliances .:1 S oppost.!d to those who have 
.lln.c:ady had the d.pplianc'.:!s removDd. Th\..! Null hypothesis L~'!inv. that 
th·~re is no statistically signiiicant difference ;l.::twcen these two groups 
01 su,,~jects. This analysis could also show if there were statistically 
si~~nJ ficant differences L;;.~tw~0n the muscles Htudied and the sides (right 
and left) used in chewing or any inte racti 00 Jetween these main ~ff(!cts. 
:::>illce counts do not follow the normal distribution they are not amenaLlc 
to the use of analysis of variance without transform.Jtioo. The trans-
formation used in this casE' was th.3 square root of the ODservation plus 
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one (.1). "portion of th(! [ata "heet shONin~ tht: transformed data used 
in this analysis appears in Figur~ 15. Th{~ Analysis of Variance Table 
showin~:, the statistically significant differences appears in Part IV of the 
"FINt'INGS" • 
SAMPLE DATA ShE.E T FOR ONE EXPERIMENT 
SHOWING TRANSFORMED DATA FOR ONLY TWO SUBJECTS 
THE TRANSFORMATION USED WAS THE SQUARE ROOT. OF THE OBSERVATION PLUS ONE (1). 
THE OBSERVAT IONS CONS I STED OF RANDOM SAf"IPLES FROM THE TOTAL DATA 
OF THE NUMBER OF BURSTS IN A CHEWING STROKE. 
WITH APPLIANCES WITHOUT APPLIANCES 
SIDES RIGHT LEFT SIDES RIGHT LEFT 
. . . . .. . . 
MUSCLES 1-0. '0. VI 1-0. .0. VI MUSCLES ~Q. '0. VI 1-0. .0. VIE DE VI (/)E DE (/) VIE DE VI <IlE DE 
OUJ -UJ « OUJ -UJ « OUJ -UJ « OUJ -UJ 
0.1- EI- E 0.1- EI- .". 0.1- EI- E 0.1- EI-
"") "") 
. 
• 10. • 10. III 0..2:10. III 0..2:10. 
::> ::>::>- ::> ::>::>-VI 
.. "' .. 
VI 
.."' .. 
A 1.73 1.73 1.73 1.41 1.41 1.41 VI A 1.41 1.73 1.73 1.73 1.73 
ex: 
:I: 
u 
VI 
VI 
« 
E 
1.73 
I B 1.73 2·24 1.73 1A1 1.41 1A1 0 1.73 1.41 1.73 2.24 <l' .... B 1.73 i2. 
0 0 
z z I 
I- SUM 3.46 397 3.46 2.82 2.82 2.82. I- SUM 3.14 3.14 3.46 3.973.46 '3.73 0 u 
w UJ 
"") "") 
III III 
:;:) ::> 
(/) 01 FF. 0 ~51 0 0 0 0 (/) DIFF. -,32 .32 0 -.51; 0 -;27 
I 
FIGURE 15 
A POHTION OF TH!~ [)}\TA SHr~ET USED IN THE ANALYSIS GF l\,;r~THOD t 
., .. 
fINDINGS 
A. Introduction 
The findin6s ar~ based on the electromyographic recordings oLltainc( 
(rom the Hrst three chewing cycles of ~ach chewing t~xcrcise performed 
by each of the sixteen subjects used in this experiment. The findings 
from this part of the study were also compared with those of the previous 
e:<periments in this longitudinal study, (Widen, E:q>eriments I and H; 
/\~ahino, r:xperiment III; Shanahan. Experin10nt IV; :?ylinski. i~xperiment V; 
Eh.?ctrornyographic recordings were taken this far in the longitudinal 
study during the folloNin~ stages of orthodontic treatment: 
;~~.\.perim.:.:nt I Original malocclusion. 
One day after placement of si;>,paratinb Wires 
i:;"periment III One week after placement of sl~parati n~; wires 
L'I0tween the t~eth. 
f~>qx:riment IV On..:: we~k after placem{;!l1t of the first archwires. 
l::;<periment V During anchorage preparation. 
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E;o{periment VI Aft~~r completion of anchorage preparation. 
El<perimel1t VII During the final stages of orthodontic treatment. 
This paper concerns itself with the electromyographic recordings 
taken during the final stages of orthodontic treatment before the removal 
of the active appliances. 
The findings are presented in four parts corre8pondin~ to the 
four methods of study employed in this e.xperim~nt (Experiment VII). 
which are described fully in "METHO[)s AND l\iATERIALS". 
B. Part I 
Part I of the "FtND1NCS" contains tht.:: listing and evaluation of the 
various characteristics of the myog.rams for each individual subject in 
r~(perim:.·;nts i through VII. This part is actually a qualitative ~valuation 
of tht: following characteristics: amplitude, duration, noding. sustained 
low amplitude, rate of onset, rate of ending. interim activity; while bursts 
and initiation of chewing activity were listed quantitatively by means of 
counts. 
The ooject of this method of study was to note the changes in the 
ebctromyogxaphic ~}ehavior of the muscles for each individual SU.bl8Ct 
during th;;;; various stages of orthodontic treatment. 
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The characteristics of the myograrns are listed -jn chart form for 
each individual sutl/ect along with photog;raphs of the plaster casts of the 
original malocclusion and the/'.ng Ie classification. (T110 ex.perimc:ntal 
group consisted of three neutroc:clusion and thirteen distocclusion cascs.) 
.An eKplanation of the treatment mechanics used at the time the electro-
myographic recordings were taken and intraoral photographs of the stage 
of treatment showing the appliance are included, as well as, a summary 
of the charted findings. 
Subj ct ftl (L. C.) Age 16 
Original 1aiocclusion 
Angle Classification: Class t 
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TR ...... TMENT TAG ... AT TH Tl 'IE E ECT 0 YOCR 
RECO DINGS W TAKE FO .. ER • T VII. 
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~~ uo' "'joet ti 1 (I C ) A (' ,,. 16 
,) v ..... .. e.," 
Class I (Angle) 
Treatm~nt: 
A. No teeth were extracted. 
B. Appliance design. (See Methods and Materials page 82.) 
At the time electrornyographic recordings were taken for 
:i.xperimt'nt vn. this suh.leet already had the active appliance 
removed and was usin~" a rU(),i.;er fhlishmg appliance lor 
functional rBt~ntion. 
;::valuation of tbe Characteristics ot the ~/ y~rani8. 
Bursts: Show~d a steady increas~ rram Expc!rim:;.mt I to I~:xperim~.mt 
V, with the exc~ption ot ~~:{periment II which &howed a "multi!Jurst" 
patt0rn. The number ot::ursts remaio,,;d snout til,;; same in [';;xperimct1t 
VI and decr8as~d in :.,' xperim.:nt VIi. 
and VI! which showed rr:aximum ampht.udl'. 
Duration: Minimal i,j ::~xperiments I and tV and n1oderat~ throug.hout 
th~.... rest of the e'{~rime11ts. 
Noding: ~;inimal in ;·:.{periment I and then moderate thr0up.hout th(~ 
Sustained 10\v amplitude: .Absent until E;'\.periment V when it 
appe.ared at the beginning of th,; stroke and remd.ined in Experiments 
VI and VII. 
Rate of onset: During the first four experiments this was maximal, 
but it decreased and became minimal in Rx.perlments V and VI and 
moderate in Experiment VU. 
Hate of ending: ~;a.dmal for the first four e"periments and then 
i:~cam(.· moderate in r .. :xperiments V and VI and minimum to mooerate in 
~~~;~{periment VH. 
Interim activity: l\radmum throug;hout all experiments e:'{cept for 
F:x.periments JI, III alld VH, when it was modera.t,~. 
Initiation of chewing activity: This sUbject showed a loss of 
synchronous initiation of activity from !~>i.periment t to Experiment VI. 
while there was an increase in masseter initiation of ttr2 chewin~ 
stroke during the same tim-::. There was very little difference in the 
muscks which initiated activity in E:(periments IV. V. and VI. In 
">qx:riment VII t however, synchronous initiation of activity was restored 
I)(;.,yond that occurrim~ in~{pcriment Y. 
Conclusion: 
This 8u0jQct adapt,:d only fairly '.v .. :lI to th..;.~ orthodontiC proc.Q,;durr:!b 
\V:li!t: th..: applianc;.;s Wdre nein:Y worn.lut shO\v;~d an improved dectro-
myq",:raphic pattern of muscular behavior after the n~moval of the activ.;:;, 
':'ipplianc~s. dS show'n by the decrease in nodin:,.: and incrf.:!as(~ in 
synchronous initiation or chewing activity. 
nm BEHAVIOR OF THE MASSETER AND TEMPORAL ML'SCLES 
CHART l COMPARISON OF THE CHARACTERISTICS OF MYOGRAMS 
BElWEEN EXPERIMENTS 
r.::::-:=-- -_._- ------- ---
SUBJECT NlTh'BER: 1 L. C. 
'sl · Exp. No.1 Bursts Amplitude! Dur,ltior Nodmgi Sus(:llned I R~t~ R[lk I -I I I low . of of \Int<'r1rn 
- - -
. _am~h~~n~ ::lld1_nlEf c~~ ~r;,=-
I 1-2 xx X X a I j XXX XXX i X 
i 
",t---- 1 n I xx 1-3 xx XX a I XXX i 
, 
I XXX • "Ill 2-5 XXX XX XX 0 XXX XX 
I 
I 2-4 I IV I XX X xx 0 XXX XXX X 
, 
-
V 3-5 xx xx xx X X xx X 
-1---- f---- -
VI 3-5 XX xx xx x x xx x 
VII 1-4 xxx xx xx 0 xx xx xx 
-
LEGBNn xxx-maximum. XX"TTl<Xicrate, x=minimum, O:no obvious change 
nrn BEHAVIOR OF THE ~'ASSETER AND TBtv'PORAL ~fUSCL1';S 
CHART 2 CO~'PARlsa-l OF ONSET OF ACTIVITY BETWEEN 
EXPERIWENTS 
SURJECT NUFRER: 1. L. C. 
EXPERTt. _NT :, . '"1:' .1 I i 'rv-l--
Nm'SER d I J II III I IV I V VI VTl 
~'asseter first 
-~-;;rer and , I 
middle temporal 
first 
1 ! 3 I 2 I 5 
o o o 1 
5 4 1 
o o o 
II ,- 1-
Wasseter and 
pnnerior temporal 
first 
~/iddle and 
posterior temporal 
first II 
o 
o 
o 1 
o 2 
o o o o 
o o 2 o 
Middle temporal 
first o o i 
, I 010 o o o 
Posterior temporal - I 
first 1 2 0 0 1 0 0 
All together L :-l 
(Synchrony) J'O 7 7 6 6 6 11 
12 I 12 12 12 
..-
@ 
1 
ul j ct 2 (E. G. ) 3 
Origin 1 alocclu ion 
Angle elas ification: elas n - Division t 
Subject 2 (E. G. ) 
TREA'n i~NT STAGE AT T iF.: TIME P.LECTRO YOGRAP Ie 
RECORDINGS E ... TAKR FOR E 'P Rl ENT VU. 
07 
Subject #2 (t~:. G. )\ge 1::$ 
Class n - Divsion t (Anj2:le) 
Treatment: 
:\. No teeth were \!)(tracted. 
B. Appliance dt:!sign. (See Methods and Materials page 82.) 
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At the time electromyographlc r'r.:!cordings were takdU {or 
Experiment VII, this subject ~ilready bad the active applianc.: 
removed and was using J. rU~':Jt::r finishing appHanc('; ror 
functional retention . 
. ;~\Taluation of the Characteristics of the Myog.rams. 
Bursts: F"qx~rimentsl through IV showed a similar numLer of Llursts 
while Experiments V and VI showed an increase in the num~r..:~r or ':ursts 
and a decrease in Experiment VII. 
f\mplitude! Remaint'd lTloderate in ~:xperiments ( through IV and 
tn...::n increased to maximum in F"p'..:!rim.::nts V, vr and VII. 
Duration: tv'adrnum in Experim:~nts 1 through IV and then :.ecame 
.ev:::.'n longer in E(perin1cnts V and Vl, dccreasinr to moderate in ,:;)q:>eri-
ment VII. 
Nading: l\:'admum in Experiments I through lV, increast"d more in 
Experiment V and increased still furtt,(::t in Eqx;~rimC'nt Vf and th;;;;I.1 
dropped to mod~rate in ;::'cperiment VIt. 
Sustained low amt>l1tudC! Progressively jncreased from none in 
Experiment I to maximum in Experiment VI, hut occurred only in the 
masseter muscles. In Experiment VII was minimum to moderate and 
only in the middle and posterior temporal muscles. 
Hate of onset! Remained moderate throughout aU e~periments. 
Hate of ending: f</oderate throughout except for and increase tc 
H)Qximum in Experiment V. 
interim activitY! !-ladmum in E~periment J, d(~CreaS0d to rnintmurn 
in ;~·xperimt~nts III and lV. and became moderat~ again in F.'{p'~riment8 V 
and VI. then dropp:.;!d to minimum in Experiment VII. 
Initiation of chewing activity! The onset of activity in E.)(p(~riments 
f and II was fairly ~venly dIvided lk!tween the masset~rs and synchrony 
01 all muscles. Experiments TV and V showed that synchronous mitiation 
of chewing activity predominated. In Experiment Vl tW3re was a 
preponderance of the Hlitiation of activity ;.ly the middle and posterior 
temporals. In E:-"perim('!nt vn chewing activity was initiated mainly by 
synchronous action of all musck~s. 
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Conclusion: 
This subject exhibited difficulty in adapting to the orthodontic 
proct:dures and showed the most difficulty in chewing in (::xperiInf~nt VI. 
There vv'as an improved electromyog;rapruc pattern of muscular hehavtor 
after the removal of the active appliances, as shown in Experiment \Tn. 
as shown Ly the increase in synchronous initiation of chewin~ activH:y 
Ilnd th~ decrease ill noc:iing or inhir)ition. 
11tB BEHAVIOR OF nm MASSETER AND TEMPORAL MUSCLES 
CHART I COMPARISON OF THE CHARACTERISTICS OF MYOGRAMS1 
BE1WEEN EXPERIMENTS ~ 
SUBJECT'NUt.!BER: 2 7.-;,-:------ --- -
I 
Exp. No.1 Jtur&t~r Amplltudel DuratiOll Noding! Susmned I Rat" Rate T I I low .of of :Inknm 
_' _ I amp!l~ ~s'-'t '-'T1di_n_~tctiV!ty 
I ~ xx xxx xxx 0 !XX xx I xxx 
l 
-
1 
n 4-6 xx xxx xx x ixx xx xx 
1 
--.-----
. I xxx I 
"III 4-6 XX xxx x I xx xx x i 
IV I 4-5 1 xx xx xxx X-MASS. XX XXX X 
V 6-8 xxx xxx xxx XX-MASS. XX XXX XX 
--
~- -_._- ----
VI 6-9 X(X xxx xxx XXX-MASS. XX XX XX 
VI' 2-5 xxx xx-xxx XX XX-POST. XX XX X 
TEMP. 
I 
I 
LEGENrl. xxx=maximum. x'=m()(lc-r~t'-'. x=minimum. O=no obvious Change 
-
". EfAVtOR OF THE WASSETER AND Tl'lWPORAL WUSCLES 
CHART 2 eot.'PAR'S~ OF ONSET OF ACTIVITY BETWEEN 
EXPERIWENTS 
<;UB)F.C'T Nm/ 8ER: 2. E G. 
EXPERlWmolT 
~R II, lll~lwl 
" ..... er first 4! 4 I 6 14 
Was8eter and 
middle temporal 
first 
Wasseter and 
palterior temporal 
first 
Widdle and 
posterior temporal 
first 
Widdle temporal 
first 
Posterior temporal II 
first 
1 
1 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
2 
1 
1 
All together II 6 I 4 
__ (')~~my) I, I 
TOTAL NUWBER OF +-',-'--0::;--
Cl-IEWtNr. STROKE'> I 12: 12 
2 
I 0 I 
1 
o 
o 
3 
12 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
8 
12 
V 
1 
o 
o 
2 
2 
o 
7 
12 
Vll-:-
2 I 0 
o 
o 
3 
5 
o 
2 
12 
o 
1 
o 
1 
21 
8 
12 i 
~ 
-....... 
-
ubject 3 (R. H. ) ge 13 
Original aloccluaio .. l 
ngl CIa slficati : Cl s II - Divsion I 
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ooJ ct 3 (R. H. ) 
TREATMENT TAGE AT THE Tl B ELECTROMYOGR PHIC 
ECORDINGS \ E E TAKEN "OR XPERI !lENT VII . 
1 3 
IIi 
Class II - Division 1 (Angl~) 
Treatment: 
.A. Extraction of the four first pren101ars. 
B. AppUanc~ design. (See Methods and Materials page 70. 75 
and ill.) 
The madllaryarchwire was <l straight (horizontal) archwire 
with attadl1nents (coil spring and sliding hook) m(!sial to the 
upper second bicuspids. 
The mandihular archwire was a consolidation archwir~ with 
horizontal hooks distal to the lower latt:ral incisors. 
The elastics worn were buccal and lingual iii inch Ught 
Class II's and the triangular 1/4 inch heavy. 
~~valuation of the Characteristics of the Myograms. 
Bursts! The range of the num;JE!r of uursts in Experiments II. IV. 
V and VI was similar to that found in E.<periment VII and approximately 
twice that found ill E",periments I and II. 
Amplitude: fI/ooerate throughout all experiments e~'(cept for an 
incn~ase to maximum in Experiments HI and VII. 
" .. 
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Duration: Show;:d a progressiv,,: increase from mii1inmrrt in :·~.(peri-
m.;;;nt I to a range of moderate to maximum in i..~;·q>erim0nts V, VI and V11. 
Noding: Progressive increase throughout all c:<perirnents from 
minirrum in E;{periment , to madmum in Experiments VI and vn. 
~ustained low amplitude: In the masseters throughout all experimellts 
• C • VII e:<.cept in :.~xpenment • 
Hate of onset: l\loderate throughout all (:;{p..:riments. 
Rate of ,.:mding: f.,;1ooeratc throughout all ~)(periments. 
fnterim activity: ~.oderate until G>{pc:rim'..,:!Dt V ~Nhen it became 
n'inimum and remained as such in F~periments VI and VB. 
Initiation of chewing activity: The rnasscters, which mitiated sane 
activity in Fxperim..?nts I through IV, did not initiate ,Jctivity duriot". :/.q>eri-
m(mts V and VI. The temporals. which initiated activity only a few times 
in the early eKperiments, became more prorninant in their role :.is 
in!ri.ators of activity in :.:i\periments IV, V and VI. Synchronous initiation 
of activity remained about the saDie for all \~xpcrim;,;nts. e:{cept [or an 
increase in E:~perlm;,;;nt n and a decrease in E.<periment IV. In E->\.peri-
ment VII synchronous initiation of chewinf: activity on the part of all 
thrc-.; muscles became ,_: ""',minant. 
1J6 
Conclusion: 
This subject displayl.!d mooerate difficulty in adaptinl,} to tn..; 
orthodontic procedures, iut was beginning to show sorn~ imprOVi.!m;"'flt in 
the electronlyoJraphic pattern of muscular hehavior in ;,:; }{pcl"lrrk:nt vn. 
as shown by the reduction in the number of nodes and the increase in 
synchronous initiation of chewing activit)'. 
1118 EHAViOR OF TIlE MASSETER AND TEMPORAL MUSCLES 
CHART I COMPARISON OF THE CHARACTERISTICS OF MYOGRAMS 
BETWEEN EXPERIMENTS 
SUBJECT' NUt.'lER: 
--------- .. -_. - _. ~-- - -------, R. H. 
Exp. No.llurU81 Amplitudel {)uratioo Nodingi SUllt3ined I R3t<! Rat.:' I Ilow .. of of :Int<!rim 
I 
-.--.--
a.!1'.!!'.i4 ~s ... 't ~di_n~f~~~= 
I 1-' XX-itT. X X X-LEYT I XX XX I XX X-LT. "ASS. 
i 
- I 
n 1-' XX X X-XX X-MASS. i X XX X 
----
:m ~ XXX XX XX X-L~~T I XX XX XX 
~ "ASS. 
IV ,-6 I XX XX XX X-MASS. XX XX XX 
-
V 2-6 XX XX-XXX xxx X-MASS. XX X-XX X 
- -.---'.'.' 
VI '-5 xx xx-xxx xxx X-MASS. XX XX XX 
VII 1-6 XXX XXX X-XXX 0 XX XX X 
LEGEND xxx=maximum. xx=mod ... ratc, x=minimum, O=no obvious change 
,. ~".. OF 11tE ~~ASSETER AND TEMPORAL ~SCLES 
CRAIlT 2 a.-P.u1SOl OF CNSET OF ACTIVITY 8E1WEEN 
EXPEJtJWmn"S 
'iUBJ8CT Nll'-f 8ElII: 3. R . H. 
EXI'EItwen" 1 -
~ I 1I!I11 IV V VI VI'i 
).~rftrst 32 3 2 0 0 2l 
~ueter aJId I 
middle temporal 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 i 
first 
Masseter and 
pc8terior temporal 
first 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
Widdle and 
posterior temporal 1 0 3 0 4 4 1 
first 
~;:lle temporal 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 
Posterior temporal 3 0 0 8 2 2 0 
first 
All together I 5 8 5 1 5 4 9 ('Syncbrony) ! 
- TOTAL Nm'8ER OF 112 i 12~12 12 12 12 12 OIEWlN(; STROKES I ' ~ I I" 
_______ I _ '------. __ ...L. __ --'-__ 
...... 
-....t 
I 8 
S Ui ~ ct ~. . ) 13 
Origin 1 IT locclusion 
Ang e etas lfie tion: Cl sa II - Division 1 - Subdivi ion 
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Subject. . ..) 
T A ... NT STAGE AT THE TI !. EL CTRO~ YOG 
ECO 01 CS \J ER ... TAKE FOR ',PERI ~NT VII . 
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Class II - Division l - Subdivision 
Treatment! 
A. Extraction of the four first premolars. 
B. Appliance design. (See Methods and ?\1aterials page 75.) 
The ma:dllary archwire was a straight (horizontal) archwire 
with attachments (coil spring and sliding hook) to the mesial 
of the upper canines. 
The mandibular archwire was a straight (horizontal) archwire 
with no attachments. 
The elastics were worn in a Class n fashion and in a cross-
bite fashion (triangular) as mentioned in t..~~thod8 and ~,"8terials 
(page 81). 
Fvaluation of the Characteristics of the ftftYogTams. 
Bursts: Showed a low range in Experiments t 811d n. increased 
in;:~ xperlments In t tv and V, and tht~n decreased back to the original 
range in E.'(periment VI, and then increased very slightly in Experiment 
VIT. 
Amplitude: was mooerate in Experiments I. HI. IV, V and VII, 
minimum in Experiment It and maximum in l:;:xperim·2nt V!. 
[}uration: Started out 8S minimal and increased to moderate in 
Expc.rim,.:nts IV, V. VI and VII. 
Noding: Remained moderate throug:hout until .!: !~per1nl'.;;nt VI wh;~n 
it showed a decrease to minimum and then a return to moderate in 
Experiment VII. 
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Sustained low amplitude: Woderate in the massetcrs throughout aU 
experiments. 
Rate of onset: ~,,7odC'rate throughout the first five experiments and 
then maximum in Ei{periment VI and moderate a~ain in Experiment vn. 
Rate of ending: P./oderat~ throughout the first five ex.perimlmts and 
nJnirrum in E:~pcriment VI and them minimum to moderate in Experiment 
VII. 
Interim activity: ~/ inimum throughout the first six experiments 
e'(c~pt for :~~x.periment H. and then minimum in Experim.:nt VH. 
Initiation of chewing activity: There was some variability in the 
ntusclcs first to initiate activity. Experiments I and III were similar in 
that the muscles initiated .lctivity synchronously or the masseters 
initiated acti vity. while in l~xpo;:~rim.mts II and IV the maSSi2'ters wr::,re the 
predominant muscles in initia.ting: activity_ In E:{periffili.mts V and VI 
synchronous initiation was predominant, as was the case in L-q)Criment 
VII. 
Conclusion: 
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This subject seemed to have adapted well to the orthodontic 
procedures, as the muscular lk1havior ex.hi0lted little inhibition through-
out treatment and a high percentage of the chewing strokes were 
initiated by concurrent activity of all three pairs of muscles. 
11IB IBHAViOR OF THE MASSETER AND TEMPORAL MUSCLES 
CHART I COMPARISON OF nm CHARACTERISTICS OF MYOGRAMS 
BE1WEEN EXPERIMENTS 
~~- -~~ --- ------.----
SUIJBCT: NUt._Il: 4 M. K. 
Exp. No.j ..... , Amplitude{ Duratioo Nodingl SlIIItailllid i Ila~ R:tte I . I low • of of 'Interim 
I ampli~~lK.: ~'IIdi-~fctivitY_ _ - f-. 
I 1-' XX X X-.. ,. ~ xx IIASS. & XX XX X 
~OS'. 
T£"P. 
---
n 1-' X X XX XX IXX XX XX i 
Xx-a.. I 
IIASS •• 
" 
~5 lClC x XX ~OIT; !XX XX X T["P. 
ill 
IV 2"'- I XX lClC lClC XX-aT. l(X ~X X IIASS. 
V 2"'- XX XX-XXX XX X-II •• X-XX ~X X 
".ss. 
----
VI 1-' XXX lClC X XX-IIASS. XX- IxX- X xXX XXX 
L • 
VII ~OST. & 2-5 XXX xX XX itT. "ID. X-XX lx-xx 0 
&. ~OST. 
T~II~.-X 
LEGENn xxx-maximum. xx-moderate. x"'minimum. o-.to obviou. change 
nm BEHAVIOR OF nm ~lASSETER AND T1":WPORAL WUSCLES 
CHART 2 C~I'pARISON OF ONSET OF ACTIVITY BETWEEN 
EXPERIWENTS 
SUBJECT NlJp.fBER: 4. M. K. 
,I I 
I 
, EXPERfWENT 
NlYBER III j II 111 I IV 
"'asseter first 6 1 7 4 9 
Masseter aDd 
middle tempera I , 0 0 0 
first 
Wasseter and 0 0 0 0 p<l8terior tempor-al 
first 
Widdle and 
p<l8terior temporal 0 2 0 1 
first 
Widdle temporal 0 1 1 0 first I 
Posterior- temporal 0 0 0 1 first 
All together I 5 2 7 2 
_ ('i ynchrooy) ! ! I I 
TOTAL NtTh'BER OF ~ -~ I ~EWINr. STROKES i ,12J 12 ~1_2 12 
i 
V ·~~-T~~ 
-
-
1 0 1 
--
0 1 1 
0 0 0 
2 3 1 
1 0 0 
I , -
0 
1
0 2 
8 I 8 ' 7 , 
I , 
12 112 112! 
;-
N 
~.tj 
2 
SubJect. ~. • ) Age 13 
Ort inal locclusion 
Angle CIa ification: C1 s II DIvision 1 
jiiiP 
SubJect.5 
TREATh1E T ST OB AT THE TI ~ EL ~CTHO YOGRAPHIC 
RCO DI GS .. E T KEN FO E PE lET VII. 
125 
Subject #5 (Iv~. M.) Age 13 
Class II Division 1 (An~le) 
Treatment: 
A. EKtraction of the four first premolars. 
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B. Appliance design. (See Methods and Materials page 70 and 72. ) 
The maxillary was a vertical hook consolidation archwire with 
coU spring and sliding hook to the upper second premolars. 
Tbe mandibular archwire was a rectangular wire contraction 
loop archwire. 
The elastics were of three types mentioned in f,,'iethods and 
Materials (page 81). There were intramaxillaryelastics in 
the mandibular arch, and between arches, elastics were worn 
in a Class II (both buccallyand lingually to the upper sliding 
hook) and a triangular fashion. 
Evaluation of the Characteristics of the Myograms. 
Bursts: The range of bursts was similar throughout. with slight 
increases in Experiments III and VL 
Amplitude: Minimal from E>cperlment J through Ex.periment IV and 
then became moderate in ::rxperiments V and Vl and then incr-:ased to 
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maximum in E<pcriment VII. 
Duration: Minimal in Ex.periment t through F.xperim~nt tV and becamf.~ 
moderate in Experiments V. VI and VII. 
NcxUng: Remained moderate throughout all experiments. 
Sustained low 3lnplitude: Remained minimal throughout aU experi-
ments ex:cept for an increase to moderate in E)(perlments TV and VII. 
Rate of onset: Moderate jn Experim.ents I through IV and became 
minimal in Experiments V and VI. then t.tecame moderate again in t?xperi-
ment VII. 
Rate of ending: Remained moderate throughout all experiments. 
Interim actlvitr. Minimum until Experiments VI and vn when it 
became moderate. 
Initiation of chewing activity: Fron1 Experiment I to Experiment TV 
there was a decrea.se in the initiation of activity by the masseters and 
they did not initiate any activity in Experiments Vor VI. The com:,ination 
of middle and posterior temporals, on the other hand. fail~d to initlat;-~ 
any activity in Experiulcnts t and II, Dut showed a steady increase in 
;:::qx~riments nIt IV. and V. at which time they initiated almost all of the 
activity. The initiation of activity by the masseters decreas~d markedly 
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in E~periment VI. Synchrony occurred fairly frequently in ;~>qJerim,:nt L 
and showed a progressive decrease up to ::;:xperiment V. when it initiated 
activity only once. tn Experiment VI synchrony initiated activity thn!e-
fourths of the time, while the combination of th,,: middle and posterior 
temporals initiated activity the remaining times. Experiment V showed 
a predominance of thi;;) comLinatioo of the middle and posterior temporals 
initiating activity. Experiment VII showed a predominance of synchronous 
act! vity of all three muscles in initiating the chlO!wfng strok~. 
Conclusion: 
This subject show;zd good adaptation to the orthodontic procedures, 
exhibiting moderate nOOing and synchronous initiation of chewing activity 
ly the three pairs of muscles. 
nIB BEHAVIOR OP nIB MASSETER AND TEMPORAL MUSCLES 
CHART I ~ARISON OF nIB atARACTERISTICS OF MYOGRAMS 
BE1'WEEN EXPERIMENTS 
SUBJECT ! NUMIIER: 5 M. ;'-.--
Exp. No.1 Burstsl AmpIitudel Duratioo Nodingl SUlitaiaed iRate Rnte . . ! I low • of of Interim 
--_h_ i ---. . ' a~i~~~t endi_n!;.ctlvity 
I I 2-3 X X XX X_ASS. XX XX X 
" 1·-> X X xx X-"ASS'\ xx xx x j 
• 
X-"Ass.1 xx m 3-4 x X xx xx x 
IV 2-3 I x X XX XX-"ASS xx XX X 
V 2-3 XX XX XX XX-"ASS X xx X 
--
VI 3"- xx xx xx X-"ASS. X xx xx 
X-"ASI. 
VII & .. OST. 
1-5 XXX XX-XXX XX TEMP. XX XX XX 
LBGBNO xu-maxlmum. u-moder8te. xcmlnlmum. 0.0 obriCIUII c .... e 
-
--
". .aAVIOIl OF nIB MASSETER AND TEMPORAL t.'tJSCLES 
CHAIlT Z om.-PAIl .... OF ~ET OF AC11VITY BETWEEN 
IIXI'IIIUtn!N'I 
'llJIIJ8CT JU.'lER: 5. M. M. 
EXPER~ENT 
, II! III !IV ~IIER I V VI 
-
~""aeter first 6' 7 3 2 0 0 
~and 
middle tempanl 0 1 0 0 0 0 
tint 
~and 
.... mOl" temparal 0 0 0 1 0 0 
tint 
Viddle ad 
p»tetiOl" tem~l 0 0 3 5 10 3 
tlr .. 
Widdle temporal 0 0 0 0 0 0 firBt 
Posterior temporal 1 0 3 1 1 0 first 
All together 5 4 3 3 1 9 (Synchrony) 
TOTAL NUWBER OF 112: 12 12 12 12 12 OfEWING STROKE') 
__ I 
Vll 
0 
0 
1 
2 
!O 
0 
9 
12 
-~ 
.c 
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SU 1ect 6 (K. .) 15 
Original alocclusion 
Angle Classification: etas 11 Division 1 
1 
Subject 6 (K. • ) 
T E ENT STAGE AT THE n E ELECTRO YOGR P lIe 
~CORDI os W · R ... TAKEN FO EXPE IMENT VII. 
Subject #6 (K. M.) Age 15 
Class II Division 1 (Angle) 
Treatment: 
A. No teeth were extracted. 
B. Appliance design. (See Methods and Materials pag~ 75.) 
1:32 
The ma;dUary archwire was a straight (horizontal) archwire 
with attachments (sliding hook and coil spring) to the mesial of 
the upper first premolars. 
The mandibular arehwire was a straight (horizontal) ideal 
archwirc without attachments. 
The elastics used were the Class II type (both buccal and 
lingual) as described in ~l'ethods and ~laterials (page ljI). 
Evaluation of the Characteristics of the Myograms. 
Bursts: Hernain..:'d relatively the same throughout all experiments 
and were never in a high range. Showed a slight drop in nunl,.ler in 
Experiment VII. 
,\mplitude: Varl~d from moderate to maximum. 
Duration: Renulined moderate throughout all experiments. 
Noding: Renlained about the same throughout all e:<perim~nts, and 
showed a decrease lnE:'{periment VH. 
Sustained low amplitude: Occurred in the ieft masseter up to 
:~Apt~riment VI and then occurred in posterior temporal, durin~ 
E;<periment VII. 
Rate of onset: Remained moderate throughout all experiments. 
Rate of ending: Mod~ratc throughout all experiments ex.cept for 
an increastf to max:imum in Experiment IV. 
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Interim activity: ~/admum in the first three experimcmts and then 
moderate in the next three ex.periments continuing to ~';.e mOOerat t.; in 
Experiment VlI. 
Initiation of chewing- activity: The masseters. which at first 
predominated in the onset of activity, failed to initiate activity in t~ 
last four experiments. Generally. the temporals assumed a more 
important rol~ in the ons'Jt of activity as the treatment progressed. 
e,i{cept for E:{periment V. :::';Jlperiment HI show~d 80m:.: possihle confusion 
as nearly all muscle or bom1)inations of muscles inittated activity. 
E,xpcriment Vi showed the comi.Jination of the middle and posterior 
temporals along with synchrony of all muscles initiating all chewing 
activity. Experiment Vlt shO'Ned synchrony to be predominant in 
initiating of the ch,;:win:?; activity. 
Conclusion: 
This subject has adapted well to thi.! orthodootic procedures, the 
muscular behavior showint~ only modl::rate noding or inhibitIon and th~ 
ch~wing activity t·eing in.itiated mostly by concurrent action of the muscle. 
nIB BEHAVIOR OF THE MASSETER AND TEMPORAL MUSCLES 
CHART I ~ARISON OF THE CHARACTERISTICS OF MYOGRAMS 
BElWEEN EXPERIMENTS 
SlTBJECT'Nm-IER:6 --;. ; :-----
-- Exp. No. IJurSls! Amplit~i Durcltioo Noding: Susr~lncd I R,n" R:ue I 
I I low . of of I Int,'rim 
_---------1--___ -1- ' amPlitud:i Ons,,_t ~ndi"g¥~':i~j~V_ 
. - ~ ----
J i 3-6 xx I xx xxx X-LE~T I xx xx i xxx MA SS. I 
--- ! + 
II I 2-5 xx xx ! xx xxx xxx X-LE~T I xx 
I "ASS. i 
, I 
• 
I 
""'-
3-5 xx xx xxx X-LE~T I xx xx xxx 
MASS., 
--
IV i 2-6 I xxx xxx xxx X-LEFT I XX XXX XX ~--i "'ASS. 
2-5 XX XX xxx X-LEFT XX XX X-XX 
- I "'ASS. 
- --------
VI 2-5 xxx xx XXX X-LE~T xx xx xx 
"ASS. 
X-POST. 
VII 1-4 xxx xx XX TEP'T~. &0 
lffT 
'(X XX XX 
! '''.55. 
-
LEGENf'- xxx=maximum, X ;=moo:rak, x=minimum, O=no obvious change 
-
--
-nm BEHAVIOR OF 1lffi MASSETER AND TEtv'PORAL tv'USCLES 
CHART 2 eot."PARISON OF ONSET OF ACTIVITY BETWEEN 
EXPERWENTS 
<;UAJECT NlJt.IBER: 6 K, M, 
EXPERTYENT I I ~BER I II III IV V VI 
Masseter first 8 2 3 0 0 0 
Masseter and 
middle temporal 0 1 1 1 0 0 
first 
Masseter and 
posterior temporal 0 0 2 0 0 0 
first 
Widdle and 
1 7 3 5 2 8 posterior temporal 
first 
Widdle temporal 0 0 first 1 0 1 0 
Posterior temporal 0 1 0 4 0 0 first 
Ali together 
1
3 1 2 2 9 4 «;yncbrony) 
-
TOTAL NUWBER OF 112: 12 12 12 12 12 OfEWING STlHJKE<; I ' 
VII 
1 
0 
0 
2 
0 
0 
9 
12 
---~-- - - ---
!.-
\.;J 
'-" 
~ 
Subject 7 (J. 1) Age 15 
Original :/lalocclusion 
Allgle Cl ssificati : elas n Division I 
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ubject 7 (J. N.) 
TR "'ATMENT STAGE T T .. TI E .... LECTRO YOGRAP Ie 
RECORD} os ,..R TAKE FOR E.' ER~ E T VIl. 
1..7 
Suhj~ct ¢t7 (J. N. ) Age 15 
Class II Division 1 (Angle) 
Treatment 
i\. f~xtraction of the four fi rat premolars. 
B. Applia.nce desi~n. (See Methods and Materials page 72.) 
138 
The madllary archwire was a rectangular torquing archwirc. 
The mandibular archwire was a horizontal lex>p lev~l1ng 
archwire. 
No elastics were worn. 
High pull headgear was worn to the upper anterior teeth. 
Evaluation of the Characteristics of the M yograms. 
Bursts! EJtperiments I through IV exhibited a "multi-tJurst searching" 
pattern. Experiments V, VI, and VII show~ more normal patterns of 
bursts. 
Amplitude: Maximum in E"periments I, n. IV and VtI. while it was 
moderate in Experiments II. V. and VI. 
Nading: Remained moderate to maximum throughout all e:qX?ri111<.mts. 
SU8tainc.~d 10\lV amplitude! Occurs occassionaHy in th<:~ rL:ht mass.:t,;;r 
Rate of onset: ~/(oderat(; throughout all eq>eriments. 
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Rate of €.mdin:!.: f\,~odcrate throughout all 8Kperim.Jnts. 
Interim activity: Occurred as moderate throughout all e'{iJerimcmts 
eKcept Experiment VII where it was minImum. 
Initiatioo of chewing activit~ In this subject there was a dli!finite 
abs~nce of the temporal muscles initiating activity oy themselves e~cept 
in 2xperiment IV. The masseters and synchrony of all muscles Wi!re 
the predominant initiators of activity. A definite improvement in tht.~ 
onset of activity was noted in Experiment V and i~ven more in '-2 ~p'eri­
m~nt VI. as synchrony of all muscles became the predominant ~:;.roup in 
initiating ch\;..">\Ving activity, which was also shown in }:~){periment VII. 
Conclusion: 
This subject exhibited considerable difficulty in n~asticating, durinft 
the early ex.periments Lut t Ly Experiment VI, adapted to the orthodontic 
procedures and by Experiment VII showed a very good electromyographic 
pattern of muscular bdl8.vior t as evidenced by the small number of nod(~s 
and the concurrent initiation of chewin~ activity :JY all the muscles 
studied. 
THE BEHAVIOR OF THE MASSETER AND TEMPORAL MUSCLFS 
CHART I Cot.4PARlSON OF THE CHARACTERISTICS OF MYOGRAMS 
BElWEEN EXPERIMENTS 
--_'! ~ SUB)ECT1Nu}.'BER:7-T.--N.----- ---- ;-----'1 
10.! aurstsl Amplltudcl Dur<ltion NodmgTsusr:lIRCd I Rat" Rate I 
I I low , of of IInt"nm 
-- r--- ' a_mph~ Onset ~di~"~f~i~!~---< 
- ,1
I 6-8 xxx XX XX X-RIGHT I XX XXX j XX i 
MASS. 
- _+ 0-
I 
" 6-8 XXX XXX XXX 0 I XX XX XX 
I 
I 
lit 6-8 XXX XX XX X-R I GHT I XX XX X 
"I "ASS. I 
IV I 6-8 I XX XXX XX X-RIGHT XX XX XXX-
______ "ASS. ~e~~: 
XX-
f1A S s. & 
V 2-5 XX XX XX 0 XX XX POST. 
TEMP. 
- - ----- .. -
XX-
VI 3-5 xx xx xx X xx XX POST. 
TEMP. 
VII 1-4 XX-xxx XX XX X XX XX X 
LEGEN£>. xxx=maximum, xx=mod,:rare, x=minimum, 0=110 obvious change 
--
, 
ntB EHAVIOIt OF 1ltE ~ASSETER AND TEMPORAL YUSCLES 
CHART 2 COWPARIS(IiII OF ~ET OF AC'I1V1TY BETWEEN 
EXPERIVENTS 
C;URJECT Nmf8ER: 7 J. N. 
EXPERW'ENT I NlTh-1BER I II III IV V VI 
~'asseter first 3 7 5 4 4 1 
Masseter and 
middle temporal 2 2 0 0 1 0 
first 
Masseter and 
posterior temporal 0 0 0 1 0 0 
first 
~'iddle and 
posterior temporal 0 0 
first 
1 0 0 1 
Widdle temporal 0 0 0 0 0 0 first 
Posterior temporal 0 0 0 5 0 1 first 
Ali together 7 3 6 2 7 9 (S ynchrOllY) 
TOTAL Nm.'BER OF I I 
Cl-IEWING STROKES 112 I 12 12 12 12 12 
VTT 
1 
0 
2 
0 
0 
0 
9 
12 
,,,-
..... 
o 
Subject #8 (L. P.) Age 14 
Original Malocclusion 
Angle Classification: Clas It Oivision 1 
iU 
r 
Subject (L.. ) 
T "ATM ... NT STAGE AT THE TI E ELECTR YOGRA Ie 
R .. CORDI OS ~ B ... TAK .,N FOR EXPERI .. NT VII. 
1 2 
Subject #8 (L. P. ) Age 1 t 
Class II Division 1 (Angle) 
Treatment: 
1\. Extraction of the ma'dllary first premolars. 
B. Appliance design. (See Methods and Materials page 70.) 
The maxillary archwire was a horizontal hook consolidation 
archwire. 
In 
The mandibular archwire was a horizontal book consolidation 
archwlre. 
The elastics were of three types mentioned in ~fethods and 
Materials (page 81). Intramax.illary elastics were worn in 
the mandibular arch and between the arches, elastiCS were 
worn in a Class II and a triangular fashion. 
'::::valuation of the Characteristics of the ~/vo'l.rams. 
Bursts: Remained relatively too same in all e,xperlments e'\cept 
Experiments II and IV where there were "sustained searchinf" patti~rns". 
Amplitude: N'aximum in all experiments e;(cept II and TV. 
Duration: Increased from minimum in Experiment I to maximal in 
r~ 'qx;;riment IV and then deCreaSl?d slightly in~x.pr~riments V, VI and 
.ccam~ moderate in VII. 
Nading: ~~admum throughout e.'\ccpt for i~·q:x:rim~·nt n wher,;: it 
decreased to moderate and r:.>i.periment VU ",'here it was variable. 
IH 
Sustained low amplitude: Predominantly in the masseter throo;fhout 
all e~~perim'''''nts, but also occurred occ8seionaHy in other muscles. 
Hate of onset: Remained moderate throughout aU experiments 
:;'{cept for a decn~ase to minimum In t::<periment IV. 
Rat12 of ending: w<oderate throughout aU experirn~nts e(cept for a 
decrease to minimum in E,qx:rlment IV. 
fnterim activity: Maximum in masseters until Expcrim:.~nt V Nhen 
it d.:creased to moderate and then tlecam(~ minimum in Experiment V! 
and ranged from minimum to maximum in ~~"periml:nt VII. The p<v;t(~rior 
temporals exhibited moderate interim activity in Experiment \11 only. 
lnitiatioo of chewing activity: The onset of activity l:x;tween e: ... peri-
menta remained relativdy the same throughout all experiments CKCCpt 
that in Experiment VI the pattern became more stable. with only 
synchronous activity of the muscles initiating chewing. r1'owev~r, in 
2><perlment VII initiation of chewing activity occurred 'iY almost all 
combinations of muscles with the masseters being: predominant. 
,~ r 
Conclusion: 
Up to this lx>int the subJect had adapted well to the orthodontic 
procedures but is having Borne difficulty in adapting during this final 
stage of treatment. as shown by the increase in th1.~ numi:;er of nodes 
(or amount of inhL)ition) and the decrease in the number of times the 
chewhlg activity was initiated synchronously by the three n1uscie pairs. 
I 
II 
II 
11tB BEHAVIOR OF THE MASSETER AND TEMPORAL MUSCLES 
CHART I COt.4PARISON OF THE CHARACTERISTICS OF MYOCRAMS 
BElWEEN EXPERIWENTS 
SllB}ECT ~'BER:8 --;:-.-; :---- . ---
--EXP. No·i &;Sls\AmPlitudc[Ouration Noding:Suflt:linCd I R:It" Rat" , 
 low ' of of ; Int-:rim i 
____ .__ __ I • ampli(Ud~ On,,-:( _'ndi'1g l 'lctivity : I ~ - -1- - -r--:'l 
12-6 xxx X xxx X-MID. I XX XX I XXX TEMP. I I 
I! X-MAS-S-·+l -r--' &. MID. 2-5 xx xx xx TEMP. I xx xx xx IT 
---l---+--_~ _______ _ 
I 
I 
"I I xxx I X-MASS. I xx IXX 
I I L---
tyl xxx 2-6 xxx x 
IV I 
~--i 
I 
I 
2-6 x( ~f. x x Ix I xxx 2-6 xxx i xx-xxx 'xx X-I''.~ ,5. xx I xx I xx 
--i---+--
VI 3-6 I xxx xx-x:, x 
VIJ 1-8 I xxx xx 
I 
LEGENI:>. xxx=maximum, x,=moo:rak, x=minimum, O=no obvious change 
---------------
TIlE BEHAVIOR OF THE ~'Asc:;ETER AND T~WPORAL t-"lJSCL~S 
CHART 2 CmfJ'ARISON OF ONSET OF ACTIVITY 13ElWEEN 
EXPERIWENTS 
C;UBJECT NUFBER: 8. L. P 
-----
III 
I I I IV EXPERlYENT I Nm'BER i II I III V VI 
'I 
"'asseter first 6 1 5 5 5 3 5 
!I~asseter and 
1
0 middle temporal 0 0 1 0 0 
first 
-
WaSReter and 
01 0 
I 
pa;('rior temporal I 1 1 0 0 first I 
~/iddle and 
posterior temporal 2 4 3 1 3 0 
first 
-
Widdle temporal 0 0 0 0 1 0 first 
Posterior temporal 0 0 0 1 0 0 first 
-
All together I 4 3 3 3 5 7 (C;ynchrOllY) ! . I 1_ 
TOTAL NUFBER OF r; --;- ~ I 12 12 
_ C-'iEWINr. STll()KEC; ! \12: 12 _ 1 ~ _ 1 ~ 
L-._ 
VI! 
5 
1 
0 
1 
2 
1 
2 
-
12 
f'.~ 
Subject 9 (C. R. l ge 13 
Original ~ locc1usion 
. n Ie Clasific tion: Cl ss II Divloion 
I 7 
1 
Suoj ct (C.. ) 
TEAT -: T ST GE T THE TI E .... Lf...,CT to VOG PI Ie 
co ~ I. ~ T KEN F 'p ~Rt E T VII. 
Subject tt9 (C. R. ) Age 13 
Class II DiVision 1 (Angle) 
Treatment: 
A. Extraction of the four first premolars. 
B. Appliance design. (See Methods and Materials page 70 and 75. ) 
The maxillary archwire was a straight (horizontal) arcbwire 
with attachments (coil spring and sliding hook) to the mesial 
of the upper cuspids. 
The mandibular archwlre was a horizontal hook consolidation 
archwire. 
The elastics used were of two types described 1n tv1ethods 
and Materials (page 81). There were Intramaxillary elastics 
in the mandibular arch. 4nd between the arches. elastics 
were worn in a Class II and a triangular fashion. 
Evaluation of the Characteristics of the Myogranls. 
Bursts: Experiments I through IV showed almost entirely "multi-
i'l\lrsts". In Experiments V and VI there was a definite decrease in the 
numuer of bursts with Experiment VI showing the least number of :Jursts 
for any e:<perirnent. Experiment VII showed about as many bursts as 
'\mplitooe: ~\>toderate throm.Thout 311 ("{periments ::'Ccept for sorn..:.: 
increase in r~l(perim.ents tn and IV and an incn.~asi;,~ to n~a'{irr.um III 
Pxperiment VH. 
f'uration: ~ .. ~cdi~ratt~ throughout all c'<gJeriments except tor an 
increase to madmal in Fqx::riment IV. 
to mo<Ycrate in Fxperiml:,mts n. VI and VH. 
Sustained low amplitude: Occurred in the masseters throughout. 
but :~ecame less in E:<periments V and VI and di~appeared in Experirn,mt 
VB. 
Hate of onset: Ren;ained moderate throul~hout all e:<.perim~~nt8. 
Hate of ending:: :tv' ode rate throughout the first five '';:.1{perim<=.nts, 
iJut :)'~came minimal in 7~{perim,ent V! and then returned to mod8r:ltc 
in ~xperiment VH. 
Int~rim activit~ ~/inimum throughout aU cKperim,:..:-nts. 
Initiation of c~win,' activitv: Th~ occurrenc!;, of svnchi-onous on6,::~t 
'.. .' 
mark~dly in F;.,;.pcrirn;:;nts V and VI "md t~1~:n ag'ain in VH. The masseters. 
151 
which at first initiated activity about ol1t.!-third of the tin\~;;o. did not 
initiatB activity in l:xpcrimcnts [V and V and only once in ;~xperin}l.:nt V' 
and once in i:~ ,periment VUe The comuination of the middle and posterior 
t<;;:,mporals inttiatcld activity only infrequently in the first three :;:-,:pDrin~~(mts 
In r~ ... perimi:.:nt IV th~y initiated activity one-haH of the time. ,Iut their 
frequency of initiation of a.ctivity decreased to about one-fourth of til';: 
tim(;::' in,z>q~~rim;,;nts V and VI lind not at all in Ex~riment VUe 
Conclusion: 
This subject. after having experienced conslderabl~ difficulty in thc.' 
Barty e:<periments, seemed to have adapted well to the orthodontic 
procedures, showing a high percentagc~ of initiation of ch(.~win;!; activity 
iy synchronous action of the muscles and a decr·3ase in nooing. 
,N .. 
THE BE:HAVIOR OF THE MASSETFR ,\ND TEMPOR,\!. Ml'SCLE.'> 
CHART I CO~,\RISON OF THE CHAHACTERISTICS OF ~IYOCRAMS 
BEn'lEEN EXPEHltv'ENTS 
Sl'BJECT ]\;LJl\ 'BER: 9 c. 'l. 
- L,p. ,,"0.' IJurstsl Amplitud~'l Duration NadIng! Sust3lned I R~t" R:lt" I 
, ' I I low , of of IInkrim =-~-::: -' .. - I u~ -+ '1 '= r-:-=t=".m£li~ ~ns"t ~ndi~"~f~~tiv~~_ ~ ,'-
_~ , i ';-8 x-xx I xx xxx X-MASS. I XX XX I x I 
; ! I 
" 
I 6-3 x-xx I xx xx , xx X X-MA S s. I xx 
I I 
------*-i , 
, I 
, xx HI ! 6-8 ixx-xxx xx xxx 0 xx X "I I 
-* --- I 
IV , 6-8 I X-(XX xxx xxx X-MASS. X XX x -~--i 2-0 [ ,-" I xx-xxx xxx X-MASS. XX X-XX X 
I 
I r--- :---- .... 
I 
VI 2-4 x-xx xx xx X-MASS. XX X x 
VII 
1-5 X'X xx x-xx 0 x-xx x-xx x-xx 
! 
, 
-
I.EGEND: xxx=maximum. x <=madc'r<lk'. x=minimum. O=no obvious change. 
THE BEHAVIOR OF THE ~'ASC;"T"q\Nr Tf''''PORAL ~'USCL"<; 
CHART 2 COVPARI'>ON OF ONSET OF ACTIVITY 8ETW~EN 
EXPERltv'ENTS 
SUBJECT NUFfll:':R: 9, C R. 
. • I -r- ~ ~-I-vl' V" l 
R 'I' ..... ~ _ ~ I ~EXPEl~'Itv'l';NT III i II i ,III : IV -.!=++.' ,':::; 
' " T 14 30 _,' Nm~BE I I '* 0 '1 : I I r."asseter fIrst I 3 +- _ __~ l 
--'- 0 10 . O~ "'asseter and 0 0 0 0 I l
'ddle temporal ......L___ _ 
ml I _ I , 
first I I I : 
"'asse~er and al 0 0 I ! 0 0 v I I I 0 ' 1 ' IX'fIt('nor tempor I I 'I I --L-_ first I I 
tv'iddle and 
posterior temporal 
first 
Widdle temporal 
first 
Posterior temporal 
first 
2 
o 
2 
2 1 
o 0 
2 1 
All together II' 5' 4 I 6 
(5ynchrony) ! . I I 
, --i:~ -~ ~' TOTAL Ntlt-'RER OF ii' OIEW'Nr.~TflOKS<; \,12; 12~ 
6 I 3 I 3 I 0 i 
--l 
1~ioloj 
1 0 I 0 I 0 f 
4 I 9 i 8 I 10 
! 
12 ~_~T~12=D 2 . 
-V1 
t-.) 
Subject :# 10 (II. S. ) Age 16 
Original Malocclusion 
Angle Classification: CIa s I 
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,- If' 
ject #10 (H. S.) 
T E TME T STAGE T THE 111V·8 EL-ICTRO .YOGRAPHIC 
ECORDINGS WERE T KEN FOR E P .. RIMENT Vlt. 
15 
SuL;j.;;:ct ft 10 (fl. S.) l\ge 16 
C tass I (Auf:;le) 
Trcatm8nt: 
,tJ.,. No te,:~th were ~"'i.tract(!d. 
B. i\ppUanc'~ design. (See }\}ethods and ~'iltcrials i1af[c 32.) 
t\t th;;: tinle electromyo;.::;raphic recordings were taken for 
r~',-periment VHf this subject alri~ady had the detive appliance 
removed and was USint..: a rU'cJhcr finishit1f.; appliance {or 
functional retention. 
r:,valuation of the Characteristics of the f,.., yograms. 
Bursts! Showed a f!radual increase in numoer from ~;':;qx~rim,~nt I 
to ~;:xperim~nt VI and then decreased in ~:':>\l~riment VII. 
Amplitude: ~.' aximwll throutzhout all I..::;qx.~riments except for a 
decrease to moderatc~ in ::.:<periments IV and V. 
Duration: ShO\v{:?d an increase from minireum in the first thr'~e 
e'i:.perlments to almost maximum in r~' "{periments V, VI and VII. 
N(xJinf: Increased prO[1ressively from minin':um in !~xperirn3nt I to 
ma\:in-~un:' in i:~;qx~rimcnts V and VI and t"~m minirrmn1 tn,x.perim.;,~m VH. 
Sustained low amplitude: ~ inimum until r~l(pcriment V nht:::'l1 it 
,. r 
sho\vcd an increase in the masseter. it decreased in ;~xpt~rim0nt VI and 
. <.::'cam';.; ,;:~vident again In ~.: xperiment VH. 
:tat,;; of rnlS(~t: n~rn:lin.;!d mod~rat0 throu?hout :all r,;'q:>t;;riments. 
Rate of 0ndin::.: Remained IDa'{imum throu~;'hout all ':2,(PGrim:~nts. 
lnterim activity: !\:inimum in all t~;<periments except IV. 'VI and VH 
"\thore it was moderate. 
Initiation of ch,zwing activity. The massct':."!rs initiat2~d activity a 
.r,~lati vely constant numL-er of times except in !:.'q~>(!riments HI and IV, 
when they did not initlate activity at all. Synchronous initiation ot 
activity occurred in n:::arly one-half Of the cases in all of the cxp(~rim~l1ts 
t,;..;.c..:;pt VI. tn F::xpcrim'~nt VI, the middle and postc:'rior t(!n1IJOrais in.itiat,,~d 
activity most fr~qucntly. In F;qx~riment vn synchronous initiation of 
activity occurred in three-fourths of the cases. 
\: ond usion: 
This suhpct appeared to :~e having diHiculty adapting to th~' 
orthooontic proc~dures, but in F'q.1Crim~nt vn there is a r~cQgnizabL: 
injprovc~lT'entin th>2 dcctromyo;,Taphic pattern of muscular < ,~havior. 
This is sho.vn by a considerable decr~as(;;~ in no(lin~~ or amount of 
inhi ,Iition durin? m3.stication and an increase in concurr~nt initiation 0;' 
ch:.:winb activity"y the muscles. 
,. , 
ntH IBHAVIOR OF 1118 MASSETER AND TEMPORAL MUSCLES 
CHART I ~ARISON OF 1lffi CHARACTERISTICS OF MYOGRAMS 
BETWEEN EXPERIMENTS 
SUB)ECTINlJt;'ER: 1o-H.-S.---- --- -.- --- -----
Exp. NO.: Bursts I Amplitude! Duration Nading: Sust:l1!kid i Rat~ Rate I I I low .of of I Interim i 
------- ---
• amp~i~ ODs,",! """'-~f"''';' . 
I 2-~ xxx X X X-MASS. XX ~XX I X 
II 12-~ XXX I X X X 'XX ~XX X I I 
I I 
I 1 , , 
III lxx xxx I 2-4 XXX X XX X-MASS. X I 
"I 
i 
--
IV 1 2-6 I XX XX XX 0 Xx XXX XX 
---- I 
V 3-6 XX-XXX XXX XXX AX-xxx XX XXX X 
I 
I 
"ASS. ~---I -
VI 4-7 XXX XX-XXX XXX XX-MASS. •• ... X i I 
VII 1-4 ~XX AXX X-XX~ X-POST. X-XX X-XXX X-XX 
! 
T[f"'IP. & 
,...a.S$. 
LEGENQ xxx=maximum, x < =mod,:rnt'"' , x=minimwn, 0=00 obvious change 
------- ---~--- - ---- --------------
THE BEHAVlOR OF THE ~'AS<;ETER ,\NI) T",IVPORAL ~'USCLSS 
CHART 2 CmfPARIC;ON OF ONSET OF ACTIVITY BETWEEN 
EXPER I~'ENTS 
<;URJECT NUF8"'R: 1 0_ H _ S. 
----------
JI 
I I ,-----r--- ---EXPER~'''NT I I IV Nm~BER ! II I III V VI 
t,'asseter first 21 3 0 0 3 2 
t,'asseter and 
1 ! 1 I middle temporal 2 1 0 0 first 
~asseter and 
01 0 
I 
pcsteriOt' temporal I 1 0 0 0 first , 
Widdle and 
pcsterior temporal 3 1 5 3 3 5 
first 
-
Wieldle temporal 1 1 0 0 0 0 first I 
-- -- '--
Posterior temporal 0 0 0 2 0 2 first 
All together .\ 5 6 4 6 6 3 
-
(synchrony) I, I I 
TOTAL Nill'BER OF r -~ ~~. 
OIEWINr. SnOKEC; i 12 : 12 12 12 12 12 
--
vn 
3 I 
-i 
I 
1 I 
"1 
0 
I 
, 
0 i I 
---; 
I 
0 I I 
0 I I 
I 
---: 
8 
12 
---
..-
V1 
(;t:;. 
Subject 11 (E. S. ) Age 1 4 
Original alocclu ion 
Angle Classification: Cl ss II Division 1 
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S jeet # 11 ( • s. ) 
TREA ENT STAGE AT THE Tt E E ECTRO YOGRAPHIC 
ECO 01 as WERE TAKEN F R EXPERIME VII . 
SUliject #11 (E. S. ) Age 14 
Class II DivislOO 1 (An~le) 
Treatment: 
A. No teeth were extracted. 
B. Appliance design. (See Methods and ~/ateria18 page 15.) 
The maxillary archwire was a straight (horizontal) archwire 
with sliding yokes to the upper first molars. 
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The mandibular archwire was a straight (horizontal).archwirc; 
without a.ttactunents. 
The elastics used were of the Class It type. uetw;.;en the 
arches, as described In the ~/ethods and Uaterials (page 8.1). 
E valuation of the Characteristics of the IV yograms. 
Bursts: A "multi-~;urst searChing" pattern was evident throughout 
except tor r~xperiment V and Experim~nt VUe C;':q:>eriment VI dhowed a 
r;.;turn of the "searching" pattern. 
Amplitude: Remained moderate until Experiments V and VI, which 
showed maximum amplitude in thf..? posterior temporals and minimum 
amplitude in the masseters. Amplitude in Experiment VII was mo,t~rat(~. 
Duration: Duration 00 the left side was maximum throu~hout whl k 
,. , 
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that on the right side was mooerate until E:<periment V1, when it increased 
to maximum. Duration in Experiment VB was moderate. 
Noding:! Moderate throughout all experiments ~xcept for an incr~as;;;: 
to maKimum in Experiments HI and 'VI. 
Sustained low amplitude: Evident in the right rnasseter throughout 
all I.!;{periments except for Experiment IV. Tn !-:;:xperiments V and VI the 
left masseter also showed sustained low anlpHtude. The mas8cters 
showed sustained low amplitude again in Ex:periment VII. 
Rate of onset: Moderate throughout all experiments. 
Hate of endhlg: Moderate for Experiments t throu~T,h IV. nut decreased 
slightly in Experiments V, VI and VII. 
Interim activity: Ivfaximum to moderate for the first four cxp~;;ri­
m:::mts. In Experiments V and VI it decreased to minimum, but returo'.;;!d 
to moderate in E.:<:pcriment VII. 
Initiation of cht.~wing activity: In Sxperimcnts I through HI th(.~ onset 
of activity showed some confusion as nearly aU muscles or groups of 
lllUsClt~S participated in init~atin~' chewing activity. tn E~periment IV, 
synchronous initiation and initiation by the temporals showed rnore 
predominance. tn E:<periment V, three- fourths of the chewing strokes 
,. , 
< .. <f'~ 
~:),) 
th,~ middle and ;::;ost.;:rior temporals as a ~xoop and synchrony Ol a.ll 
muscles predominatt.!d in initiatinl.'; the chewint~ stroke. The sam~ 
pattern of initiation was follOt.ved in Experiment vn as in ;~x~~riment V1. 
Cond usion: 
This subject exhibited a confused muscular pattern of L:ehavior and 
appeared to ;.:.e navin~": some difficulty in adapting; to the orthodontic 
procedures until Experiment VII where there is an improvement in the 
muscular behavior as detected electromyographically. 
" .. 
__ ~VIOR OF THB MASSETER AND TEMPORAL MUSCLES 
ellAft' ODMPAaIMlNOF nm CHARACTERISTICS OF MYOGRAMS 
ETfJHBN EXPERIMENTS 
SUlJECTh«Jt.llEa: 11 E. S. 
------------..----
Exp. No.llJurstal Amplitudel Duration Nadingl Sust3ined i Rat<! Rate I -I _ IIOW • of of jlnt"rim 
! amp!itud1 ~8C_t ~di_~~f~.!i~~~V_ 
- I 
I 2-7 xx xx-xxx xx X-MASS. XX xx lxx-xxx 
! 
n 2-7 xx xxx xx 
, 
X-"ASS. JXX xx xx-xxx 
I 
---
--- ._--
I , I 
• ~ 2-7 x xx-xxx XXX X-MASS. Ixx ~x XX 
IV 12- 7 'xx xx-xxx xx 10 ,xx x I x-xxx 
; 
V 2-6 x-xxx xx-xxx xx X-MASS. XX -XX X 
- 1-----1---- ---
VI 2-7 x-xxx xxx XXX X-MASS. Ixx -XX X 
! 
vn 2-6 x-xxx xx xx x-,USS. xx 
-xx xx 
I 
LEGENn xxx;maximum, x,:mode-rate, x:minimum, O=no obvious chang" 
-------------- ----
--
-
TIlE BEHAVTOR OF THE ~'ASSETER AND T"'~'l'ORAL r.,'USCLSS 
CHART 2 Cm'l'ARISON OF ONSET OF ACTIVITY BETWEEN 
EXPERTh'ENTS 
SUBJECT Nm'RER: 1 1. E _ S. 
II I ! II 
, 
EXPERTh.'ENT I 
NUWBER I III 
~'a8aeter first '3 I 5 4 
~~aseeter and 
middle temporal 1 1 1 
first 
Wasaeter and I 
panerior temporal 0 1 I 2 first 
Widdle and 
posterior temporal 1 
first 
2 2 
Widdle temporal 0 0 1 first 
Posterior temporal 0 1 0 first 
All together I 7 2 2 
(Synchrony) ! t I I 
TOTAL NUr-'BER OFt -:--~ 
OmWINr. STROKES 1112: 12 112 
l~---
IV V 
2 1 
0 0 
0 0 
2 1 
0 0 
--
f---
3 1 
5 9 
12 12 
--
r-l~ 
VI VTT i 
0 
0 
0 
7 
0 
I I 
0 
! 5 
12 
--
1 
0 I 
----j 
0 
5 
0 
0 
6 
12 
1'-'" 
a-
.... 
-
I 
I 
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Subject #12 (J. . ) ge 16 
Original loccluslon 
An 1 Classification: Class II Division 1 
1 
S • ject #12 (J. S. ) 
T EA ENT STAGE AT THE n E ELECTRO YOGRAP IC 
I OS \E .# TAKE FO EXPERI ENT VII. 
Suhject :tJ2(J.S.)!\gc j6 
Class II Pivision 1 (Angl(;) 
Tr;.;.>atment 
A. No teeth w:;;re extracted. 
R. '\p;>1iance design. (See t</ dthods and ~5aterials pagt:! 75.) 
Ma:<illary archwire was a straight (horizontal) archwire 
with a sliding: hook to the upper right first premolar. 
The mandibular archwire was a straight (horiL-ontal) id~:,al 
archwire. 
The elastics used were th(;~ Class n type as described in 
~/ethOOs and r,/aterials (page 81). 
".:valuatlon of tht'! Characteristics of the 'ti yograms. 
gursts: In ::'xperiments t through IV there was a "multi-'jurat'· 
lJatt:;!rn. In l~xperiments V. VI and VII this decreased to a rr.ore normal 
pattern of three to si'{ bursts. 
Amplitude: Rt!mained mooerate to ma;dmum throughout all e ri-
m,:!uts. 
Duration: Shovved <:l range of mlniuiwn to moderate in E'\.iX:'rim'~·mts 
I and HI, while an increase to a ram!:.t;~ of mock:-:rat(' to ma'CimuDlwas 
" r 
evident in Experiment II and IV. In E "perim~nts V and VI the duration 
decreas~d to minimunl, and returned to moderate in Experiment VII. 
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Noding: Remained minimum to moderate for the first five experi-
ments t but showed an increase to maJdmum in Experiment Vi and returned 
to tr..<X1eratc in E~periment VII. 
Sustained low amplitude: Absent until Experilnent VI, when it 
appeared in the masseters and showed again in Experiment VU. 
Hate of onset: Moderate throughout all ex.periments. 
Rate of ending: Moderate for the first five experiments, increased 
to ma:dmum in Experiment VI and then dropped to Jrlinimum in Experi-
ment VII. 
Interim activity: Remained the same throughout the first six 
e~.:p\; . 'rirnents and then became moderate in Experiment VII. 
Initiation of chewing activity: In Experiments I through III the 
masseter was quite!:!vident as an initiator of activity. A decre-ase in 
1l'~assetcr initiation was ~vident 111 Experiment IV and there was no 
masseter initiation of activity in Experiments V and VI. Synchronous 
initiation of activity remained relatively stable in Experiments I through 
IV 9 Hut showed a predominanc<: in E>,pcrlnK~nt V. Experiment VI. show~d 
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a. definitt~ decrease in thd occurrt~nce of synchrony initiating tht: ch\..!wiu5?' 
strok~ to the fcw,Jst number of times of any experiment. The temporals, 
which rarely initiated activity throughout the first five ~:(periments. 
c;ecame the predominant muscles of initiation of the chewing stroke in 
',~;{periment VI. In Experiment vn the role of initiation of chewinl~ 
activity was more or less divided between the temporals and synchronous 
activity on the part of all three. 
Conclusion: 
This subject e:<hihited some difficulty in ch~wing: during ':;~(pcri-
rnents I through IV. t)ut showed good adaptation to the orthooolltic 
proc~dures in Experiments V. VI and vn, as shown by the increase in 
synchronous initiation of ch.ewing activity l))' all three pairs of muscl>2!s. 
" ... 
TIfE IIEHAVIOR OF THE MASSETER .\i':D TEMPOR.\L. ~:; '"CLES 
CHART I C~ARlSON OF THE CHARACTERISTICS OF ~~YOGRAMS 
REnAfEEN FXPERIWENT'i 
Sl'BjiXT NU1dlLR' 12 J.J. 
- I-_\p. 1'<;-;-&'~{~r\mplituJc,i Dur.\tlOn NoCltng! SUSt:illk!d I R,r-- F.'k -r--' 
. 'I I lolV , of of ; Inlc'rim 
::.-._-_-_- .. -- t---~-------' ..':.m.!?Ii~'4- ~""t :.ndi~kc~i~;~L 
-,.- I 1 ,- I ----, 
r i 2-H xx-xxx I x-xxx ~xx 0 I xx xx I x-xxx 
---+-1--+-- i ~--
1I i 2-3 ! xx-xxx I xx-xxx xxx 0 i xx Ixx 
I I 
ITl-:-xxx 
." x-xxx xxx o 
xx-xxx 
oY-,3 1 xx-xxx 
x-xxx 
I 
1 ---E! I I  
I 2-8 : xx-xxx xx-xxx i x\x i 0 
u -t I -- -t --- t----+--+----+--
i 3-5J
1 
"-m : '" I m I c 
__ -L - ---.-t--- -,- -+-<---<-- --
VI ._c, I xx-xxx I x'x x1,x X_M'~S. xx Ixxx I x-xx -- I I VII 2-13 xx-x;x xxx X· X X-POST. t xx- IXx- I x I TEMP. _ xxx xxx 
1\' x xx xx 
xx xx 
I EGE?\1 ~ X\.X=tll;lXlll1Iln1. x,::-n,OOI...'nlt.. .. :, x:::nlininlum, O=no obvious changL 
THE BEHAVIOR OF THE ~'ASSETER ANt:' T"rv'PORAL ~'USCL!=lC; 
CHART 2 Cm'PARISON OF ONSET OF ACTIVITY BETWEEN 
EXPERIWENTS 
'iU[lj\o.CT NUFRER: 12. J. S. 
EXPERIWSNT 
I NUWBER 
:'T- -1 
III I II I III i-~~'Iv~l-~ 
f-
p..'asseter first 5! 7 4 
~lasseter and 
middle temporal 
first 
1 
T 
1 I 0 
Wasseter and II I I 
pcl8terior temporal 1 1 " 0 
first I • 
Widdle and 
pcl8terior temporal 
first 
Widdle temporal 
first 
II 
2 
o 
o 1 
o I 1 
2 o o o 
o 1 o o 
1 o o o 
3 1 7 1 
1 o I 0 o 
2 o o 
Posterior temporal II I -+---t----4---
II 2 i 1 013 first 
All together 
(Synchrony) d3 
'1 
-F--~ 
3 4 4 
12 TOTAL N(Th'BER OF 1112; 12 OffiWINC STROKES! 1 ;~~--L 12 
10 2 
12 I 12 
~ 
9 I 
12 
..... 
o 
Subject #13 (A . S. ) Age 13 
Original Malocclusion 
Angle Classification: Class II Division 1 
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ject 13 (A. . ) 
T SA ENT STAG AT THB TIME EL ... CT OMYOO APIC 
RECORDIN. E VII. 
Subject #13 (A. S. ) Ag/f.: 1,3 
Class II Division 1 (Angle) 
Treatment: 
J\. Extraction of the four first premolars. 
B. Appliance design. (See Methods and ~.;;:aterials page 70.) 
The maxillary arcnwire was a horizontal hook consolidation 
archwire with coil springs and sliding hooks to the upper 
canines. 
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The mandibular arcbwire was a horizontal hook consolidation 
archwire. 
The elastics were worn in three ways as described in !\;ethods 
and Materials (page 81). The elastics used were intramaxillary 
in the mandibular arch, and bctwc~n the arches. elastics wr;;re 
worn in a Class II and a triangular fashion. 
·:.~valuation of the Characteristics of the Myograms. 
Bursts: Experiments I and It showed very few vursts while Expeli-
nl~nts III to VI showed an increase to a range of from two to five ,)ursts. 
'fIle numoor of hursts drops in Ex.periment VII to one to four ;;ursts. 
Amplitude: Varied from moderate to maximum throughout all 
" ,. 
17-1, 
experiments. 
Duratim: t;foderate throughout all experiments, except for a decrease 
to minimal in E1C.perimc-}nts II and III. 
Noding: to.loderate in 'Ex:periments I, V. and vn and maximum in all 
other experiments. 
Sustained low amplitude: Absent in Experiments I, III and IV t 
moderate in Experiment II, and moderate in the left masseter only 
Experiments V and VI. ~;inimum in both masseters and the left posterior 
temporal in Experiment VII. 
Rate of onset: Remained moderate throughout all ex;periments. 
Rate of ending: Moderate for the first five experiments. Dut 
increasing to maximum tn E:{periment VI and decreasing back to moderate 
ill Sxperiment VII. 
Interim activity: At first ma:dmum. then becamu moderate in 
':;:xperiments II and III, and then decreased to minimunl In the remaining 
:~xperirnents except for Experiment VII where it became mcx1erate. 
Initiation of chewing activity: The masaeters. at first the 
predominant muscles in initiating activitY,:)Gcatne less active in thIs 
role until Experiment V, when they initiated activity only once. In 
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Experiment VI there was an increase in their role as initiators of 
activity. The temporals, at first almost inactive in initiating activity, 
gradually ,Jecame more active in this role. and in Experiment VI initiated 
activity almost one-half ot the time. Synchronous onset of activity 
,Jecame more predominant from Experiment I to Ex.periment V when it was 
the most important group initiating chewing activity. The synchrony th(~n 
decreased in frequency of occurrt..:: If~,f in Experiment VI, but increased to 
three-fourths of the time in Experiment VII. 
Conclusion: 
This subject displayed reasonably good muscular adaptation to the 
orthcxlontic procedures. 
TIlE DEB,WIOR OF THE MN,SFTER ,\ND TEMPOR\1. Ml'SCLES 
CHART I C~:\RISON OF TilE CII,\lUCTEHI<;TIC<; OF ~'YOGR'\MS 
8En\'EE8 I' XPEHI~'ENTS 
,,---.,-----
Sl'3JECT NUI\'8ER: 13 A. S • 
. '4' F Exp. ]\;0.' l3ur"t~ I ,\mp\ltud-,' Our It'" ,,,odm!\, Susl.lIncd I R:I[" Relk . 'I I low . of of :Inknm 
-u_ \' -_ :b--t-:=- - f'.'11£lt~ ~s"l~ndl~'l~f'C~~~: 
I ,2-3 xxx I xx ~ xx 0 ! xx \ xx I xxx 
-++
'
- I! --t-t-+---
II I, I" I, "''' !" I" '" 
I I ' +-I I ~ !~ I 2-'1 '" J '" 0 :" i" " 
IV I 2-5 i xxx -"-i~ 
V 2-5 , xx 
i 
xxx o xx iXX x xx 
i" I" I "-·' .. ·1" ! " " 
VI 3-5 xx 
VII 
xxx 
r-t+--t--i--+--'-" I" 1 m I ,,-.'" rim I , 
--+---+----+1--+-1 --r . 
" I ,-" I ' "I ,-" xxx 1-4 
LEGEN[}. xxx=n1~l'dn)lInl. x ; =r.,odl..'r"Hc , x=nllninlum. O=no obvious chang ..... 
nIB IBHAVlOR OF TIlE MASSETER AND T~WPORAL ~"lJSCL~S 
CHART 2 ~'1'ARISON OF ONSET OF ACTIVITY BETWEEN 
EXPERIWENTS 
<;U8jECT NmfBER: 1 3. A.S. 
EXPERIWl?:NT ;. I I II -r~I~ I IV ' V -~--I VII NUWBER 
~ •• 8aeter first 6 1 3 I 2 I 3 1 3 3 
t.~.sseter and 
3 11 middle temporal 1 first 
Masseter and I 
pcsterior temporal 1 0 I 1 
first 
Middle and 
II 1 1 posterior temporal 1 1 
first 
Middle temporal II 0 I 0 1 first 
Posterior temporal I 0 first 
All together I 6 (Synchrony) I 
TOTAL NUt-'BER OF I--~~ 
CJ..fEWING STROKES ,12: 12 12 
I I ___ 
I 1 10 
10 10 
12 I 3 
10 10 
0 10 
16 1 8 
112 112 
0 0-
0 \0 
4 1 
1 0 
0 \0 
4 I 8 
12 112 
-, 
...... 
<j' 
Subj ct . 1 (D. T .) ge 15 
Origin 1 Malocclusion 
An Ie Clas ificatlOif: Cia I. P udo Cl IIJ 
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Subject 1 (D. T. ) 
T EATh'ENT STAGB AT mE TI E ELBCTROMYOORAPHIC 
ECORDI 'OS YERE TAKEN FO EXPER ENT VII. 
17 
':;;utjt.>ct #: li (D. T.) Age 15 
Class I, Pseudo Class III (Angle) 
Treatment: 
A. No teeth were extracted. 
B. Appliance design. (See Methods and Materials paf::e 82.) 
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At the time electromyograpruc recordin~'s were taken for 
Experiment VH, this subject already had the active appliance 
removed and was using a rutliJer finishing appliance for 
fWlctional retuntion. 
['~valuation of the Characteristics of the t~yograms. 
Bursts: Remained relatively the same (two to six) throughout the 
first six experiments but dropped in EAperiment VII. 
Amplitude: Ranged from moderate to minimum throughout the first 
silt ~xperiments and then became maximum in Experiment VIle 
Duration: Remained moderate throughout a1l2xperiments. 
Noding: Remained maximum in t~ first sb. experiments and th~n 
dropped to minimWli in Experiment VUe 
Sustained low amplitude: Occurred in all e:<periments except l:;,);1eri-
m~nt IV. 
Rate of onset: ~/oderate throughout all experiments. 
Rate of ending: Moocrate throughout all experiments. 
Interim activity: lvHnimum in aU e<perlm;;nts except r::xperiments 
III, and IV. when it was moderate. 
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Initiation of chewing activity: The masseters. which at first 
initiated activity one-half of the time, became less active in the role Of 
initiating activity untU. in Experiment VI, they only initiated activity once 
out of twelve times and not at aU in Bxperiment VU. Synchrony of all 
muscles, on the other hand, which at first played a very minor role in 
initiation of activity oocame more pr(;;.~ominant and in Experiment VI 
initiated activity one-half of the time and did so again in Experiment VII. 
The temporals, also almost inactive in initiating activity at first, ,ecam(: 
more important in later experiments. In Experim(!nt VI they were act! ve 
in t~:: onset of activity almost one-half of the time and exactly oo\.;·-half 
of the time in Experiment VII. 
Conclusion: 
This subject adapted well to the orthodontic procedures. 
,,, ,. 
THB IBHAVIOR OF THE MASSETER AND TEMPORAL MVSCLES 
CHART I COM"ARISON OF THE CHARACTERISTICS OF MYOGRAMS 
BETWEEN EXPERIWENTS 
r.==-:=::--- ---- - -.---... --' 
SUBJBrr NUt.'lER: 14 D. T • 
.... No.! ,,",w'I"';;""""'i ""'"'; """,,,,,! s""',,""" I R,~ fU< T 
I IT. I lolV ' of of 'Int.'rIm I ' amph~ OIls.! c'ndl",' JctlVltv 
- ---- ----=- - -- - - - - - - t --~ ~ 
2-6 Xl( I xx xxx x I xx xx I x 
II I I I 1 1-+ I i 2__ X ! xx xx X ! XX I xx x 
------ ~ 
'"~ XX XXX X XX I XX X 
IV I ~-6 I XX XX-XXX xxx 0 I XX I XX I XX ~-12-61 ' 
:: ,:~ :_"'". ~:: -[~~ vt 2-5 X 
XX-XXX X-XX ~X_XX k-xx I X-XX vn 1-~ xxx 
LEGEN!:)' xxx=maximum, ,,,=moo:ratc, x~minimum, O=no obvious change 
-
". BlAVIOR OF THE WASSETER AND TEP-'PORAL MJSCU:S 
CHAIlT 2 eot."PARISOI OF ~SET OF ACTIVITY BETWEEN 
EXPHRIWHNTS 
')UBjF.CT Nm/8ER: 14. D. T 
EXPERIWENT I 
NUWBBR I II III IV V VI 
~4ueeter first 6 3 3 0 3 1 
Waseeter and 
middle temporal 0 1 
first 
0 0 0 0 
Wasseter and 
\XI8terlOl" temporal 1 0 1 0 0 0 first 
Wlddle aDd 
posterlOl" temporal 2 2 3 2 6 4 
first 
Widdle temporal 1 0 0 0 0 0 first 
PosteriOl" temporal 0 1 1 5 0 1 first 
All tOFther 2 5 4 5 3 6 (S JIIChrony) 
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T EATMENT STAGE AT THE TJ E ELECTRO YOGRAPHIC 
BCORDINGS E B T E FOR E. BR ENT VIt. 
1 
Subject #15 (J. V.) Age 16 
Class II Division 1 (Angle) 
Treatment: 
A. Extraction of the four first premolars. 
B. Appliance design. (See Methods and Materials page 70.) 
The madllary archwire was a vertical hook consolidation 
archwire. 
The mandibular archwire was a horizontal hook consolidation 
arcbwlre. 
The elastics used were intermaxillary Class II's and an 
elastiC worn in a triangular fashion (See Methods and t\" at-:; rials 
page 81.) 
Evaluation of the Characteristics of the Myograms. 
BurstS! Moderate in Experiment t, but became "multi .. bursts" in all 
of the following experiments except for Experiment VII which had a 
reduction to one to three bursts. 
Amplitude: Moderate in Experiments I and II and then became 
maximum in the remaining c.'<periments. 
Duration: "'~oderate in Experiments I and It, maximum tn Experi-
.' r 
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nlents III and IV, and then between mooerat(! and maximum tn E:<periments 
V, VI and VU. 
Nading: Moderate in Experiments I and fI, then became ma:dmum 
throughout the remaining experiments until Experiment VII where it dropped 
to minimum to moderate. 
Sustained low amplitude: Winimum throughout aU experiments. 
Rate of onset: Moderate for the first five experiments and then 
became maximum in Experiment VI and then in Experiment VII returned 
to minimunl to moderate. 
Rate of ending: Moderate to Experiment VII then it .becomes 
minimum. 
Interim activity. Minimum to moderate throughout first six I:!xperi-
ments and then in Experiment VII it tlCcomes maximum. 
Initiation of chewing activity. Synchrony of aU muscles, which 
initiated activity one-half of the time in the first two experiments t 
became more predominant in Experiments tV and V, when it initiated 
two-thirds of the ch(~wing strokes. There was a marked decrease in 
s~rnchronous initiation of the chewing stroke in Experiment VI and a 
mark~d increase in Experiment VII where it initiated the chewing stroke 
... ,. 
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ten out of the possible twelve times. The mass~ters, at first somewhat 
acti ve in initiating actl vity, failed to initiate actl vity in E.;{perimcnts IV 
and V and initiated activity only once in E){pt~rimcnt VI and twice in 
E'{periment VII. The middle and posterior temporals as a group showed 
increased importance in iniUating activity, doing so in one-half of the 
chewing strokes in Experiment VI. i}ut not at all in Experiment VIT. 
Conclusion: 
This subject exbioited some difficulty in adapting to the orthodontic 
procedures but finally did sO at the time of Experiment VII, sho.ving less 
inhibition during mastication and more occurrence of synchrooous 
initiation of chewing activity. 
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THE BEHAVIOR OF THE MASSETER AND TEMPOR_\!' Ml'SCLES 
CHART l C~ARISON OF THE CHARACTERISTICS OF ~WOGRAMS, 
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THE BBHAVIOR OF THE P,AASSETER AND TF.WPORAL fv'USCLES 
CHART 2 COP,'PARISON OF ONSET OF ACTIVITY BETWEEN 
EXPERIWENTS 
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---, 
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TREAms T T GE AT THE T lE eLECTRO YOGRA Ie 
ECORDI GS , ERE TAKEN ~OR EXPER ENT VII. 
1 
Subject H:16 O. W.) Age 14 
Class II Division 1 (Angle) 
Treatment: 
A. Extraction of the maxillary first premolars (lower first 
permanent m.olars missing). 
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B. Appliance design. (~ee ~"ethods and ~Materials page 72 and 75.) 
The maxillary archwire was a rectangular torquing archwlre. 
The mandibular archwlre was a straight (horizontal) ideal 
archwirc with second order bends. 
The elastics were worn as described in Methods and Materials 
(page 81), in a Class n and a triangular fashion between the 
two arch;~s. 
Evaluation of tbe Characteristics of the Myograms. 
Bursts: Remained in the same range (two to at",) throughout all 
e:tpertments. 
Amplitude: Remained minimum tmtU 8xperiment IV where it 
increased to moderate to maximum. 
Duration: Minimum at first. increased to maximum in Ex:pcriment tV 
and then decreased to moderate in Experiment V, VI and VU. 
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Noding: Minimum in Experiments I and IV and moderate in all other 
e.,'(periments. 
Sustained low ampli~ Showed moderate to ma:dmum activity in 
Experiments I through V. In E){periments VI and VII the sustained ION 
amplitude became minimum. 
Rate of onset! Minimum until Experiment VII where it became 
moderate. 
Rate of ending! Minimum for the first four experim>:;mts and tht:n 
became slightly increased in Experiments V ~ VI and VII. 
Interim activitr. Remained minimum throughout all exp-:~rirn!;mts 
e:{cept for and increase to moderate in Experiment VI and also r:xperi-
ment VII. 
Initiation of chewing activity: The temporals were predOfilJ.nant in 
initiating the chewing stroke throughout the first five experimEmts. Th!,;~re 
was some synchronous initiation of activity at first. but this was reduced 
in Experiment IV and V. In Experim~nt VI, synchrony of all musdes in 
initiating the chewing stroke occurred in nearly all of tne chewinr. 
'2l{ercises. In Experiment VII initiation of chewing activity was accompUsh-
ed by almost all muscles groups mainly the middle and posterior temporal 
,- r 
Conclusion: 
This subject's muscular ~)Chavior adapted well to the orthodontic 
procedures until Experiment VII where the electromyographic pattern of 
chewing became worse than it had been previously. e\~hjbi.ting much 
morc inhibition during mastication at this time, pro;.;ably due to the 
fact that this subject was being treated to a fun Class II (distocclusion) 
molar relatioo. 
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Gen..::ral Conclusion: 
In most cases the electromyographic pattern of muscular bt~havior 
exhibited more inhibition or noding and less synchrony in initiation of 
chewing activity from thc~ original malocclusion through the placenl';:mt 
of the fIrst archwires. The muscular behavior, regardIng the ek~ctro­
myographic qualities studied, improved during: anchorag~ prclparation. 
then shORed less harmony at the completion of anchorage preparatiChi 
and improved again during th~ final stages of orthodontic tC{~atment . 
. . r 
C. fj,a-rt II 
The onset of ('lectronlyographic activity for-::ach of the musch:s or 
muscle groups in each of the first thr~~ chewin~ cycles of each chcwin;.', 
~xtJrcis~; (considering the ipsilateral side only) for i2:ach individual sut~JI:.,'Ct 
in this experiment, :::','qleriment VII (During the Final Sta?::',cs of Orthodontic 
Treatment.), was tabulated in chart [orm. Than the totals for the 
individual subjects were summed and a chart was made shOY/lng the 
num,.er of times each muscle or muscle group initiated chewin~f :lctivity 
in ~:;.periment VII. These data were then added to the similar data rom 
~~;{pJriments I throuf.h VI and appear in Part n of the 'TINCINCS" as 
Chart II. This chart was also illustrated graphically as Graph r. in Part 
II of the "FINDINGS". The tai.iulations appearing in the chart and the 
graph wer~~ done using all :3even I>ossibie com~iinations of the muscb and 
muscle groups studied in this experiment ..::ts follONs: masseter first, 
masseter and m.iddlc temporal first, maSf,eter and posterior temporal 
rirst, middle and posterior temporal first, middle temporal first. 
posterior temporal first, and all to;.'!:cth~r (synchrony). 
The Ol)ject of this method of study being to Olservl;.! any ~eneral 
trends that may have occurred in the division of lahor .. H3tween th;:? 
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CHART 2. COMPARISON OF ONSET OF 
ACTIVITY BETWEEN EXPERIMENTS FOR 
ALL SUBJECTS. 
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muscles being studied, from the beginning of orthodontic treatment through 
the final stages of treatment. 
Of the various comhinations of muscles and muscle groups being 
studied for the initiation of chewing activity, the combination to initiat.! 
the chewing cycle most often, throughout all experiments thus far in this 
study, was the com:lination of the mass(~ters and middle and posterior 
temporals acting concurrently. Out of a possible 192 times this cornbi-
nation of muscles initiated the chewing activity 79 times in Experiment t 
(The Original Malocclusion). initiation of activity on the. part or tb;;,:se 
muscles as a group, decreast."" slightly in Experiment II (One Day .. \fter 
the Placement of Separating Wires Between the Teeth) and stayed fairly 
level, with only sUght up and dOlJlln t1uctuations through Ex:periments HI. 
(One Week After the Placement of Separating V:ires Between the Teeth) 
and IV (One Week After the Pi.cement of the First Archwlres). hut hepan 
to increase in Experiment V (During Anchorage Preparation), where tb;'.!y 
initiated chewing activity 89 out of 192 times, and continued to increase 
through Experiment VII (During Final Stages of Treatment). where they 
initiated activity 123 times out of the posslble 192. 
The second most frequently occurring muscles or muscle groupii; to 
.. r 
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initiate the chewing cycle in the original malocclusion were the massetr;;;rs. 
These muscles showed their greatest activity in initiating the chewing 
activity in E:qleriment I (The Original ~/lalocclusion), where they initiated 
the chewing cycle sixty-six:. times out of a possible 192. From there OIl, 
the activity on the pert of the maaseters progressively decreases and in 
Experiment VII (During the Final Stages of Tr~tment) they initiated the 
ch~wlng cycle only twenty-two times out of the possiLle 192. It is 
interesting to note, however, that although there is a decrease in tht:: 
number of times the masseters initiated chewing activity from the 
original malocclusion, to one week after the placement of the first arch-
wires, there seems to be a leveling of the initial rapid decrease, and 
the number of times the masseters initiated chewing activity from 
during anchorage preparation on, remained fairly constant l;eing twenty-
two. twenty-one and twenty-two times out of the possible 192 for Exp~:ri-
ments V, VI, and VII, respectively. 
The comtJination of the middle and posterior temporal muscles, 
acting together in initiating the chewing cycle, was the third most 
dctive initiator in the original malocclusion, initiating activity nineteen 
timl!8 out of ! '-)2 times. This com:)ination showed a steady increase 
.. r 
from Experiment I (Original Malocclusion) through Experim~nt VI (After 
Completion of Anchorage Preparation). where they initiated chewing 
activity sixty-one times out of a possible 192, but in Experiment VII 
(rttring Final Stages of Treatment) sbowt!d a rapid drop to twenty .. fi ve 
times out of a possible 192. 
The posterior temporal shORed little variation in the number of 
times it initiated the chewing activity except during Experiment IV (One 
Week After Placement of the First A rchwi res). when it initiated the 
chewing activity approximately three times mor~ often than during any 
other phase of treatment. 
The remainder of the muscles or muscle comhinations studied in 
this experiment stayed relatively constant in the number of times they 
initiated chewing activity throughout the entire study. 
Comparing the activity of the middle and posterior temporals 
acting together. with that of the masseters, and concurrent activity of 
all three muscles, it can he seen that initiation on the part of tb~ 
middle and posterior temporals steadily increases. while initiation on 
the part of the masseters steadily decreases until Experiment IV (One 
\"eek After the Placem~nt of the First Archwlres) where the middle and 
.. , 
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posterior temporals inItiate chewing activity only slIghtly more than tht'~ 
masseters. After this point, initiation of chewing activity seems to ix: 
larfre1y a function of the middle and posterior temporals acting t~ether. 
or of tm! three pairs of muscles acting concurrently, until Experiment 
VII (During Final Stages of Treatment) where initiation on the part of 
the middle and posterior temporals drops suddenly (twenty- five out of 
a possible 192 times) and concurrent initiation of the chewing activity hy 
all three pairs of muscles acting synchronously becomes dominant. 
As shown In Experiments I through VI in Part Vof this study, the 
trend seemed to indicate a decreasing participation on the part of the 
masseter muscles and an increasing participation on the part of the 
com~)inatlon of the middle and posterior temporal muscles. But in 
Experiment VII (During the Final Stages of Orthodontic Treatment) the 
trend changes and, although initiation of th<.1 chewing cycle on the part 
ot the masaeters continues to decrease, so does initiation of the chewin:J: 
cycle on the part of the middle .it,d posterior t~mporals. It is at this 
point tbat the concurrent activity of aU three pairs of muscles take O'i1er 
the initiatioo of cru..3Wing activity. 
. . ,. 
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D. Part III 
The object of eK.pressing the chcwin~ stroke or .Ating strOKt,;.! d.S a 
p<: rcentage of the che.>wing cycle in each ..:xpt:riment for all shteen 
suljects was to St-'"e what eft'ect, if any, the differt:nt stages of orthodontic 
treatment had on the lenbth of the chewing stroke or diting stroke and to 
see what the trend was as orthodontic treatment progressed. (A chewin~; 
stroke or Diting stroke was consider~ to ~>e that portion of the chewing 
cycle that began with the onset of electrical activity and ended wIth the 
cessation of electrical activity as detected electromyographically.) 
In order to do this. a statistical analysis was used that would ·:e 
applica:Jle in determining if there were a statistically significant dHference 
Detween the various stages of treatment that distinguished these Reven 
ex.periments in this study. In addition to this, the actual percentage valll'~~s 
were counted and their frequenc y of occurrences wen~ tal..>ulated and 
made into a separate histogram for each i~xperinh;mt. These histogran;s 
were then compart..~d to ascertain the trend. 
The Chi Square Test was used to compare tnese data of the h:mgth 
of the chewing strok,:; from eKperir.'lent to ..:.'!q:eriment. A highly sir:ni fie,mE 
di rf:;:'rence was found to edst between the.: seven experiments at the • 00 i 
.. r 
level of significance with thirty-six degrees of freedom. This showed 
that there was a significant ch:inge in the distriLutioo of the durations 
of the chewing strok~s or bitinft. strokes ;;xpressed as a percentage of 
tbe ch<:.."Wing cycle iY.!tween the seven l!xperiments. 
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Again using th8 Chi Square Test, E:qx~riment VII (Durin~ the rinal 
Stages of Orthodontic Treatment) was compared against EKperimt.mt I 
(Original Malocclusion) and the two were found to be significantly different 
at the .001 level of significance with aL" degrees of freedom. This would 
mean that the distribution of the durations of the chew.ing strokes or 
iAting strokes in ::::xperiments I and VII were in no way alike. 
Another comparison was made between Experiment vn and l:;:xpcri-
ment VI (."'fter Completion of Anchorage Preparation) and a significant 
difference at the .001 level of stgnHicanc.~ with six dcg'rees of rre;:)dom 
was found to e,dst. This would mean that the distrn~utioo of the durations 
oj' the chewing strokes or biting strokes in these two exper1m~nts. 
although different. wert:' not nearly as different as the distrihutions of 
the durations of the Chto!wing strokes or iliting strokes betw~cn ::: q)ij:ri-
m~nts I and VII. 
From this analysIs it can be seen that there is no similarity in 
. r 
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TABLE OF CHI SQUARE VALUES FOR 
THE FREQUENCY OF OCCURRENCES OF 
PERCENTAGES WI THIN CLASS INTERVALS 
. 
00. NO. I II III IV V VI VII 
:JLASS 
INTERVAL 
i 
~ 
p-34.9% 9.0£ 2.56 2.L3 1.lS: .02 17.67 16.06 
~5-44.S% 6.C3 17.45 3.3[, .7E .14 14.551 2.20 
" 
~5-54.9% .56 .03 6.7£ 1.62 .61 1.26 .18 
55-64.9% 12.0S 6.79 18.01 ·2.11 .01 1.66 5.36 
~5-74 .9J~ .32 3.24 3.36 .£0 2.44 3.05 3.05 
75-84.9% 6.56 .23 7.69 .13 1.42 9.22 .59 
85-100% 2.60 5.24 .03 66 .. 60 1.06 6.17 5.73 
rroTAL 151.05 48.00 46.62 76.00 8.65 46.17 36.71 
TOTAL CHI 2 =27 a 57w• 
WITH 36 DEGREES OF FREEDOM 
. , 
THE ASTERISKS CORRESPOND TO THE LEVEL OF SIGNIFICANCE AS 
FOIU>WS: * TO 5%; •• TO 1~; '*'** ro 0.1% •. 
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the distribution of the duratloas of the chew" atrokes or biting strokes 
expressed aa a percentage of tbe chewing cycle in these phases of 
orthodontic treatment and it further emphasizes that the duration of the 
chewing stroke or utting stroke expressed as a percentage of the chewing 
cycle changes during orthodontic treatment. 
To fadlitate a method of grouping the data, percentage intervals 
were arbitrarily designated and were called cla.s intervals. These were 
as follows: 0-14.9tX, 15-24.9%, 25-34.9)(., 35--U. ~~t 45-54. 9!~. 55-61. 91t.t 
65-74.9%. 75 ... 84.9%, 85 ... 94. ~l' and 9S-100;t. 
When the duration of the chewing stroke or biting stroke e!(pressed 
as a percentage of the cbewi.ng cycle fell within any of the above men-
tioned groupings it was plotted as part of that group. The frequency of 
occurrence of the various percentages were then plotted within each 
class interval. A separate histogram was made for each Experiment and 
these are shown as Graph II in Part III of the "FINDINGS". 
In comparing these histograms it was noted that as orthodontic 
treatment progressed the frequency of occurrence of the smaller per-
centages (0-25%) decreased. while those of the class intervals between 
45%-65% showed an increase. The remaining class intervals on either 
side of the i5W -6S'r, range varied from r~.,<periment to E>cperiment. . jut 
remained wlthin the same rang.:.:. They showed no upward or dONnward 
trend. 
.. r 
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'J. Part IV 
The object of analyzing tlv..; nUD1L}Cr of bursts in a chewing. strok.;: 
or Jiting, stroke was to ascertain if there w(!re a statistically significant 
dErerence ~;etwc~n the amount of inhinition occurring in the h:m:pora1 
and mass...::ter n~;uscl;.;s during the chewing strok..;s or ,AUng 8tro1(,08 of 
thos~ subj~cts stHl wearing appliances and thos~ who aln..!ady had the 
appliances remov;;:d during the finK" dectromyographic r(:cordings w.,:r':.:, 
t.lk"m for this t>art of the study (Experiment VII - Curing the Final St3t:,es 
ot Orthodontic Treatment.) Fleming (1~61), in Part V (.~~tcr the Completion 
of Anchorage Preparation) of this longitudinal study, concluded that ttl..: 
nwnL:er of c)ursts at ciectricdl activity during. a ch0wing stroke d...:riv~~d 
from the muscles studied. is a (;!asonably good ind.icator or the nmnj(.:r 
of tim';;!s inhiLitiol1 had taken plaCe durinb the ch,;win~~ strok;;.". in th..,; 
temporal and mass.;.:ter muscles. Although r h;ming did not actually prove 
this L'ut di:;duced trus, it will De uss>d as a uasis tor this methcxi ot 
analysis for reasons that will <,€ c,(plaio2d in the T'fSCU3SION". 
The num~r of "ursts in a chewing strak!." or ;liting strek..,:: for each 
oi thj,:~ first three chewing strokes or oiting strokes of the lour ch:..:wln;:' 
,:.;xercises for all sb:t-::.;::n subjects wt:;Ctj coulltc:d and a randorr.l sampk o( 
. r 
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one-third of the cl)t."Wing strokes or i..iring strok;.;s tor~~ach subject w{~r::> 
selected using ;;l taulc of random num era. Th:~se random sampl.:s W,~l':: 
us~d in this analysis. S0e "l\'; i:~THODS >\ND~' ATEHL\LS" page 9+. 
Since th~ values o;)tained wt!re counts and do not foHovv .1 norn:al 
distribution, th~y w:.:re transformed (the transforrrLation us~>d was the 
square root of the OlJs0cvation plus one) and an analysis of varianct;! 
perform~d on thl;;;' transiormt:d data. 
There were s~veral maln c'ffeets involved and it was nccii:ssary 
to set up the data sheet so that the variance for these main effects could 
lie caiculatl..'ti. (\ sample data sheet showing a portion of th-.: data 
appears in "tv;ETHOLS AND MATERIALS" on pag~ 96.) It was also 
neceC:"'ary to include all known variance sourc(;cs in th(~ analysis of 
variance table, to reduce the size oi the Bxperim~ntal error (residu::) 
:Jy assigning all possi (,Ie degret!s of fr~edom to the known variance; sources. 
The main.:!m~cts listed were as follows: Between apphanc~s 
(,>etween those subjects sti 11 w~arin~ appliances and those with the 
appUances alr~ady removed), iJetwe~n sides (right and left).:.etween 
muscles (posterior temporal, ITliddle tem~)oral, and masseter), and 
. ,etween sUDjects within groups (th0 groups wer\.~ those suLJ,-~{'ts V" lth 
.. ,. 
and those sUb.lect without appUances). In addition, several of thi':; most 
likely interactions were listed. The remaining variance sources were: 
between duplicat(!s (duplicate exercises were uSed to minimize e:<p;;ri-
m~ntal error) and residue (experimental error). 
Since the two main groups (those subjects with appliances and 
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those subjects without appliances) .each had a different number of SuriJC'cts 
in them, the sums of square for each group had to :.:e calculated 
separately and then summed to arrive at the sum of squares for "between 
subjects within groups". (Four subjects had appliances alread)1 remov;.;~d 
and twelve were still wearing appliances.) 
The Analysis of Variance Table with all the calculations and F 
values (variance ratios) appears on page 211. 
In comparing the mean squares. the mean square or variance 
hetween duplicates was compared against that of the reBidu~, and since 
no significant F value was ohtained neither value could be used alone 
as an error term against whtch the maIn effects and Jnteractions could 
.,e tested for significance so the two values were summed and the 
comt;ined value used as an error t:;>rm, against which all interactlons 
and main effects were tested tor significance. 
. r 
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ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE TABLE 
SOURCES OF DEGREES SUMS MEAN OF OF SQUARE F VARIATION FREEDOM SQUARES 
APPLIANCES 1 .96 .96 11.03··· 
SIDES 1 .18 .18 2.07 
MUSCLES 2 .31 .16 1.B4 
SUBJECTS 
WITHIN 14 10.63 .76 8.74··· 
APPLIANCES 
A x S 1 .09 .09 1.03 
A x M 2 .03 .015 .172 
-
S x M 2 .06 .03 .345 
RESI DUE 72 7.58 1l4.62 _ 
168 .087 DUPLICATES 96 7.04. 
TOTAL 191 26.88 
THE ASTERISKS CORRESPOND TO THE LEVEL OF SIGNIFICANCE AS 
FOLLOWS: • TO 5%; ··1%; ••• TO 0.1%. 
. r 
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Only two significant F values were obtaiU\;:;d. g;;~twe~n sULijects 
within groups ShOYI~;::d a v,.::ry significant difi,,;r,.:nc\..~ ,.;{~yond the .oo! l,Jvel 
w!tn fourteen degreds of freedom in the numerator and i 68 de tlr<2':s 01 
in:.!("!dom in the denominator. This was to uD expected since each group 
was heterogenous due to the ditferent malocclusions present within each 
group and the different treatment stages. 
The other significant difference was found to ."e between appliances 
(those sub,jects with appliances and those subfccts without appliances). 
t.fere again, a very significant d.ifference existed beyond. the .001 level 
with one degree of freedom in the numerator and 168 degrees of freedom 
in the denominator. This would mean that there was a very significant 
dHference ;"Jetween those sULjects wearing appliances and those not 
wearing appliances in regard to the number of times inhltJition took pIac,:;: 
in the muscles being studied during th.c: c~;wing strokes or dting stroK"::s, 
the least number of imrsts per chewing stroke or biting strok.e ,)ein~; in 
the group that already had the appUances removed. 
. r 
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A. Gt."11eral Considerations 
In the orthodontic literature much emphasis has be~n placed on to.::: 
i~al placement of t~~th in positions which would not only ;...(: 0sthetically 
pleasing, ;lut which would iJC in harmony with the temporomandiular 
joints and the musch.:s as well. yet very little has t.ei.:n done to shO\W 
what is happenIng to the muscles that movi~ th~ mandide durin~ 
mastication from the tim!.;;' of the original malocclusion l:f11til all orthodol'ltic 
and retentive appUances have bean discontinued. This is most imt10rtanr 
iCcause it is the tunction ot the occlusion, which is controlled ;y the 
musculature, that will det~rmine the final position of the teeth after 
growth is completed. 
Basically then, this study was don.: to dr~termine what r.:.ffect, any. 
tht.: chanfc in sensory mput due to the change in the position of th<;;~ te:.:th 
durin:., orthodonttc treatment, had on the motor output to the h:~rnporal 
and masseter muscles during m41stication. It is hoped that. through a 
t(;ttcr understandin:s of what is happening to til\".' function of th~-, muscle8 
governint:; mandh;ular moven:ent, i:efore, durini1, and after orthodonth:-
.. r 
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treatment, the orthodontist can gaIn more insight into the problem of the 
stability of his results and use a more scientific, rathern than an. empLrica 
ideal to which he may treat his cases. 
Since mandibular movements, and therefore mastication, are 
controlled by the neuromuscular mechanlsrfI, an understanding of the 
physiology of this mechanism is important. 
It is a well known fact that any force applied to the teeth, no 
matter how slight, is transmitted to the periodontal ligament. The highly 
arborized nerve endings in the periodontal ligament, as· descrihed by 
Lewinsky and Stewart (1937), Dependorf (191:3). Van cler Sprenk~l (1936), 
Kadanoff (1927), Bernick and Happ (1957). are the proprioceptors of the 
periodontal ligament and are confined to the peripheral part of the 
ligament. These specialized end-organs are myelinated. The sensory 
receptors for pain, located in the periodontal ligarr'ent, are fin,~ nerve 
it bers which pass to the deeper part of the periodontal ligament and 
. ;reak up into ftne arborization without terminal organs. These afferent 
nerve fibers which conduct pain impulses from the periodontal ligam(;!nt 
are principally unmyelinated, although there are a few small myelinated 
fibers also present. 
• . #' 
) 8 
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The proprioceptors located in the suustance of the muscles J.re the;; 
neuron-lUBcular spindles, which consist of small groups of attenuated 
muscle fiLers (intratusal muscle fiLers) arOWld which th~ \;..mdin~;3 of th..;; 
Si~n8ory nerve Ciuers are coiled in a corKscrew fashion. In addition to 
these, there are ncurotendinous organs or organs of Golgi, located at the 
Junction of muscles and tendons and aponeuroses or rnuscles. These 
consists of small LJundles of collagenous fibers. 
The special proprioceptive nerve ~ndings located in the capsule 
and ligaments of th~ temporomandilJular articulation are. the Pacinian 
corpuscles, which are much like the Golgi tendon organs, (loth in function 
and structure. 
The afferent fibers of the spinal nucleus of the trigeminal n~rve 
D1;,.;;diate pain impulses from the periooontal ligament. The pain impulsl.i:a 
are conducted over these fiLers to the spinal nucleus of the trigeminal 
nerve, which extends from the pons down to the upper-most cervical 
L:v.;'16 of the spinal cord. These impulses then ascend from the spinal 
cord level and are relayed to the ct.:lrelJral cortex. where they <.lre 
correlated. The motor cortex is thon stimulated, and the musculature 
is activated through an efferent two-neuron pathway . 
.. r 
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The importance of this being that when patn enters into tht~ picture 
during mastication the control of the mandi Duiar musculature is on a 
more conscious level rather than being refie,K. in nature. 
The afferent proprioceptive impulses arising from thl2! periodontal 
ligament and muscles of mastication travel along special pathways to the 
mesencephalic root of the trigeminal nerve. Here these impulses can 
follow one of two pathways. The first pathway is to form a reflex arc 
with the motor ganglion cells of the trigemin~l motor nucleus, the two~ 
neuron refle" arc of the masticatory muscles. as descrilx.>d by Corbin 
and Harrison (1940). and Szentagothai and CajalO";Q8). The second 
pathway is to continue into the cere~lellum and then on to the cerebral 
cortex where the impulses can be mediated on a conscious level. The 
impulses that synapse to the motor nucleus of the trigeminal, as pointed 
out uy Corbin and Harrison, are probably of an inhibitory function, thus 
being protective and preventing damage to the teeth and gingivae. 
The means used to study the effect of sensory input on the motor 
output to the masticatory muscles in this investigatIon was electromyo-
graphy. 
B. Review of the Longitudinal Study 
Electrornyographic recordings \\tere taken of the temporal and 
... 
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masseter muscles on si.ltteen patients with varying types of malocclusions 
before treatnlellt was begun and at various treatment stages. The first 
three cbewing strok .. :s of two chewing eXercises of the right and left 
temporal and masseter muscles were recorded electromyographically 
for each subject during each treatment stage. These myograms were 
then analyzed employing various methods of study. 
It is important at this time to described the phases of orthodontic 
treatment. to fuHy appreciate the findings in this longitudinal study. 
Widen (1960, Part I, Experiment I). r<..acorded the muscular activity 
during mastication in the original malocclusion and then in E:<periment II 
recorded the muscular activity one day after the placement of separating 
wires between the teeth. He tben compared the myograms of ()()th 
experiments considering each subject as a sepdrate experimental unit 
unto himself. The separating wires were made of brass and were 
inserted between the teeth, wrapped around the contact points. and then 
twisted tightly in order to create enough space between the teetn to 
permit the placement of orthodontic bands on all of the teeth. Widen 
found a definite change in the l.1ehavior patterns of the temporal and 
masseter muscles twenty ... four hours after the placement of separating 
',vi {"8ft between the te'.:th and that th(~re was an j.ncr~as~' in the duratio .. 1 
on.: \veek after th_~ placeml:'nt of separating wires 1.<.2't\\'cen the tE'i:?th \vith 
those taken on the orLyinal malocclusion, showed less variabiHtv with the· 
•• ,' J 
orieina.l records than ·xpC!riment n and attrL.::ut;::~d this to .Jdapt:ltion on th~.' 
part of the neuromuscular m~chanisrrl. 
Shanahan (1960, Part HI t Experiment It). compared mYOf:.rams taken 
one week aftt:r the placement of the first archwires with the pretr.Jann\:nt 
records. Durinc th..: timt) ;)I,;tween this -~,,,p'~rimcnt and the last ex:pcri-
m('ot (E){perimem: HI) the separatintl wires were removed and orthc'<.1ontic 
;;ands were cementl.!d onto the teeth and t~,:;n the first orthodontic arch-
wires were placc>d. Thi;.$e archwires bei~in to mitiat(: tooth rrovem.;:nt 
.1nd change thi.:' a xial inclination of the teeth and also the re'iation of the 
opposing occlusal surfaces of the teeth [0 e:lch other. ~hanahan found 
.m altered pattern of muscular behavior as compared with 1"~\qJ(;rim<:.mt; 
and that the subj':'!cts in F~~perlment IV that shO\ved a chang,.:; in r.:usculat" 
!_ehavior prest!ntt::'d myo:~;ra.ms with an mcreasl3 in the dur .:ttion of th;: 
ch~wing stroke and in the nurn ner of bursts of :. kctrical acti vit}i. . 
•. #' 
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ai::;o found that tf'l~ initi~tion of ch;;wiu!<-'. activity on tn. part of til;.:' 
temporal. especiaUy th..:: post..:rlor tt.'tni-1Oral. In.::,r.=uscd w'lil~ that on (;1.: 
l:>.lrt of thl.,; massct,:r d;:.;c r..::il sed. He attrHiuted these chaut:,;$ to ,jlt:.~T;.;;« 
pBriodontal prO',Jrioccption. These findings Indicat..: thdt th,~ 8U~+.,'cts 
wc.~re using mor,,; caution during mastication. sin . .:.;;; th;..~ num;,;':':!' of bursts 
indicate the nUITH)er oi times inhibttion lvld taken place, ilnd ;In incre.:hiiw 
in the duration of th.,; chewing stroke indicated that th:: SUljects VIler:.: 
cni:?wing with mOT·':: caution. The lessened participation on the p ... !l"t Of 
the masseter in initiating ch\.."Wing activity is logical too,. as the rr,din 
function of this muscle is powBr, which was not n.;;eded at this thn..:. 
?ylinski (.1961, Part IV. Experiment V), compared myogral"ns tj n 
during anchorage preparation (sh. to eight weeks after placem',.:nt of the 
first archwires) with the pretreatment records. However. rath'~'r than 
comparing Ju..~t th..;sE' two stag(!s of triJatm...:nt. / ylinski and r'k;min~;x 
r;:-..;:valuat"d all of the data frODl the previous ;..;:<pe-rim,.mts Lrecaus,.: J.t 
this tim\;;'! there was suff.i\"~icnt data to employ meliningful statistic,,;,1 
",malysis. This rrtcant that. not only did th~\l compare each sULsj("ct with 
himself during th..:: diHerent stages of treatment as the origmal thre'.: 
investigators did, ,JUt they pook'<l the datJ. [rom all sh::teen subj.::cts in 
.. , 
Thi,g, in 8ssencc, was a comparison of muscular activity durin::! th~~ 
cUflcrent stages of orthodontic trcatn'ent. This reappraisal of the pr;<::vious 
dflta brou2:':ht out ~tatisticdlly. that the great:;;st nurn~er of,ursts in a 
dl..:winV stroke, and th~:r,;:rore the greatest .lmount of inhLition up to that 
tim~ occurr:.:d in F.{periment HI (Asahino) one WerJK aft(;~r the placement 
of s;,;>paratlng wir...::s between the teeth. Zylinski attrF:,uted this to thl! 
pa.in caused by tht~ damage to the periodontal ligam~nt created "Y this 
e:{,cessiV~2 force and since pain takes the "final common ·pathway" in 
pn:cedcnce over proprioception, the inhLition that occurred was a result 
of thi spain. 
During the time that had intervt.~ned betwc=n r;:,<perim8nt V and 
r~':q)eriment IV the posterior teeth had 1 <~en uprighted and the ant~riOt' 
tooth position and aH~nment had ;:een chan?:<..:d. r:'ylinski found a sma H 
incr':::ase in th..: num ;2r of '''ursts, a definit(~ inCr'3:3Se in the duration ot 
t~:2' chewing stroke and a marked increase in the occurrence of 
synchronous initiation of ttl;.; chewing Jctivityas compared to t'1:llrs£ 
;:~-.;,p;~;riment. He concluded that pain was far more instrumental than 
~.,roprioceptlon in odvious changes in the motor ~~:havior of the masticatory 
.. r 
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muscles and that ther~ was a change in th,.;! dl vision of laJ 'Or "ct\V~en the 
masseter and temporal nluscles. the temporals !.}(;.!comin~ more activ,! and 
th-.: masseters lx:~comin:l less active in initiation of chewing activity ilS 
treatment prOf,re8Sl~d. 
Fleming (1~61. Part V. E<perimcnt VI) compan:'cl the myograms 
taki;.:n at the completion of anchorage preparation (twelve to six.teen wr..::.oks 
aftc'r the placement of the flrst archwires) with all t:'0 mYObrams taken 
up to that point in the longitudinal study. as wdl as with those tak,,:~n in 
;~,t..periment I. At this stag~ of orthodontic treatm,,;ot thl; post~rior tc;:ttl 
had D( ... : .en uprighted and tipped distally, the madllary teeth ueing tipP(Jd 
distally approximately n ve degrees from the ~rpendicular and th;; 
mdndivular teeth approximately eight degr~t:s distally from the perpen-
dicular for thl;! !lUrpOSe of opening the occlusal vertical dimensioll. 
Fleming found d dccreast: in the num .. lt!r of tirr~s synchronous activity 
01 the three musc!<.:s initiated the chewin~; cycle, from E;<perimcnt V. 
which he attriLuted to the distal tipping of th<?- pr!~viously uprightt:d 
podt0rior teeth, a d~creas~ in the varticipation on the part of the 
masseter muscles and an increase in the participation 00 the part of 
the middle and postclrior temporal musch;~s in the initiation of ch ;win, 
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,ilctivity and an increase in the duration of the ch~w;ng stroke "ll or which 
h~ attrit)Ut~d to p.linful IJAperhmce8 du.ring m.astication. '-Ie also concluded 
that the nUIrHJer ot bursts in a ch~ing stroke is a reasonai.>le indication 
OJ the nwntxer of times inhihition had taken place in th-3 muscl,:,s bein~ 
studied. 
This part (Part VI, ~~xp'..::riment VII) of the longitudinal study conceru-.'d 
itself with the final stages of orthodontic treatn1ent. It is neccssar:, to 
explain her\! , that this part of the study differed from the other p.revious 
partB in that, up to this time +..1Qch subject was cit the same stage 
treatment when cl.!cords w~rc taken for each c;<perlm,~nt, L)ut dur1n~~ the 
time tbe electrOIfj yographic recordings wert~ taken in this eKp..:riment the,:, 
subjects were in din~rent final stages of treatment. Some of the 8U;lj,:'cts 
already had the appliances removed (four subjects) and were on functional 
ret.:ntioo. while tht..! remaining (twelve subjects) were still wearing th.: 
active appliances. Ot the twelve subiects 'Ht::aring tbe active appliances 
six subjects were at the stage of correcting the Class II molar rdation. 
rour su,JJ~cts w-.:re at tbe stage of consolidation of the spaces iJetW(:.!tm 
the anterior teeth, and two SUliJects were at the stage of lingual tippiu;_,' 
01 the roots of the upper incisor t0cth ("torquing"). 
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During the flnal stages of treatment tit.;: rnandi ,Jular teeth had tess 
of ,;1 disto-axial inclination than at the completion of anchorafe preparation 
(Experiment VI) due to the mesial and upward force pla.ced on them from 
the Class II type elastics. as all subjects at this time, either had already 
worn these elastics or were still wearing them. The fact that the 
mandibular teeth were more upright at the time recordings were taken 
in this experiment would mean that there was less occlusal interference 
due to cusp to cusp relation of upper posterior with lower posterior teeth 
and therefore less paIn and tenderness in the posterior teeth. The 
exception to this would be in those cases in which the Class II molar 
relation was being corrected and the maxillary and mandibular molars 
were riding cusp to cusp or almost cusp to cusp as the distal inclined 
planes of the maxillary first molars were being moved distally up the 
mesiallncl1ned plant!8 of the mandibular first molars. At this stage only 
the molar teeth would be In occlusal contact and would be bearing the 
.. 
;)runt of the occlusal force during mastication. thus, we would e:{pect to 
find thl.! sensory input from the periodontal ligament of these teeth to 
have a marked effect (inhibitory. protective) on the motor output of the 
temporal and masseter muscl~s. 
.. r 
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In those subjects whose teeth were undergoing space closure. or 
consolidation of the mandibular and madllary anterior teeth. th;,;! Class n 
molar relation would havot'! already been corrected and there would Le a 
nlore normal inclined plane relation l.>etween th",~ mandibular and ma.dllary 
posterior teeth with more teeth i)earing the force from occlusion durinp: 
mastication. The posterior teeth at this time would also be in a morc 
ideal axial inclination mesiodistally, thUS, there would be a tendency to 
have fewer occlusal interferences or cuspallnterferences and the forcf3 
{rom occlusion during mastication would be distributed over a gr,eater 
number of teeth. This woold mean that the subjects were undergoln?: 
less pain and discomfort during mastication and that chewing, once 
initiated would be under the control of reflex from impulsE'S from the 
proprioceptors in the pt'rlodontalli~ament rather than ,ly impulses (rorn 
the pain receptors (which. as shOW'D by ZyUnski, 1961. take precedence 
over the proprioceptive impulses in the "final common pathway". causinr: 
the muscular movem;.:nts to be on a more conscious level.) 
In those cases in which the upper anterior teeth were having their 
roots tipped lingually (torqued) (here would ,'\C the same relation ot th;.'; 
posterior teeth (mandibular and maxillary) to each other as in the previous 
,. r 
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instance. 
In the sULJects who already had the active orthodontic appliances 
removed, the [()()(h to tooth relation and inclined plane to inclined plane 
relation is markedly improved. The reason for this being that when 
appliances are on the teeth and an archwire placed in the orackets it is 
virtually inlpoBsible to have the teeth and inclined planes in perfect occlusal 
interdigitation due to the discrepancy of bracket height at the teeth in 
relation to cuspal and of as a height. Once the orthodontic appliance is 
removed and functional retention instituted the teeth are permitted to "settle" 
into occlusion through function creating a more nearly perfect cusp to fossa 
and inclined plane to inclined plane relation. In addition to this the posterior 
teeth tend to assume a more favorable adal inclination. mesloolstally 
du;:: to tbe angle of the occlusal surfaces in relation to the roots of the 
teeth thUS, causing tbe crowns of the posterior teeth to move m~8ially 
until their long axes are parallel to the force of occlusion. This t~inf 
the case, we would expect a minimum of interferences in the occlusion 
and that chewing, once initiated would be under the control of reflexes 
(SherringtOll, 1917) by impulses from the periodontal proprioceptor •• 
shOWing a pattern of muscular activity which would exhibit less inhibition. 
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These axial changes and occlusal changes in the position of the 
tel.:;th, as shown by Jarabak, 1954, t<,'oyers. 1950, Perry, 1955, -'''liden, 
1960, Asahino, lQ60, Shanahan, 1960, 7yUnski, 1961, Flemlng, 1961, and 
oth,:~rst alter th;~ input to the sensory receptors (proprioception. touch 
and pain) in the periodontal ligament and sinc(! these regulate, in a larg:;;:~ 
measure, the motor tlehavior of the temporal and masseter muscles. it 
was felt that changes in the electrornYOls'Taphic nehavior of th~! muscles 
would occur. as orthcxiontic treatment and tooth movement progressed. 
C. Interpretation and Evaluation of the Findings 
Listing and Evaluating the Characteristics of the rv:yograms for 
each Individual Subject In Experiments I through VII. 
The onject of this method of study was to note the chang;.;s in the 
dectromyographic l~havior of the muscles for each individual subject 
during the various stages of orthodontic treatment and to see if any 
g:en'.:-ral trends would evolve In the patt~rn of muscular behavior from 
experiment to experiment or, dB it were, from treatment stage to 
tn~atment stage. As this mt..>thod was the method of study employed ;~r 
the first three investigators (Widen, Asahtno and Shanahan, 1960) in this 
longitudinal study, whEm each subject was considered a separate e.xperi-
2:.l0 
mental unit unto himself. the author felt that this should be continued to 
o:Js~rve what hap~ned to the muscular Lchavior 01 each individual as 
tr~atm:~nt progressed. It was hoped that some gen~ral trend may evolve 
and that the e,,,c~ptiol1S to this trend could .)t;!' c;{plalfl0d. thus, adding to 
a ;~ttcr understanding of tire nature of occlusion and its etfact on the 
muscles that nlOV~ t~ mandH.lle. 
Each of th~ cbaracteristic8 that were evaluated gave scme clue as 
to what was happ'~ning to the muscles during the variOUS treatment stag~~s. 
Amplitudu. although affected by many variables, gavl.;; s~e indication 01 
the magnitude of force that was employed in masticating the cough drop, 
the number of hursts and nodes (as shown by Fleming, 1961) is a reason-
ably gO<Xt indicator ot' the numDer of times inhiiJition has taken plac~ 
during the chewing stroke, the rate of onset and rate of ending of 
activity gave some indicatioo..ls to the type of chewing strok(! us~d 
(as Pnuansky, 1952 showed. the short ballistic type of chewing stroke 
with a rapid tulu up and rapld decline was characteristic of those 
occlusions in which tru:re was interference in the cuspid region preventimr 
lateral e:<cursions). duration of' chewing strok~ could show the relativ~ 
amount of time tb~ SU!ijcct had his jaws actively closing, sustam(:~d 10\v 
.. ,. 
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anplitude was an indication of any spasmodic activity in the muscles 
L-emg studied, interim activity could bt'! attrinuted to th:...~ myotatiC, or 
str..::tch reflex when the Jaws were opened maximally these may well l,"E! 
stabilizing contractions as described by WacDougall and AndrE..-'W, i '~5~" 
and initiation of chcwmg activity gave an indication of the divisIon of 
labor between the muscles being studied. 
In general, most of thl..? subjects shONed more inhibition and less 
synchrony in initiation of chewing actiVity frem the timc"' of the original 
malocclusion through the placement of the nrst archwires, with one week 
after the placement of the separating wires showing the greatest change 
in the muscular behavior and the greatest amount of Inh101tloo as shown 
by Fleming and 7ylinski. 1961. This Oln tie explained by the fact that 
in most instances in the original malocclusion, the teeth were in a 
position dictated by tunction and the learned iJehavior pattern of the 
musculature caused the mandible to circumvent occlusal interf>:!:rences. 
The orthodontic movem~nt of these teeth upset the neuromuscular 
equilibrium. These two characteristics of the myqr.rams (sj'Dchrony 
and inhibItion or noding) gave the ~;est indication of changes taking: plac0 
in the behavior of tbe musculature. 
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Again, for most of the patients, there was a change in the behavior 
pattern of the muscles being studied during anchorage preparation where 
the j)(;..;ter~or te~th were bein~ uprigbtcd and tipped distally. During 
this time the electromy<>grams sh<M'ed less inhihition, m~re synchrony in 
initiati.on of chewing activity and a slight increase in amplitude. This 
could be attrihuted to th,! fact that in most malocclusions the molar teeth 
are in a mesio-adal inclinatim and during the time dectromyographic 
recordings were taken for that part of the study these teeth had been 
uprigbted to a more normal adal inclination. Another fact too, that should 
not De overlook·oo is that the damage to the periodontal mem;)rane done by 
tbe separating wires had probably ;:een reparicd b}1 this time and, tbus, 
the painful e)(periences during mastication had also disappeared so that 
once again the periodontal proprioceptors w~r'2. guidin~ the mandL ,uJar 
musculature :)y m i.!4ns of the two-neuron reflel( arc in the mesencephalic 
root of the trigeminal nerve. This was pointed out hy 7yllnski and 
Fleming (1961), in Parts IV and V of this study. 
In general. for most of the subjects, the muscular pattern of 
:;ehavior bep.:an to r;ecome more unfavorable after the anchorage prcparatiOl 
was completed. as shown by Fleming (H61), and there was more inhibition 
and more of a "searching pattern" (described by Perry, 1955) during 
mastication tecause at this stage of treatmi:nt the mandibular molars 
had been tipped distally so that the mandihular and maxillary molars 
were striking cusp to cusp and w\:!re in most instances. thc' only teeth 
in occlusal contact, and therefore, exhibiting pain and tenoornt!ss durin~: 
mastication, and bringing mandibular movements under conscious control. 
~. 
During the final stages of treatment, in those cases where the 
Class II molar relation had already Deen corrected there was a decrease 
in the number of times inhtbitioo had taken place. an increase in tb.:: 
numner oi tim~s tht.:re was synchronous initiation of chewing activity and 
an increase in anlplitude. and even in some cases a disappearance of 
sustained low arnplitude activity which had been present previously, An 
some of the muscles. 
Those subjects who were still u~r going Class II molar correctioo 
showed, .for thu most part no ot)vious change in the pattern ot'muscular 
;,lCbavior as compared with tbe previous stage of treatment. 
These generalizations held true in almost all instances c'(cept 
in two subjects, na.m~ly, subjects number eight and sixteen. Subject 
number eight was a two upper first bicuspid e)(.traction case with no 
. ~ ,. 
teeth extracted in the mandibular arch. Subject number sixteen, before 
treatment was begun, had noth mandibular first molars missing, ilnd 
for treatment purposes tht;! two upper first bicuspids were t~xtracted. 
Both of these subjects wer~ being treated to a full Class II molar relation. 
that is. the disto-buccal cusps of the maxiUary first molars were seated 
into the buccal groove of the mandibular first molars (or as in the case 
of subject numlJer six.teen, into the 1)uccal groove of the mandiJuiar 
second molar, as these second molars were brought forward into the 
mandibular first molar position). These teeth were not. designed by 
nature to occlude in this relation and occlusal interferences pronably 
altered the periodontal proprioception in these cases causing the temporals 
to initiate chewing activity as these are the muscles that guide th~ 
mandible into lJOSition during mastication. It will ~e interesting to see 
if the pattern of rr,uscular l)ehavtor will b;.;: altered after these two cases 
have had the active orthodontic appliances removed. 
Up to this point in the orthodontic treatment, we can see that a 
change in the axial inclinations ot th~ teeth does affect the motor output 
to the muscles of mastication (temporal and masseter muscles) as pointed 
out by Jarabak. 195i. tv"oyers, 1950. Fleming and Zylinski, 1:j61, and 
.. r 
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others. The change in the muscular tJt:!havior pattern i")l;;in1;Z a t(~ndency 
to ;.;xhihlt more inhL.ition and caution in mastication when the 00 ri odonta 1 
. 
ligament has lJe(;~n damaged as when separating wires were plact:d 
::r;;twecn the teeth or when the mandinular posterior teeth have L-een 
uprlghted and distally tipped causing a cusp to cusp relation of the 
mandibular and rnadllary first molars whlch tn turn caused them to 
;ear the "load" ot the occlusal forces durim;; mastication and Lecome 
<. 
painful and tender, or when a sinlllar situation e.dsts as during th<~ 
correction of the Class II molar relation. The behavior of the muscular 
pattern improved, or the suiJjects "adapted" six to eight weeks after 
,lnchorage preparation was started (Zylinskl, 1961) because the teeth 
were In a "more normal" adal inclination than they had been previously. 
(By "more normal" it is meant that the axial inclination of the teeth was 
such, that they were parallel to the forces of occlusion thus transmitting 
thi;!se forces to their periodontal ligaments as a tension rather than as a 
pressure on the periodontal ligaments in certain areas and also as a 
pressure on the cribiform plates of the alveoli. i,~lhen the teeth have 
their long axes parallel to the forc'=8 of occlusion this also permits 
their cusps and fossae to interdigitate correctly because of th.: angle 
tJetween the occlusal surfaces and too long, axes of the teeth.) The same 
ht:ld true during the final stages of treatnlCnt as, once again, the a:dal 
inclinations and interdigitatioo of the teeth present~d less occlusal 
interferences allOl.Ying proprioception rathern than pain and therefore 
reflexes rather than conscious control to govern the nland1t;ular move-
m'\Jnts. 
Analysis of the Initiation of Chewing Activity 
The object of this method of study was to ascertain any trends 
that may have occurred in the division of laDor between the different 
muscles, or muscle groups being studied. All possible comLinations of 
toose three muscle pairs were studied. The trend seemed to indicate 
an increasing participation ot the part of the comuination of the middle 
and posterior temporal muscles. from Experiments I through VI. but in 
"::<periment VII too trend changed and although initiation of the chewing 
cycle on the: part of the masseters continued to decrease, so did 
initiation of the chewing cycle on the part of the middle and posterior 
temporals. It was at this point that the concurrent activity of all thre~ 
pairs of muscles took over tho initiation of chewing activity. The 
ren18ining four comuinati0l18 of muscles showed little change throughout 
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treatment, e:(cept fot' the posterior temporal alone which increased only 
during anchorage preparation and then dropped to its previous range 
after anchorage preparation was completed. 
To understand this phenomenon one must first taken into consideration 
the function of the muscles involved. Since the temporal and masseter 
muscles have different primary functions (positioning, and power). it 
was believed tbat the changing occlusal r~lations of the teeth during 
orthodontic treatment might possibly cause a change in the functional 
requirements of tbe mandii>ula.r nlusculaturc. For ex-ample. if more 
power is needed for the masticatory stroke. thl.~ masseter muscles will 
oe ttk; muscles ca.lled upon to provide the poNee. Therefore, they 
would be e:<{>f.?cted to oegin activity eadier than if ther power function 
was not needed. 
According to ~'~oyers (1.,.50). the masseter Initiates chewing acti vity 
in most Class II Division 1 malocclusions and this 1s exactly what has 
!)Ct.:n sha.Nn here since most of th<;,! 5Ut,jects in this study presentt:d with 
Class II Division 1 malocclusions. The decrease in the nWll!>er of times 
the mas8cters initiated chewing act! vity from tht:": tJeginning of treatmt:nt 
and the increase in the numDer of times the middle and posterior 
. ,. 
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temporals initiated chewing activity is el(.plainault! }".(;,cause as tr\.',atmcnt 
progressed there w.ere certain stages of treatml!i1t wh.;,:re occlusal 
interferences were created and where the teeth vecame sore and tender 
as descri.bed previously. In these instances th.:;; power function of th~ 
masseter was not n.z~ded. Only in those instances during orthodontic 
treatm!!nt where the axial Inclinations and interdigitation of t~ teeth 
was good (for instance. during anchorage preparation, where the posterior 
teeth were uprignted from their previous mesio-a;'ual inclinations) did 
the masseter come into play and then this was in synchrony with tbi! 
middle and posterior temporals. This was shown in ~::'.:periment vn 
during the final stages of orthodontic treatment where the axial 
inclinauODS of the teeth and occlusal interdigitation was more favora()le 
than at any other time during treatment. initiation of chewing activity on i I 
the part of the masseters alone and the temporals alone dropped 01'f 
sharply but synchronous or concurrent initiation of activity of all thre~ I 
muscle pairs increased srnu:ply. I 
The muscle comtiinatiooa studied that dld ott show any change or 
, i 
I I 
minimum change during treatment can be explainl,;,,'-(j on the basis that 
they were comDinations of either middle or posterior temporal With tIll':': 
. , 
masseter orthe posterior temporal alone, and since only one fraction 
alone of the temporal does not normally or physiologically work by itsdf 
(with the exception of the posterior temporal) and the masS".3ter does not 
work only with one portion of the temporal, these com!Jinatioo8 remained 
minimal in initiation of activity throughout the study. At one point howev;;;r. 
the initiation on the part of the posterior temporal dId increas~. This 
was during anchorage preparation. 
Whenever the axial Inclinations and Inclined plane relation of the;; 
teeth was such that the forces of occlusion were parallel to the 10m: 
axes of the teeth tbe sensory receptors interpreted this as meamng that 
a more satisfactory adal inclination of the teeth had been attained. 
These two factors. expressed by impulses from the sensory receptors in 
the periodontal ligament and integrated by tbe mesencephalic root ot tht~ 
trigeminal nerve, refledy controlled mastication r.iy efferent impulses to 
the masseter and temporal muscles (Sherrington, 1917). On the other 
hand, whenever occlusal interferences were present and the teeth were 
tipped to an axial inclination wherehy the forces of occlusion were not 
parallel to the long axes of the teeth, masticating on a bard substance 
such as the cough drop prohably stimulated the pain receptors in the 
2*0 
periodontal memhrane. These pain impulses, mediated by the spinal 
nucleus of tbe trigenlinal nerve and integrated with <xher affer\~nt 
impulses in the post-central gyrus of the cerelJral corte><, caused the 
trigeminal motor nucleus to alter tl'l€! efferent impulses to the masseter 
and temporal muscles. This was the manner in which the nervous 
system prevented the experience of additional painful stimuli. _~ simtlar 
inhibitory mechanism was operating over the two-neuron reflex: arc 
mediated by the mesencephtdic root ot the trigeminal nerve. The 
inhibitl00 mediated in tbe mesencephalic ro« was also a protective 
mechanism preventing damage to the tdeth and surround1n~ structures. 
Through the medium of these two pathways (pain and proprioception) the 
efferent stimuli to the masseter and temporal muscles were altered 
(Coruin and Harrison, 19 &0, and Szentagothai. 1948). 
Analysis of the Duration of the Chewing Stroka (Biting Stroke) 
Expressed as a Percentage of thc' Chewing Cycle. 
The object of analyzing the chewIng stroke or oiting stroke as a 
percentage of the chewi'1g cycle in t;!Qch experiment for all six.teen SUbjects 
was to see what effect. if any, the different stages of onhodmtic treatmc.:nt 
had on the length of the chewing stroke or ;'titing stroke to see what the 
. - r 
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trend was as orthCKiontlc treatment prO'e;ressed. Using the Chi r..;quare 
Test to evaluate the data, significant differences were found to eidst 
between the distrib,utions ot the different durations of the chewing strokes 
or biting strokes in all of the I;!xperimellts up to this time. In aduition to 
this significant differences were found to exist for the distribution~ of 
tnese durations between EKperiments I and VII (Snd VI and VII. All this 
would mean is that the d!stributlOtlof tbe frequency of occurrellce of 
the various percentages (percentages of the length of the chewing strok.'::s 
or oiting strokes in relation to their chewing cycles) changed in shape 
from experiment to experiment. This Is evident when one looks at the 
histograms made from these data for each separate experiment (see 
pa~es 207 to 210 Graph II in Part til of "FINDINGS"). In looking at these 
histograms we can see tbat the distribution of these percentages docs 
change. as the base of the hi8t~rams becomes narrower up to Experi-
ment III. In Experiments IV and V the base becomes wider, but not as 
wide as in Experiment I. In Experiment VI the base of tbe histogram 
i::ecomes narrower again and then broadens slightly in Experiment VII. 
The greatest frequency of cxcurrence throughout the entire study is 
of the percentages (of the chewing straka or biting stroke) betweenL3~:' 
.. r 
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and 650/. 3S shown on these histograms. 
In analyzin~ what is happening here, it must be taken into cons1der-
ation that as one percentage range increases, one or some of the others 
must decr'~ase. Tt is ,:.vident that as treatment progresses. the shortest 
chewing strokes or biting strokes (O-15'~ and 1.5-25~) decreas(~ in 
freCjUt?ncy of occurrence or disappear entlrely, the logical conclusion 
!)eing that as orthodontic treatment progresses the chewing strokes or 
biting strokes hecome' longer and in previous experiments this was 
attributed to inhIbition occurring during mastication. But, as pointed out 
~)efore. the greatest frequency of occurrences was of those percentages 
(of the chewing stroke or biting stroke) betwean -i5% and 659t.. The 
frequency of this range of percentages (of the chewing stroke or biting 
stroke) remained high throughout the entire study from Experinlent t 
through Experiment VII. In Experlm':!nt tIl it reached its highest point. 
This percentage range also accounted for the majority of percentages 
in Experiment I (The OrIginal Pv'alocclusion). The very longest percentages 
fluctuated throughout the entire study, but did not show any trend and 
remained approximately withIn the same rango of frequency of occurrt::-nc(:. 
Now, if the length of the chewing stroke or l)iting stroke tended to 
,I 
,I 
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Increase as a result of inhLA.tion .in th;:: muscles during mastication then 
we would e-A~ct to find a much longer chewing stroke or biting stroke 
in the eXp'.!1"iment, or tI"~atmt:nt I!:ltage, in which the muscles exhibited 
th,;; greatest amount of iilhlLlitioo aild a shorter cht:win~ stroke in the 
experiment. or t.reatrn~nt stage, in which the muscles (;xhlblted the 
l~ast amount of illhlLltion. This did not occur. These werd E:<.periments 
1[1 (One \Veek After the Placement of Separating "vVires Between tbe Teeth) 
and VII (During tlw Final Stages of Treatment) respecti vely. In these 
two e.tperimcnts the! greatest frequency ot occurrence was of those 
percentages r..etween i5% and 65!t. The 0l11}t ci\.planation for this poonomr.mon 
would be that Ii long, hard chewing stroke or biting stroke, one that 
would have a forceful and definite biting pressure, where the subject 
would bite entirely through the chewing medium, may be as long as an 
indefinite. searching and inhibited chewing stroke or bittng stroke. wherB 
the subject could not Dite through the chewing medium. It must, thl:refore. 
~;e concluded that the length of th~ chewing stroke or biting stroke 
~xpre8sed as a ~rcentage of the chewing cycle is not a relia;:}l~ illdh.~ator 
of the amOWlt of inh!)ition taking place in the muscles being studied 
during the act of mastication. It 1s Ii possibility J from the picture 
. ,. 
presented by these hist~rams. that the habitual kmgth of th~ chewin~l, 
stroke or hiting: stroke is between -iY1,f', and 6,;'X of the entire chewin~ 
cycle and it does not seem to ae affected by sensory reception from 
th~ periodontal ligament 90 that regardless of the amount of caution 
e:(hHnted durin~ mastication. when the jaws have been actively closed 
2H 
l5~V -6507 of the chewing cycle they are opened, in much the same mann~r 
that the number of chews given a bolus of food Is determined hy hahit 
regardless of th~ efficiency of the dentition as shown by Paulsen and 
Clausen, or as Dahlberg showed, tbe habits of mastication remain the 
same after the 10s8 of teeth. 
The disappearance of the shortest chewing strokes or hiting strok;~~s 
from the time of the original malocclusion as treatment progressed could 
'~ e;(plained on the basis of Pruzansky's (1952) findings, where he showed 
tbat in cases of interference in the cuspid region, preventing lateral 
excursions the chewing stroke was of a "chopping" nature sh<M1np,\ up 
electromyographically as a myogram with a rapid build up and rapid 
decline. The frequency of occurrence of these very low percentages 
was small and could he attributed to those subj..:C[s having Class n 
canine relations that were prevented from going into lateral excursions, 
.. r 
this condition iJeing corrected as orthodontic treatment progre8st,~d. 
Analyzing th~1 Nurnl~r of Bursts in a Chewing, Stroke (Biting Stroke) 
The object of aDalr};ing the nwnber of Dursts in a chewing stroke 
or tJiting stroke, was to ascertain if there was a statistically significant 
difference t,etwcen the amount of inhibition occurring in the temporal 
and masseter muscles during the chewing strokes of those subjects sti 11 
wearing appliances and those who already bad the appliances removed. 
Fleming (1961) concluded that the num~Jer of bursts in a chewing stroke 
was a reasonably good indication of the num:.16r of times inhibition had 
taken place in the muscles studied. 
It should tie mentioned here that Fleming (1961) did not prove t"'3 
acove conclusion, but that this was a logical deduction hased upon the 
electromyographlc recordings he outaini;!d. This author agrees with 
F leming on the !:lasis that since the number of oursts of electrical 
activity in a chewing stroke or biting stroke is dependent upon the 
nurnuer of nodes (areas of brief low or ",era amplitudes during the 
,)iting stroke) and these nodes most proL>ably represent a slONinrz; or 
"Llraking" action of the masseter and temporal muscles during dtin~:, 
the nwn,>er of hursts (or for that matter the nurn~)er of nodes) in a chewinf; 
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stroke or biting stroke could possibly represent inhibition in the muscles 
during mastication. 
It can be argued that "nodes" could be due to the fact that the 
recording electrode is small and that it is placed on only one small 
area of the muscle and that this phenomenon of "noding" appearing on 
the myogram may be due to cessation of activity in the part of the 
muscle directly under the electrode while activity was still proceeding 
in a different part of the muscle too far away for the electrode to pick 
up the a ction potentials. If this were true, that an alternate firing of 
muscle fibers took place in different parts of the muscle at such a low 
frequency during mastication, then it would be virtually impossible to 
obtain a tracing of a chewing or biting stroke on the electromyogram 
without a node. Since many chewing or biting strokes were obtained that 
were of single bursts of electrical activity without noding, the above 
argument can be refuted. Therefore, the author assumes that the most 
logical explanation for the presence of these nodes in the myogram 
during mastication is that they are an indication of inhibition taking place 
in the muscle during the act of biting through the chewing medium and 
that the number of nodes or bursts of electrical acti vHy in the chewing 
. r 
or biting strokes is an indication of the numucr of times inhibition has 
taken place. 
The comparison was made between these two groups of sub;12cts in 
!:, '<periment VI!, four of the subjects already had the appliances removed. 
The findings indicated that a statistically significant differenC(~ did exist 
,;t~tween th~sc two groups at the .001 level of significance. This would 
mean that there was a very significant difference in the amount of 
inhibition occurring in the chewing strokes between those patients under-
going active treatment and those whose appliances were removed and 
were on functional retention. This Is largely what would lie expected 
,)ecause after th~ appliances have been removed there is a more 
favorable axial inclination of the tCl.:.th and leas occlusal inter fer·cnce s. 
Also th(! irritation of the supporting structures of the teeth was 
reduced because of the removal of the appliance. All these factors 
allowed the act of mastication, once initiated, to be under the control 
Of the reflex mechanism of the two-neuron reflex arc of the mesen-
cephalic nucleus of the trigeminal nerve, in thos!.: subjects no longer 
wearing appliances. 
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A. Summary 
CHAPTER V 
SU1\Al\,';t\RY AND CONCLUSIONS 
This study was the siKth part of a longitudinal electromyoJraphic 
investigation to determine what effect a clunlie in sensory input to the 
periodontal sensory rec~ptors (pain, pressure and proprioception), due 
to orthodontic tooth movement, had on th;,;; motor output to the temporal 
and masseter muscles. Electromyographic recordings were taken before. 
during and after orthooontic treatment. 
The orthodontic procedures used in this study are distinguished 
from other orthodontic procedures, in that, light forces ~enerat~d from 
highly resilient sm.lll diameter wires and light latex dastics were used 
as a means to effect tooth movement. 
Si)(teen subjects presentin~ varying types of malocclusions (three 
neutrocclusions and thirteen matocclusions) constituted the heterogenous 
; .. ~:\.perimental group. The first three chewing strokes of two chewinf 
(!:<crcises of the right and left temporal and n1.lsseter muscles (consider-
in~~ the ipsilateral side only) wer£.::': .t'.;...>Corded electromyographically for 
0ach 8unject durint~ each treatment stage. Thes..: electromyograms wer>2 
. ,. 
then analyzed, studying various characteristics and employing a numher 
of methods of study. The chewing medium used was Vicks cough drops. 
This part of th~ study dealt with the electrornyographic recordln;,},s 
taken during the final stages of orthodontic treatmtmt. This was defined 
as the correction of the Class II molar relation (in distoccluslon cases). 
space closure between the anterior teeth (consolidation), lingual tipping 
of the roots of the maxillary anterior teeth ("torquing") and the final 
"seatIng" of the cusps and inclined planes of the teeth into occlusion. 
The findings from this part of the study (during final stages of 
orthodontic treatment) were compared with the findings previously 
o;)taincd by the earlier investigators tn thie longitudinal study for the 
purpose of ascertaining any trends that may have occurred in th-e behavior 
patterns (detected electromyographically) of the muscles heing studied, 
during orthodontic treatment. Electrom)~ographic recordings W,E!re taken 
this far in th~ longitudinal study during th~~ foUawin/;stages in the 
treatment of these malocclusions: 
Experiment I Origtnal Malocclusion. 
Experiment II One Day After Placement of Separating Wires 
Between the Teeth • 
. - , 
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Experim<.!nt III On~\~'eek After Placenlcnt of Separating W'lrcs 
&!tween the Teeth. 
Experiment IV One VVeek Aiter Placement of the First Archwire. 
Experiml~nt V During Anchorage Preparation. 
Experiment VI t\fter Coolpletion of AnchoragE' Preparation. 
Experiment VII During the Final Stages of Orthodontic Treatment. 
Additional electromyographic recordings will he taken and analyzed 
by other investigators to treatment cornpJetlon in order to complete this 
longitudinal study_ 
B. Conclusions 
1. Greater inhbition, as indicated by nodes and ; 'urats. was 
e:...:.hibited :JY the temporal and masseter muscles, in the act of mastication. 
during any treatment stage where the long axes of the teeth were not 
parallel to the forces of occlusion or where occlusal interferences 
existed. 
2. Damage to the periodontal ligament, from any cause, resulttn!! 
in pain tends to cause the greatest amount of inhit:.ition to the temporal 
and masseter muscles during mastication. 
:3. The electromyographic behavior pattern of th~ mUBch:fi studi';.:d 
. r 
1 
" 
improves mark.edly during the final stages of orthodontic treatment after 
the Class II molar rdation (or dlstoccluston) bas been corrected. This 
is shown by a d,ecrease in inhibition (or noding) and an increase in con-
current initiation of chewing activity by all three muscle pairs studied. 
~. During the final stages of orthodontic treatm<!nt there is a 
II 
deUnitc change in the division of labor between the masseter and temporal 
muscles. as shown by the large increase in synchronous initiation of 
1.1 
chewing activity hy these muscles. The trend up to this point had be;;~n 
one of decreasing participation on the part of the rnasseters and 
increasing participation on the part of the middl~ and posterior temporal 
muscles. At this point the masseters became more active in initiation 
ot chewing activity, but in conjunction with the temporals. 
5. There is a tendency for the majority of the cht>wing strok::s or 
fndY well Le the hat)itual length of the chewing stroke or biting stroke. 
6. The very short chewing strokes or biting strokes (0 to 25 'i.) tend 
to disappear as orthodont.ic treatment progn~sses. This is pro;;aJy due 
to the correction of cuspid interferences which had lx.~en present prf;;vious!y 
and prevented lateral ,,;;{cursions and resulted in a "chopping" lik~ chcwin:' 
.. r 
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.HH.:i t~mporal muscles durin~ mastication, Lee-aUSl.! it does not vary in 
pr0tl0rtion to the dmount of inhiiJition ex.hlUted during the chewint:, strok~. 
8. There is a statistically significant decrease in the amount of 
inhL..iition (as indicatt:d vy bursts and nodes) taking place in tht: t'~mtJoral 
.. mc masseter muscles, during mastication, after orthodontic clpplianct!s 
are r.;;moved. 
~. Those subjects L-einf;, finian:d in a full Class 11 molar relation 
cxhiLited more illilii..)ition (or noding') during mastication in the final Staii.t.::(o) 
of orthodontic tre·atment, than those iiiZ!ing iiniahed in a Class I molar 
relation (neutrocclusion). 
.. ,. 
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